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G R E E T I N G S F R O M S A M I T L A N D

Samit G. Choudhuri, Publication Editor, CPU

T he nature of publishing dictates that subscribers will be receiving this
issue a couple of weeks prior to the 25th and newsstand readers just in
time for New Years. However, this is the January issue, so I’ll keep

things simple and just say this: Happy New Years! This is where I typically wax
philosophical while discussing resolutions for the coming year. But print dead-
lines are looming so I’ll be quick. In 2003 I was addicted to buying optical drives,
but successfully fought off the urges this past year. This year I plan to only
upgrade twice a year instead of every quarter. Like you, I love hardware, but the
shifts in technology aren’t truly overwhelming. Exceptions are dual-core CPUs
(and software that utilizes the tech), NVIDIA SLI (though I’d be curious to see
what ATI has to offer), Blu-ray/HD-DVD, and Xbox Next.

But let’s get back to the present, shall we? Photos, music, movies, TV shows
and movies are all expanding their reach further into the realm of computers.
We’ve already walked you through building an HTPC on the hardware side,
but we’ve never really taken the opportunity to get in-depth with the software
and with the release of Microsoft’s Windows XP Media Center Edition 2005,
the time seemed about right. WinXP MCE 2005 ships only with new PCs, but
what Microsoft doesn’t share with you at retail leaves big opportunities for oth-
ers, such as SnapStream, Meedio, MythTV, and others. Don’t forget to also
check out GB-PRV (www.gbpvr.com); it’s free and works impressively for the
cost. Now head over to page 48 to find out why
2005 is the year of digital media and how you can
stay on the cutting edge. 

Here’s my Top 10 Wish List: (1) Joy to
my Mama in India, (2) seeing more of

wife Julie, (3) a house with a roomy
computer/office area, (4) nForce4 SLI

mobo with dual 6800GTs, (5) all expenses paid
trip to see U2 live in Dublin, (6) dual Apple/Sony/
HP 23-inch+ LCDs for my desktop, (7) tickets to
be at the FIFA 2006 World Cup finals, (8) an
Akihabara shopping stint, (9) front and rear 
suspension aluminum mountain bike and last but
not least, (10) world peace. I’ll see you back here
next month. Have a safe holiday season!

Gotcha.
Here it is.





CDs Get A DVD B-Side

A lthough music CD sales have sunk in recent years, DVDs fly off the
shelves, and so the music industry hopes to nab some of that movie mojo

by offering the hybrid DualDisc. One side of the disc holds standard CD audio
material, but the other uses the DVD format to deliver a trove of concert

footage, lyrics, photos, interviews, or full
5.1 audio versions of the album. EMI,
Warner, and Sony are among the major
publishers supporting the format, with
scores of DualDiscs coming soon from
the likes of Nine Inch Nails, Good
Charlotte, and the Grateful Dead. But
with DualDiscs apparently priced slight-
ly higher than CDs, we’re guessing most
consumers would rather the music
industry keep its DVD side and just
give us the album cheaper. ▲

Compiled by 
Steve Smith

W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • H a r d w a r e

A Sharp Merger Of
Desktop & HDTV 

Y our PC and TV edge closer toward full con-
vergence with the new Sharp IT-TV line of

multipurpose displays. Coming in a massive 23-
inch model, this wide-bodied LCD accepts both

PC video input, as well as HDTV signals.
For the PC, you get a 1,366 x 768

native resolution. TV, HDTV, or
DVD images can come through

an array of extra inputs, but the display
also has three viewing modes for helping video

sources with 4:3 aspect ratios fill the 16:9 screen.
Embedded 10-watt stereo speakers use Dolby Pro
Logic II technology to simulate surround sound.
And, yes, there is a remote control. For $1,499,
there better be.  ▲

ABIT’s Celebrity-Endorsed
Motherboard

E ndorsed and named after a world champion PC gamer, the
ABIT Fatal1ty motherboard claims to be built from the

ground up for gaming.
Just as sneakers and skateboards attracted celebrity endorse-

ments, now motherboards and graphics cards are getting named
for cyberathletes. ABIT is about to launch the Fatal1ty line of
game-optimized hardware, endorsed by three-time world champi-
on fragger Jonathan “Fatal1ty” Wendel. The Fatal1ty AA8XE
motherboard, for instance, is based on the Intel 925XE chipset
and holds up to 4GB of DDR2-533 memory. It also carries an
“unlockable BIOS,” Windows-based overclocking tools,
five cooling technologies, and dual-LAN ports.
With onboard 7.1 hi-def audio, the
AA8XE also claims to be
the first mother-
board to support the
new Dolby Digital
Live standard, which uses
a single optical connector to
output 5.1 surround sound to
a home theater system. Modders
take note; these motherboards,
along with a matching Radeon-based
Fatal1ty X700XT graphics card, are 
really, really red.  ▲

With a 23-inch LCD display, the
Sharp IT-TV handles a 1,366 x
768 desktop screen resolution,
as well as HDTV input.

David Bowie’s upcoming release will be issued with CD
material on one side and DVD material on the other.
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W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • H a r d w a r e

Are Three Xboxes Better Than One?

T he next generation of the Xbox game console may come in
three flavors: one Xbox Next model without a hard drive, one

with a drive, and the Xbox Next PC that will also run Windows, use
a wireless keyboard and mouse, and burn discs. This plan for ulti-
mate convergence of Microsoft’s game and Media Center strategies
was leaked reportedly from an NDA-protected presentation the com-
pany recently made to analysts and market researchers. The timetable
in this presentation called for release of the two base Xbox Next
models in the fall of 2005, with the souped-up PC model coming for
Christmas 2006. ▲

VoodooPCs Get
Personal, Fast & 
Liquid Cooled

P remium rig maker VoodooPC says its lat-
est PCs are both the fastest and the most

personal. Early out of the gate with an AMD
Athlon FX-55 CPU on the new NVIDIA
nForce4 motherboard, the Rage f:5 uses
NVIDIA’s new twin graphics card configura-
tion but adds a unique multichamber liquid-
cooling system, as well. Hard drives, along with
the liquid-cooling system and power supply, are
kept in their own areas. “It’s smoking fast,” says
VoodooPC President Rahul Sood. The compa-
ny also announced that its PC and notebook
lines now can be customized with tattoos.
These black decals come in demonic designs
such as Buzzsaw and Ancient Evil or softer
images aimed at female users such as Original
Legend (a unicorn) and Traveler (dolphin). ▲

HH aa rr dd ww aa rr ee   
MM oo ll ee
Storage By The Mega Bite

P erfect for dipping 
and data transfers,

SolideAlliance’s new USB
storage devices come in
Salmon Roe, Tuna, and Sea
Urchin models.

Want some soy sauce
with that megabyte?
Japanese manufacturer
SolideAlliance released USB
storage devices in sushi-
shaped plastic models this fall. Sold in the West by Dynamism.com, 
the 128MB sushi drives ($109) sport handmade Tuna, Sea Urchin, or
Salmon Roe casings, while the 32MB ($79) flavors are Tuna Maki and
Cucumber Maki. Why sushi drives? We cannot honestly say, although
this is the same company that manufactured rubber ducky USB drives
earlier this year. We suspect this is a cunning ploy to attract coverage
from magazines like ours. Consider us hooked like tuna. ▲

IBM’s BlueGene Is Top Teraflopper

C omputing at a world record 70.72 teraflops per second, the
IBM BlueGene/L supercomputer was declared the world’s

fastest in the 24th edition of TOP500.org’s legendary list of super-
computers. The second most powerful rig (a mere 51.87 teraflops) is
the Columbia at the NASA Ames Research Center. BlueGene costs
over $100 million and is headed for the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory to study the U.S. nuclear stockpile . . . or per-
haps to host one helluva Counter-Strike LAN party during late
nights in the lab. ▲
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WW aa tt cc hh ii nn gg   TT hh ee
CC hh ii pp ss   FF aa ll ll
Here is pricing information for AMD and Intel CPUs.

Released Original Last month’s Current 
Price Price Price

AMD Athlon XP 3200+ 400MHz FSB
5/26/2003 $464** $122 $124

AMD Athlon 64 2800+
1/6/2004 $193** $129 $135 

AMD Athlon 64 3000+
9/23/2003 $218** $140 $163

AMD Athlon 64 3200+
9/23/2003 $417** $188 $210

AMD Athlon 64 3400+
1/6/2004 $417** $216 $274

AMD Athlon 64 3500+
6/1/2004 $500** $262 $320

AMD Athlon 64 3700
6/1/2004 $710** $459* $499*

AMD Athlon 64 3800+
6/1/2004 $720** $599 $626

AMD Athlon 64 4000+
10/19/2004 $729** $680 N/A

AMD Athlon 64 FX-53
3/18/2004 $733** $560 $599

AMD Athlon 64 FX-55
10/19/2004 $827** $848* N/A

Intel Pentium 4 3GHz 800MHz FSB
4/21/2003 $417** $180 $180

Intel Pentium 4 3GHz 800MHz FSB 1MB cache
2/2/2004 $218** $180 $179

Intel Pentium 4 3.2GHz 800MHz FSB
6/23/2003 $637** $229* $225

Intel Pentium 4 3.2GHz 800MHz FSB 1MB cache
2/2/2004 $278** $214 $213

Intel Pentium 4 3.4GHz 800MHz FSB
2/2/2004 $417** $337 $299

Intel Pentium 4 Extreme Edition 3.2GHz 2MB 
cache 800MHz FSB
11/3/2003 $925** $990 $814

Intel Pentium 4 Extreme Edition 3.4GHz 2MB 
cache 800MHz FSB
2/2/2004 $999** $1,150 $999 

Intel Pentium 4 520 2.8GHz 1MB cache 800MHz FSB 90nm
6/27/2004 $178** $167* $169*

Intel Pentium 4 530 3.0GHz 1MB cache 800MHz FSB 90nm
6/27/2004 $218** $189* $189*

Intel Pentium 4 540 3.2GHz 1MB cache 800MHz FSB 90nm
6/27/2004 $278** $229* $229*

Intel Pentium 4 550 3.4GHz 1MB cache 800MHz FSB 90nm
6/27/2004 $417** $309* $278**

Intel Pentium 4 560 3.6GHz 1MB cache 800Mhz FSB 90nm
6/27/2004 $637** $459* $417**

* Retail price
** Manufacturer's price per 1,000 units

Other current prices, if indicated, are lowest OEM prices
available through Pricegrabber.com

W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • C h i p  W a t c h
Compiled by DeanTakahashi

Mplicity Paves Way For Dual Cores 

P utting more than one processor on a single chip is the rage now that companies
such as Intel and AMD have embraced it. Chip-design start-up Mplicity hopes to

capitalize on the trend with its CoreUpGrade design tool that takes a single-processor
design and converts it into a dual-processor design. Gil Vinitzky, CEO of Mplicity, says
the converted chip could run at twice or four times the speed and at 50% of the original
power consumption.  ▲

Spansion Figures Out Way To Marry Two Different
Kinds Of Flash Memory

T he flash memory business has long
been bifurcated: the NOR business,

which amounts to $10 billion a year and
focuses on high-quality storage, fast ran-
dom write and read times, and low densi-
ty for storing data such as programming
code in a cell phone. NAND, on the
other hand, has become a $7 billion
industry for high-density storage, fast
write times, less-reliable but low-cost applications such as mass storage of data on a
cell phone. (NOR and NAND are named for the Boolean logic that computers use
for searching through data.) But Spansion, the joint venture of AMD and Fujitsu,
says it has figured out a way to marry the industries with a chip architecture that it
calls ORNAND. These will be NOR chips that include some of the best features
exclusively found in NAND chips, says Bertrand Cambou, CEO of Spansion. The
company has been working on this for 18 months and says it will announce specific
products shortly. Spansion hopes to license the technology broadly in an attempt to
create an industry-wide standard. ▲

AMD Takes Geode To Rest Of World 

L ow-cost computers haven’t been cheap enough
for billions of people in developing countries.
But Hector Ruiz, CEO of AMD, wants to

equip 50% of the world’s population with
computers by 2015. That’s why AMD
launched its PIC (Personal Internet
Communicator), a complete, stripped-down

computer built around AMD’s recently
acquired Geode microprocessor. The Geode runs 

at about 366MHz and will cost $185 without a monitor. So far,
the PIC has been picked up by a telephone company in India and cable TV companies
in Mexico and the Caribbean. Those companies are giving away the PIC for free in
exchange for monthly service plans. The system includes a cheap version of Microsoft’s
Windows CE OS, and it enables Internet browsing via broadband or narrowband
modems. Ruiz recently noted that AMD has a successor to its current Geode in the
works to further its PIC ambitions.  ▲

8 January 2005 / www.computerpoweruser.com



SS oo ff tt ww aa rr ee
SS hh oo rr tt ss
More Bejewels In The Crown

S ay good-bye to Mom for the next few weeks. PopCap Games recently released the
sequel to its insanely popular downloadable puzzle game Bejeweled. The original

gem-matching puzzler rocketed to fame among casual players, a segment overwhelmingly
dominated by middle-aged women. Bejeweled 2 presses all this audience’s buttons with
New Age soundtracks and visuals and a new relaxing Endless mode that lets you “play
for eternity and collect jewelry.” We don’t know what that means either, but suffice to
say that the launch of Bejeweled 2 is like Doom 3 for soccer moms. Don’t even think
about asking to borrow her PC until spring.  ▲

Go Google Yourself!

G oogle edges its way into the software business with the beta release of its standalone
Google Desktop Search application. Now you can search your PC as easily as you

search the Web because the program can find a keyword hidden in your Word, Excel, or
PowerPoint documents, in your Outlook email, and even in your browser history. You
can search your PC and the Web simultaneously, and Google serves up both online and
offline results on a single page. We hope that Google isn’t listening, but this app, which
is currently free, is so good we would consider paying for it. Oops. Do you think Google
heard that?  ▲

Winamp’s Last Days?

T he media player that arguably started the whole MP3 music phenomena, Nullsoft’s
Winamp, may soon hit the eject button. Recent downsizing at parent company

AOL left the Nullsoft unit with about three staffers. Longtime Winamp developer Steve
Gedikian resigned recently and predicted the venerable player would continue to hobble
along with minor updates at least for a while. AOL bought Nullsoft in 1999, but the two
companies suffered a strained relationship ever since. For the remaining staff, “the fact is
the odds are against them and the next few months are definitely not going to be easy,”
Gedikian said on his blog.  ▲

Grouper Makes
File Sharing A
Private Affair

O K, if the film and recording indus-
tries don’t like users putting their

media libraries on peer-to-peer networks
for anyone else to download, then per-
haps they will let us swap media among
friends. That is the theory behind
Grouper. A new beta version of the client
from Grouper Networks is available at
www.grouper.com, and it allows file 
sharing within a small group of up to 30
friends. Members can see the libraries of
others within the group and download
images and video from those who give
permission. Music in the form of MP3 or
WMA files, however, cannot be down-
loaded from one PC to another. Grouper
members can make someone else’s music
a part of their own playlists, but the files
must be streamed from the host PC.
Grouper hopes to appease the litigious
record industry by keeping this system
closed to outsiders and preventing music
file swapping. Maybe, but now Grouper
has to worry about the film industry,
which is claiming the program does not
go far enough to protect against users
swapping copyrighted movie files.
Grouper says it will actively discourage its
users from trading copyrighted material
because it is quite serious about courting
the media industries. After all, the com-
pany co-founders Josh Felser and David
Samuel are both former executives of
AOL’s music unit.  ▲

Grouper lets small groups of users swap
media the way families and friends pass along
photos and CDs in real life.

W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • S o f t w a r e

Prepare to stoke that gem-match-
ing addiction again as Bejeweled
gets a New Age upgrade.
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Pet Products Take The
Ultimate “Lab Test”

A s any dog owner knows, nothing is as joyful and destruc-
tive as a growing pup, and so the owners of the 9-month-

old chocolate labrador Mister Starbuck decided to channel his
energy into a consumer protection site aimed at pet owners.
Lab-Tested (www.lab-tested.com) puts pet toys through the
ultimate torture test—a few rounds with Bucky—and reports
the results online. He has been known to chew down to the
nub the mighty Air Kong 747 Fetch Stick, otherwise consid-
ered the Cadillac of tug toys. He eviscerated a Crackly Skunk
squeaky toy in just a few minutes. And he shredded a bungee
cord tug toy in hours. The site has attracted over 33,000 page
views in under a month, and donations from visitors help pay
the hosting costs. Vendors can send their products for testing.
A number of chew toys, sticks mats, and leashes do make it
past this 70-pound shredding machine, of course, but it’s a lot
more fun to tune in periodically to see how Bucky manages 
to decapitate even the heartiest of playthings in the space of 
a few tail wags.  ▲

Can that chewy toy stand up to Mister Starbuck? 

MSN Search: And Then 
There Were Three

A fter promising (or threatening) for years to take on Google 
and Yahoo! in the search engine wars, Microsoft finally un-

veiled its own search technology in the beta version of MSN Search
(beta.search.msn.com). Lo and behold, it looks and feels like, you
guessed it, Google. MSN Search does let users configure some aspects 
of the results page appearance and filter in or out foreign language and
adult content. MSN will be issuing a Desktop search product to rival
Google’s, and various press leaks recently suggest the designers are exper-
imenting with letting searchers tweak the algorithms that determine the
rank of their search results. Microsoft is making this ongoing design process very transparent by putting the staff on its own blog at blogs
.msdn.com/msnsearch to chronicle their progress. The developers speak frankly about user suggestions, upcoming features, and even the
early slipups. The team says it is still working on compatibility issues with, of all things, Mozilla’s Firefox browser, the open-source competi-
tor to Microsoft’s own Internet Explorer. And within a day of its mid-November launch, the MSN Search beta experienced technical diffi-
culties and delivered server errors to some users. No word on whether these errors resembled the legendary Blue Screen of Death.  ▲

Still in beta, MSN Search tries to give searchers more control 
over their results page.

W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • I n t e r n e t

Snafu U: The Ultimate 
Safety School

D on’t look now but academia just grew a sense of humor.
Spark Publishing, the Barnes & Noble company that usually

brings us reams of online and print study notes and test prep
resources at SparkNotes (www.sparknotes.com), just launched a
send-up of the very college market it serves. At Snafu University
(www.snafuuniversity.com), Jean Pierre Le Turd teaches French.
Wheelbarrow and marbles are the favorite team sports. And the
lenient admissions policy is actually trademarked as “You’re In.”
Educational resources are designed by what the school calls its
“Edumagineers,” and their themed education rides include the Abe
Lincoln Log Flume, Whack-a-Moliere, and the much admired
Hegel The Great Roller Coaster. To be sure, the highbrow cultural
references sometimes get as obscure as that know-it-all philosophy
TA we all suffered with in Phil 101. Still, the site, which promotes
the book of the same name, offers downloadable “pre-approved”
applications and a hilarious diploma that we’re still not quite sure is
actually in Latin. Don’t miss the fine print; even the site privacy
policy is funny.  ▲

At Snafu U, students can major in Business and Marrying Up or 
triple major in Rock, Paper, Scissors. 
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W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • I n t e r n e t

BIOS Upgrades Available Online
Before you send another motherboard to the landfill, consider upgrading the BIOS and giving your PC a new outlook on life.
Here are a few recently released upgrades. Readers can check out www.cpumag.com/cpujan05/bios to see our entire upgrade list.

Manufacturer DateAvailable URL

ABIT KV8 11/10/2004 www.abit-usa.com/downloads/bios/bios_revision.php?categories=1&model=178

AOpen vKM400Am-S 11/16/2004 download.aopen.com.tw/userdownload_List.aspx?RecNo=8876&Model=vKM400Am-S

ASUS K8V-X 11/04/2004 www.asus.com/support/download/item.aspx?ModelName=K8V-X&Type=Latest&SLanguage=en-us

GIGABYTE 8S648FX-RZC 11/03/2004 tw.giga-byte.com/Motherboard/Support/BIOS/BIOS_8S648FX-RZC.htm

Intel D845PEMY/D845GVFN 11/08/2004 www.intel.com/design/motherbd/genbios.htm

MSI KT880 Delta-FSR (MS-7047) 11/09/2004 www.msicomputer.com/support/bios_result.asp

Soltek SL-B5A-FGR 11/15/2004 www.soltek.com.tw/soltek/download/download_all.php?isbn_st=SL-B5A-FGR#bios

Soltek SL-B9D-FGR 11/15/2004 www.soltek.com.tw/soltek/download/download_all.php?isbn_st=SL-B9D-FGR#bios

SOYO SY-KT333 Dragon Plus 11/08/2004 www.soyousa.com/downloads/filedesc.php?id=2323

Tyan Trinity GC-SL (S2707) 11/10/04 www.tyan.com/support/html/b_s2707.html

Tyan Tomcat i875PF (S5105) 11/15/04 www.tyan.com/support/html/b_s5105.html

Compiled by Kevin Savetz
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Gmail Goes Pop

B y the time you read this, your Google Gmail may be coursing through
Outlook or other email clients. The company announced in late

October 2004 that it was about to allow POP access to Gmail accounts,
which users have been clamoring for since the Web-based email product
launched in early 2004. Via POP, users will not only be able to retrieve their
email and read it offline on their favorite programs but also on remote
devices such as Web-enabled mobile phones and PDAs.  ▲

It’s Time To Get Things Started

T he Muppets have finally come online in all their fuzzy, corny, highly
animated glory at Muppets.com. Get your day pass into the studio

for a wealth of interactive goodies. Naturally, Miss Piggy’s Trailer is not
quite ready for visitors, but you can try Central Casting to access some
clever bios of the crew or Club Mayhem, a disco where you can make
your own techno music mix. But no tech geek will want to miss the
Beaker/Bunsen Game, where you can blend your own special effects and
test them out on the ultimate lab nerd, Beaker. This nicely designed Flash
site lets you mouse over just about anything to invoke a bit of slapstick or
a frequent cameo from Animal screaming (what else?) “Rock and Roll!
Rock and Roll!”  ▲

Searching The Kode 

S oftware developers now have a search engine nano-targeted to their
needs. Koders (www.koders.com) searches for code being used in open-

source projects around the world. By entering the right combination and
syntax of search terms, you can solve programming problems by seeing
examples of existing code that you can learn from or even reuse. The search
box can filter results by programming languages, as well as by the reuse
license policies attached to the code.  ▲

Picturing The Now

P icture if you will the last hour of our earth’s
existence, literally, in pictures. The brilliant

experiment in visual mapping of information at
10x10 (www.tenbyten.org) analyzes the RSS feeds
from Reuters, New York Times International News,
and BBC World Edition to determine each hour’s
most important words. 10x10 then pulls in images
attached to these major news stories and arranges
them in an interactive grid of 100 pictures and
words. Frequently repeated images indicate especially
hot topics, and the random juxtaposition of humor-
ous and tragic pictures side-by-side communicates
the range and contrast of human events. Clicking
any cell in the grid or term in the list brings in the
relevant headlines and links to the original stories.
According to designer Jonathan Harris, 10x10 is
entirely automated, with no human intervention or
regulation. It is meant as a pure visual snapshot of
our times. “It lets the news come to life, and every-
thing feels a bit less distant, a bit closer to heart, and
maybe, if we’re lucky, gives us pause to think,” says
Harris. We just think it’s a lot more fun than reading
Google News, let alone any newspaper.  ▲

10x10 maps each hour’s news into a grid of
100 key terms and related images.
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Compiled by Steve Smith

R A W D A T A

You can join the war on terror

armed with UNIX, Sun, and

Solaris application expertise and

a thorough knowledge of mili-

tary acronyms. These are the

tools needed for a top secret

post (clearance required, natu-

rally) as an All Source Intelli-

gence Analyst with government

contractor SAIC. Your mission, if

you decide to accept it, is to

research and maintain databas-

es, analyze raw intelligence data

and create reports, and make

recommendations that support

counter-terrorism efforts by the

United States. The employer

would like you to have experi-

ence analyzing "asymmetrical

and nondoctrinal threats," so if

you know what that means (and

we don't) then you may have a

good shot at this gig. And while

you're unraveling this thorny

military verbiage, make sure you

are also familiar with this arse-

nal of acronyms: WebTAS, DOD

I&W Web Portal, and MDITDS,

which you may also want to

bone up on for the interview.

The Long, Slow Crawl To Digital TV

W eren't we all supposed to be getting our HDTV by now? The FCC originally targeted Dec.
31, 2006 as the deadline for broadcasters to switch from analog signals to digital, but

only if 85% of U.S. households had access to digital services. As the deadline looms, almost
everyone agrees that the penetration of digital-ready televisions and digital services aren't
even close to those goals because only about 14 million households owned an HDTV by the
end of 2004, according to Strategy Analytics, and only 7 million subscribed to HD program-
ming. Now, even the FCC is admitting we're not ready for digital because its chairman, Michael
Powell, may ask for the deadline to be pushed into 2009. Even then, Powell wants some clarifi-
cation about this "85%" proviso. Are 85% of us simply supposed to have access to digital sig-
nals or actually own digital-ready TVs?

Browse vs. Flip

T o know the Web is to love the Web, according to the
latest research from the Online Publishers Associa-

tion. If they could only access two media, more than 45%
of Internet users choose the Web first compared to 34%
who choose television. Bye, bye prime time.

Internet Users’ Top Two Media Choices
Media First Choice Second Choice

Internet 45.6% 32.1%

TV 34.6% 27.8%

Books 7.5% 11%

Radio 3.2% 9.7%

Newspapers 3.2% 0.6%

Video/DVDs 2.8% 6.2%

Video/PC Games 2.1% 3.7%

Magazines 0.9% 3.5%

12 January 2005 / www.computerpoweruser.com





SP2 & Security
I don't know what to make of the mess Microsoft

has made of Windows security. It appears that
its strategy for making people safe from the Wild

West world of the Internet is to simply wall it off.
The recently released SP2 freely blocks downloads of
all online ActiveX plug-ins and downloads without
regard to source or legitimacy. Flash, RealPlayer,
QuickTime, and Acrobat are all blocked. Of course,
while blocking all easy access to legitimate online
software, Microsoft gives itself free access to your PC
via the Windows Update service, which it uses with
increasing frequency to modify your Microsoft appli-
cations, browser, and OS environment, thus break-
ing other working applications, generating support
calls for other software companies while denying
those software products access to the same self-
patching technologies Microsoft relies on to support
its own products. That was a
mouthful, but there's more.

In addition to unilaterally
breaking the Internet, Micro-
soft freely breaks a vast array of
applications with little consid-
eration for the confusion that 
it causes consumers. When the
Windows update service installs
the WinXP SP2 update to
Windows, it turns on its firewall
automatically and blocks multi-
player games from communicating with the Internet.
These games are in full-screen graphic modes when
they try to communicate with the Internet so the user
can't see the warning dialog SP2 pops on the Desk-
top to tell users the game is blocked.  

If you were to engage in the extremely risky online
behavior of visiting a Macromedia Flash-based Web
site, you would get a warning dialog that reads;
"While files from the Internet can be useful, this file
type can potentially harm your computer. Only
install software from publishers you trust. What's the
risk?"  So Microsoft, who I must trust with my com-
puter because I use their OS is warning me that Flash
can "potentially" harm my computer. So let's click
the "What's The Risk?" link and see what it has to
say about Macromedia's hazardous software.

"Should you install ActiveX controls?
Maybe. You should be cautious about installing

ActiveX controls on your computer, even if they
have a valid digital signature. While ActiveX con-
trols can enhance Web browsing, they can also be a 

security risk, and it's best to avoid using them if the
Web page will work without them. However, some
Web sites or tasks might require them, and if the
content or task is important to you, you will have
to decide whether to install the ActiveX control."

So for example, if I choose to visit any Web site
that contains QuickTime- or RealPlayer-based
media content, I will get this stern warning and
have to evaluate the risks of using these apparently
dangerous software products to view videos based
on my extensive technical knowledge about their
internal operation in the Windows environment
and make an informed decision about whether the
video I want to watch is worth the risk of "harming" 
my computer with this software. Convenient-
ly, Windows Media Player-based content is not
plagued with any of these pesky warnings. 

I feel much safer online
now that I know Microsoft,
the company that has used
the back door they installed
for themselves on my com-
puter 11 times in the past five
months to patch security
holes in their own software, is
protecting me from Adobe
Acrobat by warning me that
Adobe's software MAY be
harmful and preventing me

from installing it. Unfortunately, Internet
Explorer (the most prevalent spyware and adware
product on the Internet, not to mention the great-
est source of security vulnerabilities) does not
bother to warn you about itself.

The fact is Microsoft can't actually fix Windows
security at this point. The Windows OS was funda-
mentally not designed with the threats of the
Internet in mind. The modern Windows OS was
created for corporate environments where everyone
has skilled IT departments that carefully control all
online access and software on user machines. In the
home it just doesn't work and frankly probably
can't be fixed. Microsoft's solution will be to add
layer after layer of bloated obstructive security
garbage to the OS because that's cheaper and more
expedient than solving the problem in a way that
works for software not published by Microsoft.  ■

Riled up? Send your feedback to
TheSaint@cpumag.com

Holiday 
Wish List
1. A fast, lean,

stable version of
Windows

2. A treadmill that plays
video games

3. Everyone on the
Internet to just get along

4. The power to block cell
phone reception in meet-

ings with my mind
5. 1,000 IQ points to dis-
tribute to others as I see fit

6. To master the fine art of
being pompous AND 

likeable
7. For somebody else to

deal with backing up 
my laptop

8. Five minutes alone with
the artist who drew my

CPU caricature
9. To be the fattest guy in

my seating row on any
given flight

10. I wish my icam would
stop looking at me that way

The Saint
by Alex St. John

The fact is
Microsoft can't

actually fix
Windows security

at this point.

14 January 2005 / www.computerpoweruser.com



Deep Flight Submersibles Underwater Aviator
If you’re pining for a date with Debbie on

“Sealab 2021,” here’s just the thing. For $1.7
million (about twice the cost of the Subeo
GEMINI we visited in the January 2004
issue) you can pilot your own Underwater Aviator sub. Built by Deep Flight
Submersibles (www.deepflight.com) and marketed by cookie-hoax victim
Neiman Marcus (www.neimanmarcus.com), the twin-seat, battery-powered
Aviator can hit eight knots with optional hi-po thrusters. It’s meant to be
“flown” underwater, with military aircraft-style controls and a five-point racing
harness. It even has airbags, should you need to pull an emergency surface blow
a la “The Hunt for Red October.” Deep Flight is still mulling other configura-
tions, including three- and four-seat models. Talk about a Wet Side Story. Jets
or Sharks: Why should you have to choose between the two?

Claro Holographic TV
All the mystery goes out of the Claro if we call it a glorified projector screen,

so let’s take a more aesthetic, less realpolitik view. Paired with a set of matching
speakers that look as if they should be shielding Jar-Jar Binks in combat, the
Claro provides you with a 40-inch widescreen presentation that seemingly hangs
in space. It comes with its own high-quality projector meant to sit several feet
behind the unit on the floor, although other projectors will work, too, if they
strike the Claro at the same angle. A rectangle of special film acts as the
viewscreen, as if Wonder Woman had an invisible projection TV for the cabin
of her invisible jet. (Man, migratory birds must hate that thing.) Anyway, some
retailer in the UK called Harrod’s (www.harrods.com) is offering the Claro in an
initial limited run of 50 units. Perhaps you can see your way clear to tender
$46,000 for one.

Velodyne Digital Drive 1812 Signature Edition
If your hammer, anvil, and stirrup bones haven’t yet been pummeled to powder, perhaps your sub-

woofer isn’t loud enough. Volume isn’t cheap by itself, and yet it’s nothing without the clarity that your
DVDs and SACDs demand of the low end. Enter Velodyne’s Digital Drive 1812 Signature Edition, a
two-way digital subwoofer with the company’s High Gain Servo control (www.velodyne.com). A 12-
inch driver handles the upper bass registers, while an additional 18-inch woofer rattles your fillings and
subliminally urges you to raise great Cthulhu from his watery prison. You’ll simply have no defense
against the 2,500 watts rms flowing from the 1812’s two Energy Recovery Amplifiers. This linchpin of
any audiophile’s sonic first-strike capability sells for $15,000. 

I
f youth is wasted on the young, we’re begin-

ning to believe that wealth is wasted on the

wealthy. Forget building pyramid-shaped 

casinos or terra-forming islands in Dubai.

We’d blow our kids’ inheritance on underwater

airplanes, monster subwoofers, and transparent TVs.

And, alright, maybe a private island or two.

by Marty Sems
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W hilst currently sitting pretty in
Half-Life 2 with either an ATI

Radeon X800 XT or an NVIDIA
GeForce 6800 Ultra, CPU was briefed
on the next big thing from ATI. Think 
of the next big thing as a refresh of the
entire X800 lineup as already the com-
pany is talking about expanding the
X800 series above and below
the current crop of X800
XTs and X800 Pros. At the
very high end will be the
X850 series, which sports three flavors.
First up will be the X850 Pro, clocked at
520MHz core and 1.08GHz memory,
for $399. Second is a 16-pipe X850 XT,
clocked at 520MHz core and 1.08GHz
memory, for $100 more. Finally, the 
top dog will be the X850 XT Platinum
Edition, which will be clocked at

ATI Radeon X850/X800 Series
540MHz core and a
stonking 1.18GHz
for memory ($549).
It should be noted that
for the first time on the con-
sumer side, both of the latter cards will
sport dual-DVI capabilities. ATI claims
that through optimized silicon and with

new power management
techniques, higher clock
speeds were achieved for
this refresh. The board we

were shown sported a rather large
heatsink and fan combo much akin to
NVIDIA's 6800 series and certainly
more aggressive than anything ATI has
done before. There are some worries,
however. Will these new top dogs be
more available than the X800 XT
Platinum Editions, which, let's face it,

Intel P4 EE 3.46GHz
A t the very top end of Intel’s lineup is

the P4 Extreme Edition 3.46GHz
CPU and its accompanying 925XE chip-
set. The core comes from Intel’s server-
level Xeon line (Gallatin) with 2MB of 
on-chip L3 cache. The clock speed dial has
only been turned up 66MHz—from 3.4 
to 3.46GHz—not exactly earth-shattering.
Not being based on the Prescott core
means that there’s no SSE3 support here,
but what it does have is a new 1,066MHz

bus speed. The 925XE Ex-
press platform has been speed
binned from the 925X Express
chipset to allow for the use of dual
533MHz DDR2 memory.

Insertion is a little different from what's
come before but the same as previous
LGA775 CPU sockets, which harbor the
pin connectors on the mobo. In other
words, there are no pins on the underside
of the P4 EE 3.46GHz and instead just

some gold-plated contact pads.
When a CPU is as expensive as

$1,000, that’s probably not a bad thing.
Damage the pins in the old days and you
would have had to replace the CPU; how-
ever, with the LGA775, you only need to
shell out for a new motherboard.

This product launch has been a rather
auspicious start to the 1,066MHz bus.
We won’t know the full value of it until
Intel decides to let loose with it on a 
larger scale this year. The fact remains,
though, that the benchmarks show little
to no gain over a similarly prepped
800MHz bus P4 EE 3.4GHz, which is
disappointing. Factor in the $999 price
and you start looking toward an Athlon
64 FX-5x, which is cheaper and delivers
better gaming performance.  ▲

by Alex “Sharky” Ross

Radeon X850/X800 Series
$399 to $549/$349

ATI
(905) 882-2600

www.ati.com

P4 EE 3.46GHz
$999

(800) 538-3373
www.intel.com

haven't exactly been as easy to grab
as the fruits from your neighbor's

overhanging trees?
The X800 series will get a price break

thanks to the 0.11-micron process used
for the chips. The new 16-pipe Radeon
X800 XL with 256MB, clocked at
400MHz core and 1GHz memory, will
cost $349. The eight-pipe, 400MHz
Radeon X800 will have 128MB of
700MHz memory (price not set).

Regardless, it's good to see the high-
end X800 series trickle down into the
mainstream so soon. It's only been a few
months since its initial introductions. 
Of course, we fully expect NVIDIA to
return fire with different models of its
NV4x architecture. ▲

by Alex "Sharky" Ross
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Specs: X850: 520MHz to 540MHz clock speed, 1.08GHz to 118MHz memory; X800:
400MHz clock speed, 128MB to 256MB with 1GHz and 700MHz memory, respectively

Specs: Socket LGA775, 2MB of L3 cache, and 3.46GHz

The Numbers
A trio of CPUs goes through the paces.

P4 EE 3.46GHz P4 EE 3.4GHz Athlon 64 FX-55

3DMark05 4559 4478 4596

Doom 3 (fps) 90.1 88.6 103.2

Halo (fps) 92.2 92.2 105.7

UT2004 (fps) 63.9 62.4 76.1

Far Cry (fps) 143.4 139.6 156.4
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Logitech Z-5500 Digital

A fter the towering, 5-CPU rating
achievements of Logitech's Z-680

speakers, I wondered how Logitech could
possibly build a better 5.1 speaker set. In
many ways, it did, and in a couple, it didn't.

In upgrading the Z-680s, Logitech
went from an 8-inch to a 10-inch sub-
woofer, planted six inputs (three 1/8-inch
analog, optical and coax SPDIF, and line-
in) in the new and sexier control pod, 
and integrated support in the pod for
96KHz/24-bit digital decoding, including
DTS 96/24 and Dolby Pro Logic II. You
get an IR remote control, plus all four
satellites and the center have swiveling
bases, so you can place them on the desk
or mount them to the wall without extra
brackets or hinges.

Each satellite is
fueled by 62W, with
69W to the center
and 188W RMS to the sub. This is the
same power found in the 680's sub. The
weird thing is that the 680's bass was
sharper. In "The Matrix" lobby-shooting-
spree scene, for instance, when Neo nails
that guard in the chest, you could feel 
that blow land in your own chest. The 
Z-5500's bass is a half step under that. It
thunders but doesn't crack. I also observed
a slight hollowness in the midranges with
some content, perhaps indicating that the
5500's crossover isn't quite optimized.
The highs here sparkled as the 680's did,
but we had to push up the treble more in
the EQ of our Audigy 2 ZS to get there.

ATI RS480
T he days of integrated chipsets not

being for power users is now over.
With the Radeon Xpress 200 (RS480 and
SB400) chipset, ATI has finally taken 
off the kid gloves it wore while trying to
outperform yet still appease Intel. With
support for AMD's Socket 939, PCI-E
integrated graphics, up to four x1 PCI-E
links, 1GHz Hyper-Transport, integrated
support for DX9 (2.0 pixel and vertex
shaders), SiS’ 3112 RAID 0 and 1 technol-
ogy built into the southbridge, and much
more, this chipset clearly aims to blow both

the 915G and nForce
series out of the water.

I set up an RS480 ref-
erence board with an
Athlon 64 3800+, two
256MB sticks of PC
3200 memory, an ATI
reference X700 PCI-E
card, and Windows XP SP1. 

Taking into account the 600MHz jump
on our current platform over older tests,
RS480 still turns in some excellent results,
trouncing other recent IGPs and demon-
strating that ATI's southbridge issues seem
to be resolved.

But these are default setting re-
sults. ATI's attention to overclock-
ing and granular component control

is almost unbelievable. Rarely have I seen
this depth of BIOS options, everything
from PCI bus locking to CPU voltage to
12 different memory timing controls.

To date, ATI's IGP efforts have enjoyed
most of their success with OEMs and virtu-
ally nothing at retail. The RS480, and its
graphics-less RS480 counterpart, should
change that. My reference design featured
VGA and DVI ports in addition to GbE
and FireWire. Enable the SurroundView
feature, throw in a PCI-E graphics card, and
you have triple-head, noncloned output.

A P4 implementation will follow, but
today, barring any surprises from next
month's nForce4 roundups, ATI is now
the enthusiast's Athlon 64/FX platform
of choice. ▲

by William Van Winkle

RS480
$55 to $150

ATI 
(905) 882-2600

www.ati.com

Now, the trade is that the clarity of sur-
round separation in the Z-5500s is through
the roof. In the lobby scene, I'd never before
noticed that you can hear the sound of
backup guards approaching from the rear
before you see them. I could also hear vocal
echoes clearly bouncing off the rear walls. I
tested the Z-5500s with a wide range of
DVD movies, DVD-Audio albums, CDs,
and games, and in all cases, the surround
performance was unprecedented. 

Getting a 5 on surround performance
and a 4 on fidelity seems a good trade to
me. But if you're a bass junkie, you'll find
the 680s are a better deal. ▲

by William Van Winkle
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Specs: RMS power: sub 188W, satellites 317W combined; SNR: 100dB; maximum SPL:
>115dB; hardware-based Dolby Digital, DTS 96/24 soundtracks, Dolby Pro Logic II, 6-
channel direct, stereo, stereo x2 (rear cloned)

Specs: CPU: AMD Sempron, Athlon 64, Athlon 64 FX; 800/1,000GHz HyperTransport
interface; dual-channel DDR; PCI-E 1.0a; up to 8 USB 2.0; up to 7 PCI; 4 SATA with
RAID 0, 1; AC'97-class audio with 7.1/5.1 compatibility

Z-5500 Digital
$399.95
Logitech

(510) 795-8500
www.logitech.com

Benchmark Digits
3DMark Doom 3 Comanche 4 PCMark04 WinAce

2003 2005 demo 1 1,024 x System 200MB
1,024 x 1,024 x 8x6 high 768 x 32 Test Suite folder
768 x 32  768 x 32  

ATI Integrated 1739 604 5.8 25.48 4354 1:52
3800+ X700 7308 2977 95.7 74.67 4720 1:52

Intel Integrated 1085 N/A N/A N/A 3487 2:58
3GHz 6800 GT 10753 N/A locked 54.48 4703 2:51

Shuttle Integrated 772 N/A N/A 49.85 4195 3:25
3GHz ATI 9800 PRO 5487 N/A N/A 20.81 3735 3:12

To see how ATI’s
RS480 performs, check
out these numbers.
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BTX Platform

A lthough many hardware enthusiasts
insist on building their own PCs,

there are reasons to tap a larger OEM.
Meanwhile, the DIY crowd uses large heat-
sinks and potentiometers to cope with heat
and noise. A more elegant alternative is on
the way, fortunately.

BTX (Balanced Technology Extended)
is the successor to ATX. It brings enhanced
scalability through several defined board
sizes, improved thermal characteristics, pur-
portedly better acoustics because there are
only two fans, and increased structural
integrity for larger heatsinks. 

Intel's enthusiasm over BTX is under-
standable given the popularity of SFFs and
an omnipresent drive to cram more tech-
nology into smaller spaces. BTX defines
three platform specs to standardize scalabil-
ity, from the 6.9-liter picoBTX to full-size

BTX cases. The
microBTX chassis includ-
ed with my sample
(AOpen) features one
5.25-inch drive, one 3.5-
inch internal bay, and one
3.5-inch external bay (all
easily removable). Intel's
preproduction D915-
GMH microBTX mobo
slips right in.

It will take time for BTX to catch on
with larger OEMs with a substantial in-
vestment in existing chassis and board
designs. However, the benefits offered to
smaller outfits are liable to promote rapid
adoption. The idea to align powerful com-
ponents and use one high-powered cooling
fan to address their collective thermal out-
put makes a lot of sense. It isn't perfect,

Belkin Wireless Pre-N Router 
N early two years have passed since

the IEEE last ratified a standard to
improve wireless networking technology,
and the market is thirsting for innovation.
But the Wi-Fi Alliance is being cautious
to avoid the same debacle that saw manu-
facturers releasing pre-802.11g hardware
in 2002 and confusing customers. Thus,
it’s taking a hard line against vendors that
claim support for any specification that
hasn’t yet been ratified.

It seems like Belkin walks a fine line
with its Wireless Pre-N Router, the first
kit to employ Airgo Networks’ MIMO
(Multiple Input Multiple Output) an-
tenna technology for improved range
and performance. But despite the no-
menclature that alludes to 802.11n sup-
port, Belkin maintains that the router
isn’t intended to be compatible with the
speed-enhancing standard expected in
2006. Rather, it’s representative of what

might be included with
the finalized 802.11n
specification.

Understanding that
Belkin’s solution is by no means
standardized, it still includes some
very attractive technology. MIMO anten-
nas are advertised to expand your range
by up to 800%. And while I wasn’t able
to measure exact circumferences, the
Wireless Pre-N Router broadcast well
beyond the bounds of my house and
about 150 feet down the block. The D-
Link DI-624 it replaced ran into trouble
hitting a wireless media receiver in my liv-
ing room, 30 feet and two walls away.

Belkin also claims to be faster, though
that’s likely due to a combination of aug-
mented signal integrity and MIMO’s
multiple data streams because the Pre-N
Router tops out with the same theoretical
108Mbps ceiling as its competitors. A

more tangible benefit is that
Airgo’s technology doesn’t penal-

ize mixed-mode environments. In 
other words, each client on a network of
802.11g and 802.11b devices runs at its
maximum potential rather than default-
ing to the slowest device. 

Of course, in order to realize the ex-
tended range of Belkin’s Pre-N Router,
you’ll also need Belkin’s Pre-N Notebook
Network Card or the PCI adapter, sched-
uled for release in January or February
2005. Connected 802.11g/b devices func-
tion normally without utilizing MIMO.
The router’s value hinges on your expec-
tations of proprietary hardware and the
impending introduction of the actual
802.11n specification next year.  ▲

by Chris Angelini

BTX Platform 
Intel

(408) 765-8080
www.intel.com

Wireless Pre-N Router
$159.99

Belkin
(800) 223-5546

www.belkin.com

though. Our prepro-
duction system gen-
erated plenty of
noise. Moreover, it
wouldn't accommo-
date anything larger
than an ATI Radeon

X700 XT card. According to Intel, enthusi-
asts will want to use full-size BTX cases to
house larger peripherals. 

By the time you read this, Intel should
be selling boxed P4 CPUs bundled with
Type I BTX Thermal Modules to distrib-
utors. Corresponding mobos should have
emerged and BTX cases will become more
prevalent at the beginning of 2005. ▲

by Chris Angelini
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Specs: 3 motherboard standards: picoBTX, microBTX, and BTX; 3 compatible power supplies:
LFX12V, CFX12V, and ATX12V; and 2 thermal module specifications: Type I and Type II

Specs: 802.11g/b certified, WPA security support, Airgo MIMO antenna technology, 
support for 802.11e QoS draft standard, 4 10/100
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ConvertX PX-TV402U 
$199

Plextor
www.plextor.com

Plextor ConvertX PX-TV402U

T he ConvertX is a stylish, aluminum,
USB 2.0 video encoder box. In 

a nutshell, RCA stereo, composite, S-
Video, or RF (coax from the wall or set-
top box) comes in, gets processed, and a
stream of MPEG or DivX video comes
out, making this a hot product for anyone
with a PMP (Portable Media Player)
device (see our roundup on page 64). 

Plextor also bills this as a PVR. Yes, the
ConvertX, working with InterVideo’s bun-
dled WinDVR 5 application, can pause
live TV after about a two-second pause.
You can also schedule recordings for a cer-
tain time and channel from straight analog
cable. (With set-tops, you’ll need to preset
the channel manually.) WinDVR now has
hooks to the free TitanTV programming
guide, so you can also schedule recordings
online. But without a 10-foot interface,

remote control, or IR
blaster support, calling
it a “desktop PVR”
seems more appropriate.

Plextor’s quality, particu-
larly after installing the 2.0.1.6
firmware update, is very impressive. The
update took care of much of the color
muting I saw out of the box, and adjust-
ing the display properties in WinDVR
handled any last complaints. I recorded in
three visual/audio modes: MPEG-2 MP3
GQ (Good Quality), MPEG-4 MP2 HQ
(High Quality), and DivX Certified
Home Theater (MP2). I saw virtually no
difference in TV quality between live and
my MPEG-4 or DivX settings. Notice-
able chunkiness, color muting, and arti-
facts did show up in MPEG-2, but not as
badly as I might have expected.

ADS Tech Instant VideoMPX 
L et’s say that you have a pretty beefy

PC, a panache for archiving and
playing WMV or DivX files, a sweet little
portable video player you picked up at a
post-holiday sale, and now you’re nearly
broke. You are the perfect candidate to
enjoy ADS Tech’s Instant VideoMPX.

Unlike Plextor’s ConvertX, the Video-
MPX does no hardware encoding. All that
work gets shoved off onto your CPU. ADS
recommends at least a 2.4GHz processor,
but my 1.7GHz Pentium M-based note-
book showed no visible signs of frame drop-
ping. The VideoMPX itself is a collection of
ports (RCA stereo, composite, and S-Video)
hanging at the end of a USB 2.0 connec-
tion. Bundled in the box are drivers, a DivX
Player, and Ulead Video Studio 8 SE VCD.
For capturing video and providing basic
editing tools for things such as cutting out
commercials, this will do. Just be sure to
bring your own MPEG-2 codec. 

No doubt, the
VideoMPX mauls your
processor. While sim-
ply watching a composite
stream from a cable set-
top box, I showed utiliza-
tion from 27% to 49%;
encoding to WMV ratched
up the load to 54% to 71% and with
DivX Home Theater, it went from 63%
to 79%. At these levels, multitasking
becomes risky to infeasible.

After playing with the ConvertX, I
wasn’t too surprised to see ADS’ box yield
similarly good video quality in the high-
end DivX profile. There was a bit of fall-
off in color saturation and a little noise,
but nothing to sneer at. Performance in
WMV was noticeably grainier, and
straight lines were more prone to jaggies.

I did hit a couple hiccups. My first
installation of the VideoMPX’s drivers

didn’t take and needed
reinstalling. As expect-

ed, VideoStudio wouldn’t 
recognize my MPEG-2 test file, al-

though it did fine with importing
MPEG-4 and DivX.

Remember, though, this product is
aimed at people wanting to adapt their
video for mobile use on a handheld. At
320 x 240, you’re not going to see much
difference between an original stream and
WMV. Most differences started diminish-
ing at 640 x 480. Also consider that most
analog-to-WMV/DivX products are more
complex and costly. The VideoMPX is
modest in its feature scope, but it delivers
plenty of utility for video enthusiasts on 
a budget.  ▲

by William Van Winkle

Instant VideoMPX
$89

ADS Tech
www.adstech.com

Interestingly, CPU utilization during
regular TV watching varied from 40% to
54% on a 1.7GHz Centrino notebook.
(Baseline utilization during idle was 0%
to 2%.) While recording in default
MPEG-2 mode, I saw a decrease of about
5% on average, with utilization hovering
between 31% to 53%. 

Plextor throws in WinDVD Creator 
2 for basic video editing and burning,
including direct-to-disc. Unfortunately,
only InterVideo currently supports the
ConvertX. The ability to create custom
recording profiles and recordings in 16:9
would be a plus, too. But the TV402U
does such an excellent job at its core tasks
that it’s hard to find serious fault with its
few deficiencies.  ▲

by William Van Winkle
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Specs: NTSC, PAL, and SECAM; MPEG-1/VCD, MPEG-2/DVD, MPEG-4, and DivX
(Home Theater, Portable, Handheld profiles); USB 2.0 interface; up to 720 x 480 resolution

Specs: RCA left and right audio, composite video, S-Video; USB 2.0; cable length: 6
feet; WMV 9, MPEG-1, MPEG-4, DivX
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I go through a spindle of blank CD-R
discs bi-monthly. It might be a single

device driver for benchmarking, or a tunes
disc for the road. I rarely take the time to
scribble the contents with a Sharpie mark-
er, and I consequentially wind up with a
pile of partially used, unnamed CDs clut-
tering my workbench or car floor. 

Primera Technology’s Signature Z1
CD/DVD Thermal Printer is for those
with enough pride in their compilations to
give them a label. The 2.76-inch high x
9.25-inch wide x 7.48-inch deep printer
connects through a USB 1.1/2.0 interface
and comes with its own layout software. It
supports standard text through any
installed font, curved text, which can then
be moved around, and imported images,

including BMP, TIF,
JPEG, and PNG files.
But because the printer is
only able to print in mono-
chrome, best results come from simple clip
art. If you’re looking for a more capable
printer, Primera sells much more elaborate
devices for that purpose. (Just don’t shud-
der at the $1,500 price tag.)

For its intended market, the Z1 per-
forms admirably. Applied thermal material
doesn’t scratch off, and discs with a mixture
of text and images are completed in less
than one minute. The unit’s 200dpi resolu-
tion is lower than competing printers; how-
ever, the difference is hardly noticeable.

The complete kit comes with the print-
er, of course, one black ribbon cartridge, an

AOpen XC Cube AV EA65-II
M anufacturers have tirelessly pur-

sued the idea of a home theater
PC. It seems to be an elusive goal,
though, because there’s still no such thing
as the perfect combo of chassis, platform,
multimedia hardware, and software to tie
it all together. AOpen’s XC Cube AV,
bundled with InterVideo’s Home Theater
2 suite, takes another crack at that ideal. 

The design starts with an SFF chassis. Its
cliché cubic shape won’t fit in with rectan-
gular home theater components, but the all
black aluminum and plastic paneling is at
least reminiscent of a bookshelf stereo sys-
tem. The blue vacuum
florescent display also
exudes class, and the back-
lit buttons have a solid
feel. The system’s front
panel boasts a memory
card reader and a single
stealth 5.25-inch bay for

an optical drive. Around back you’ll find
two USB 2.0 ports, a serial port, a parallel
port, three 1/8-inch minijacks for audio,
GbE connectivity, FireWire, digital audio
outputs, and a VGA connector. The interi-
or is somewhat cramped, and there isn’t
much room to install the included cables.

Most of the XC Cube AV’s unique
features are enabled through software.
The included InterVideo Home Theater
2 suite makes it possible to play MP3
CDs, watch DVD movies, use the
optional TV tuner, and tune FM broad-
casts without loading Windows. There

are certainly limitations
to the package, though,
such as hard drive access
restrictions in InstantON
mode that prevent hard
drive MP3 playback.

While AOpen does a
great job at simplifying the

HTPC concept, it comes up short in a few
ways. To begin, while the platform is rife
with eye-catching features, it’s short on dis-
play outputs. In fact, the onboard Extreme
Graphics 2 controller only interfaces with a
VGA connector. Those with component
tubes or HDTVs with DVI input are out
in the cold. Along the same lines, an
included Philips analog tuner ignores HD
enthusiasts. The infrared remote is in line
with other consumer electronic devices,
but RF is preferable because it doesn’t
require line of sight. 

If you’re looking to substitute your
PC for a home theater device, the
AOpen XC Cube AV is an option. But
if you’re looking to add a HTPC to
your living room setup, you’ll probably
want to keep searching.  ▲

by Chris Angelini

Signature Z1 CD/DVD Thermal
Transfer Printer

$139.95
Primera Technology

(800) 797-2772
www.primera.com

XC Cube AV EA65-II
$450 

AOpen
(888) 972-6736

www.aopen.com

AC adapter, a USB cable, a driver CD, and
one black CD-R. Primera sells replacement
cartridges for $19.95 directly off its Web
site in black, red, green, and blue. Each has
enough ribbon for 200 areas, covering
between 50 and 200 discs.

With a $139.95 MSRP, the Z1 is within
the reach of mainstream buyers, and it’s
useful enough to appease enthusiasts. The
Z1’s principal competition, Casio’s CW-
100, has slightly better resolution and is a
little less expensive. However, the Z1 is able
to print on four areas per disc. Moreover,
its replacement cartridges, while slightly
pricier, print 200 areas to the Casio’s 40.
Over time, the Z1 is a better value. ▲

by Chris Angelini
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Specs: Intel 865G/ICH5 chipset, 128-bit DDR memory bus, up to 3.4GHz Prescott
processor support, 1 AGP 8X slot, 1 PCI slot, GbE, optional TV card, 4 USB 2.0, 3
FireWire, 275W PSU 

Specs: 200dpi; 4 x 90-degree rotation enabling 4 print areas; 14.4W power consumption;
ribbon cables available in black, red, green, and blue 

Primera Signature Z1 CD/DVD
Thermal Transfer Printer
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Intel Pentium 4 570J

I t has not been the best of years for Intel
as its Prescott and P4 processors contin-

ue to lag behind AMD. Intel’s final release
this year will be the P4 570J. The 570J is
basically a bumped-up 560 clocked at
3.8GHz. The numbering scheme also
reflects the LGA775-targeted platform,
once again slamming the doors on the aged
Socket 478. The J signifies the processor’s
support for Intel’s EBD (Execute Disable

Bit). EBD-capable CPUs sport the abil-
ity for execution protection, which lets
the CPU and OS work in tandem, halt-
ing execution of unnecessary code resid-
ing in memory. Under SP2, EBD lets you
bring the hammer down on overflow ex-
ploits that proliferate malicious content.
You can enable or disable EBD within your
BIOS. However, note that AMD CPUs al-
ready support with NX (No Execute) bit.

Dell UltraSharp 2005FPW
W hen we reviewed Dell’s slick Preci-

sion 370 workstation last month
(page 59), we noticed the Dell UltraSharp
2005FPW 20.1-inch LCD, which struck
us as equally slick. Dell is manufacturing
everything under the sun. It makes sense
that it is making similar inroads into the
LCD market. 

The 2005FPW’s 600:1 contrast ratio
and 0.258mm pixel pitch are respectable
but not jaw-dropping. On the other
hand, its 12ms² response time is among
the best I’ve seen. If response times on
LCDs continue to fall, even the pickiest
gamers may accept LCDs for gaming.

The first test obstacle, DisplayMate’s
MultiMedia Edition software, nearly buck-
led under the 2005FPW’s performance. In
the Video Bandwidth and Modulation test,
the checkerboard pattern was nearly unno-
ticeable for every color. The 2005FPW also
shined in the Corner Resolution test and
had exceptional color tracking.

Despite my overall favorable impres-
sion of the 2005FPW’s run through
MultiMedia Edition, its armor wasn’t
without a few chinks. When I tested the
blue and black combination in the Ring-
ing and Overshoot test, I observed some
rippling, and the Static Color Registra-
tion revealed slight misrepresentation of
some colors. These are relatively minor
quibbles, however.

The 2005FPW treated my eyes to a
visual buffet when I tested it on a series of
common applications. The Adobe Photo-
shop 7.0 images looked fantastic, and the
2005FPW displayed fonts as large as 72
points and as small as 8 points without
becoming jaggy or blurry. Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet cells were free of distortion
across the screen.

In terms of entertainment potential, the
2005FPW is quite capable of handling
DVD playback, but its 1,680 x 1,080 res-
olution makes it too quirky for gaming.
Doom 3 was breathtaking with very little
noticeable ghosting, but the 2005FPW
just isn’t suitable for 4:3 aspect ratios.

Gaming aside, I see no reason why
the 2005FPW should be limited to
workstations.  ▲

by Vince Cogley

Pentium 4 570J
$637
Intel

(800) 538-3373
www.intel.com

2005FPW
$799
Dell

(888) 560-8324
www.dell.com

Also new to the 570J is an improved 
ability to reduce power consumption in a
Halt state. When not in heavy use, Win-
dows XP sends out a halt command to the
CPU to unload a few unnecessary cycles,
allowing for lower power consumption and
cooler temps. Intel’s new E-step technique
apparently allows for up to 10 to 15 degrees
Celsius better cooling than before when in a
halted state. The real problem is that when
not in a halted state, the 570J still doesn’t
beat an AMD Athlon 64 4000+ in any of
my tests. It is, however, the fastest Intel
processor in town. The P4 570J won’t be
setting the world alight, being priced at
$637 in quantities of 1,000, especially when
considering its AMD rival seems to trounce
it in the benchmarks.  ▲

by Alex “Sharky” Ross
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Specs: 20.1-inch widescreen viewable area; 300 nits, 600:1 contrast ratio; 12ms ²
response time; 0.258mm pixel pitch; 1,680 x 1,050 at 60Hz native resolution

Benchmark Numbers
Here’s the skinny on CPU performance.

PCMark04  3DMark05 Doom 3  Far Cry UT2004 
CPU:Memory (fps) (fps) (fps) (fps)

FX-55 4950:5947 5142 116 110 104
4000+ 4532:5782 4894 109 100 98
FX-53 4533:5761 4899 111 101 100
P4 560 5263:5639 5228 91 87 92   
P4 3.4EE 5259:5578 5203 93 92 93
P4 570J 5431:5793 5441 96 95 97
Specs: 1MB L2 cache, 90nm, 3.8GHz
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The Month In Review
A s I sit here benchmarking Half-Life 2, I was

pondering this month’s CPU column. After
numerous written and rewritten introduc-

tions on various topics, it came to me—I’d write
about everything.

NVIDIA recently released its GeForce 6600GT
in an AGP version, months ahead of ATI’s upcom-
ing X700 AGP. The AGP 6600GT is easily the
best $200 card you can get for an AGP platform
since its only competition is last year’s hardware
(the Radeon 9800 Pro and the GeForce FX
5900XT). The reason for NVIDIA’s time to mar-
ket advantage is because instead of producing a new
chip, they simply stuck a PCI Express-to-AGP
bridge next to the PCI-E GeForce 6600GT GPU
and voilà—it had an AGP ver-
sion of the 6600GT. NVIDIA’s
PCI-E-to-AGP bridge is the
same bridge that was originally
used to make its AGP GPUs
work in PCI-E configurations
earlier this year. Since the chip
has been shipping and validated
for several months now, it did-
n’t take much to stick it on a
6600GT card. ATI didn’t have
a bridge chip until recently,
which is why we won’t see an
AGP X700 from them until
next year.

Intel quietly introduced its Pentium 4 570J a
few weeks ago; for those of you who aren’t up-to-
date on the latest cryptic naming schemes, the
570J is a 90nm Prescott running at 3.8GHz. (See
the review on page 22.) The J suffix denotes sup-
port for Intel’s Execute Disable Bit, known to
AMD fans as the NX bit and known to SP2 users
as Data Execution Protection. Interestingly
enough, at 3.8GHz, the Pentium 4 does reason-
ably well against AMD’s Athlon 64 4000+, but
AMD still gets the overall performance crown
despite Intel’s best efforts. 

While in Taiwan last month, I got a chance to
play with one of the first functional nForce4 SLI
motherboards, which will allow NVIDIA card
owners to run two PCI-E graphics cards in parallel
for up to twice the performance in games. The
performance of SLI seems to be promising, but
there are two issues: For starters, the most attrac-
tive performance comes from combining the most

expensive cards (the $400 6800GT or the mostly
unavailable 6800 Ultra). While some people did
pay $600 for two Voodoo2s back in the early
days of 3dfx’s SLI, paying $800+ just for graphics
cards is a bit of a stretch these days, especially
considering how much system prices have fallen.
Then again, the upgrade security of SLI is pretty
attractive if you’re not willing to bite the whole
bullet up front.

The next issue with SLI is driver support; the
biggest problem to face SLI is getting it to work
right in all games. Unlike the games that were
available when 3dfx (and even ATI) tried their
hands at multi-GPU rendering, today’s titles can
be much more varied in terms of the rendering

load they put on multiple
GPUs. In some cases, 20%
of the screen requires over
80% of the GPU power to
render. Calculating and bal-
ancing the appropriate load
between the GPUs is a very
difficult task for the driver
and may prove to be SLI’s
Achilles’ heel.

ATI made a reasonably big
splash with its new Radeon
Xpress 200 chipset. Offered
both with and without inte-

grated graphics, the Radeon Xpress 200 does seem
to be a pretty decent competitor to NVIDIA’s
nForce4. The big news, however, is that the
chipset does internally support the necessary
reconfigurable PCI-E lanes to support SLI. ATI
should have a working SLI configuration by early
next year for launch later in 2005.

Finally, I’ll leave you all with my Half-Life 2
GPU recommendations based on some very
extensive testing. If money is no object, the
Radeon X800 XT will give you the best single
card performance. At the $400 price point, the
GeForce 6800GT is the card for you. If you’ve
got $200 to $300 to spend, then the GeForce
6600GT is what you’ll want. And if you’ve got
less than $200 to spend, then a Radeon 9600XT
or non-Pro 9700 will do the trick.  ■

Talk back to Anand@cpumag.com.

Anand’s Corner
by Anand Lal Shimpi

Holiday 
Wish List

1. A wonder-
ful wife (got

one early)
2. Half-Life 2 multiplayer

(not just CS: Source)
3. Apple G5 2.5GHz

4. Blackberry 7290
5. Shuttle SN83G5C with

MCE 2005
6. Apple 30-inch Cinema

Display—you can’t get any
more desktop space . . .

7. . . . except with two 30-
inch displays.

8. Linksys Wireless Media
Center Extender—to stream

DVR content to my bed-
room from the XPC.

8. Two GeForce 6800
Ultras in SLI to beat Half-
Life 2 at a resolution suited
for those Cinema Displays.
9. 90nm AMD Athlon 64
10. 4000+—cool running

and high performance, but I
think I may have to wait

until next year.

ATI should have a
working SLI con-
figuration by early

next year for
launch later in

2005.
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Gaming Again
T he holiday season is  the best  t ime of 

the year to be a geek as  a l l  of  those 
hardware purchases you've made pay divi-

dends with the hottest game releases. No matter
what sort  of  year i t ' s  been, I  tend to have 
my most intense gaming experiences during 
this period as all of the game publisher's try 
their best to cash in on the night before Xmas. 
It even rains outside in California during this
time of the year, so I have no excuse but to load
up those hard drives, wipe the dust off of the
Xbox, the PS2, and even the GameCube. I actu-
ally can't remember there being a year quite 
like this. It might be the year of the sequel, 
but unlike the movie world, games just keep on
getting better.

Let's start with the PC shall we? 2004 was 
a fantastic year for graphics hardware as NVIDIA
stormed back to the forefront
with the 6800 series. Top-of-
the-line hardware from ATI
and NVIDIA now al lows 
for crazy-high frame rates
with AA and AF turned 
on. Without doubt, Doom 
3 has thus far been the best
place to test out your PC.
When you're done gawking at
the visuals  and f inished 
"testing," Doom 3 happens 
to be one tasty burger of a 
game. It brings back some 
fond memories of my mid-'90s dorm-room 
gaming antics, only this time it's more frighten-
ing, more intense, more difficult—more every-
thing that a high-octane PC game should 
be. Game of the year on the PC? Of course, 
but with such a stunning 3D engine, I can't 
wait to see what other developers that license 
it are going to come up with next year. It's 
a l l  f i rst  person shooters  on the PC as I 've 
been dabbling with Medal Of Honor: Pacific
Assault, but I can't help wishing it wasn't based
on the archaic Quake III engine. I haven't even
had t ime to put in a ful l  tour of  duty in 
the rather nifty looking Men Of Valor,  
another f irst  person shooter but based in 
the Vietnam era.

Gaming on the  PC doesn't just have to be
about first person shooters as I can see myself

knocking about in EA's FIFA 2005 or 
racing around with Need For Speed: Under-
ground 2. Both of these sequels are much
improved over their predecessors, especially 
in the visual department. I challenge you to 
find a better-looking racing game than NFS
Underground 2.

I  hate to even bring this  up, but my 
mouse hand got tired and yet again I find 
myself sneaking over to the entertainment 
room where those dastardly consoles l ive. 
What was I  supposed to do? Halo 2 is  
definitely the most fun I 've had playing 
any game since Halo.  I 'm not done with 
it yet, but of all the sequels I've waited for, 
Halo 2 is the one for which I held out the 
most hope.  I  have an unopened copy of 
Metroid Prime 2 for my Nintendo Game-

Cube, even i f  i t ' s  going 
to be hard to find the time.
And, as if that wasn't en-
ough, the Playstat ion 2
shows what can be achiev-
ed with archaic hardware
thanks to Grand Theft Auto:
San Andreas.  There's  no 
better way to loose a few
brain cells.

I can't remember having
such a positive outlook on
games and, sure enough, 
i t ' s  t ime to come back 

down to Earth with a thud. You may have
noticed that there was one glaring omis-
s ion from our beloved PC. As I  write 
this  column, my boxed copy of Half-Life
2 sits here awaiting the time that Vivendi 
deems f i t  to "activate" i t .  This  publisher 
vs. developer debacle has no doubt left a sour
taste with all Half-Life fans; along with the
stolen source code and further delays, how can
this game possibly live up to the hype? One can
only hope, right? The Star Wars: Episode III
Revenge of the Sith trailer didn't look that bad,
after all. . . .  ■

Email your Halo 2 coupons to
sharky@cpumag.com.

Holiday 
Wish List

1. AMD
Athlon FX-55

2. NVIDIA
GeForce FX 6800 Ultra

3. Doom 3
4. Half-Life 2

5. Need For Speed
Underground 2

6. Halo 2
7. Fifa 2005

8. Twin GT35R 
turbo chargers

9. BBS magnesium 
racing wheels

10. Metroid Prime 2

The Shark Tank
by Alex “Sharky” Ross

What was I sup-
posed to do? 

Halo 2 is definitely
the most fun I've
had playing any

game, since Halo.
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Holiday 
Wish List

1. SLI for
everyone

2. 3GHz AMD 
Athlon 64

3. $300 20-inch 
16ms LCDs

4. 400GB SATAII 
hard drives

5. Morgan Webb 
tweaking my BIOS

Intel’s Gaming 
Future Bleak?
I f you’re any kind of computer hardware enthu-

siast, there is no doubt that you’ve heard the
words “dual core” more times in the last week

than you’ve considered upgrading your gaming box.
Dual-core CPUs sound like the next greatest thing,
but like Anand pointed out in his column last
month (page 25), things are far from rosy. While
robust OSes are here, we still lack many true multi-
threaded applications that will really take advantage
of the lower-clocked dual-core CPUs. Does that
mean just less GHz for the gamers out there?

You’re likely aware that Intel yanked the 4GHz
CPU from its roadmap and will replace it with a
3.8GHz 2MB cache version instead. But with Intel
pulling back from focusing on GHz, what is going to
happen to those of us who need GHz? While many
of today’s games are brutal GPU-hungry appli-
cations, they’re also very CPU intensive. Is this focus 
on dual-core solutions going to negatively impact
gamers? More specifically, is Intel
going to further lose its grip on
gamers and their hardware?

Without a doubt, AMD’s
Athlon 64 processors are the best
for playing today’s games. Hard-
ware enthusiasts will find that
current 90nm-process Athlon 64
CPUs not only deliver perfor-
mance-enhancing overclocks, but they also provide a
stellar gameplay experience without overclocking.
Athlon 64 CPUs run cooler than Intel’s by a long
shot, and the Athlon 64 also has clock-reduction
technology built in that will save CPU cycles when
they’re not needed, keeping your computer even
cooler when not under a load.

AMD’s Athlon 64 CPUs are getting very inex-
pensive on the low end with the introduction of
3000+ and 3200+ models for 939-pin sockets, as
well, making a sub-$200 enthusiast CPU a possible
purchase for many of us. Also, keep in mind that
these new AMD Athlons use “legacy” DDR400
memory that still outshines current implementa-
tions of DDR2-533 used in the top-end Intel sys-
tems. So, depending where you might be upgrading
from, it’s possible that you can use your current
RAM in your new system.

I figured if I was going to beat on Intel some, I
had better lay out exactly what I think AMD is
doing better. And in the previous paragraphs I
think I convinced myself even more that Intel is
in trouble where gaming is concerned.  

How is Intel going to make itself attractive to
the informed gamer? These aren’t the days of
questionable AMD technologies. AMD is coming
on like gangbusters and is laying out an upgrade-
able platform path that looks like it will have 
long legs. Will Intel flip flop around on sockets 
and CPU formats and not cater to the enthusiast
and gamer once again? No doubt Intel has had a
great run with the Pentium 4 line, as it captured
many enthusiasts and gamers who it had previ-
ously lost to AMD. But there’s no doubt that the
days of highly overclockable 1.6GHz and 2.4GHz
CPUs have gone by the wayside. Hell, we can’t
even suggest that you overclock any of the latest

CPUs from Intel because
they run so hot. And I’m not
just talking warm here; I am
talking about motherboards
getting so hot that they will
burn your fingers and can
melt plastic.

Given that and the fact 
that VIA Technologies and

NVIDIA are gearing up SLI-ready motherboard
chipsets to power sub-$200 retail motherboards,
AMD is getting even more attractive to us gamers.
NVIDIA’s nForce4 has already debuted and VIA’s
K8T890 isn’t far behind.

Will Intel give us a low-GHz, shorter-pipeline
CPU that will be a gaming mecca next year? That’s
just what may happen, and it likely will not be a
bad idea, as it’s working for AMD. The real ques-
tion is will it happen before many current Intel
users jump ship? There are many of you that have
just upgraded to 939-pin AMD boards, and you’ll
likely have a long and happy upgrade path. If Intel
support for gamers remains unclear, those of us
who have waited to upgrade may find ourselves
only worrying whether or not we want an AMD
system with SLI or without SLI. (Get the SLI!)   ■

You can talk with Kyle at kyle@cpumag.com.

[H]ard Talk
by Kyle Bennett

How is Intel going
to make itself

attractive to the
informed gamer?
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Modding does the body good. A PC’s body anyway, inside and out. Here you’ll find
hardware, firmware, tools, tips, and tutorials for modding your rig’s performance and
appearance. Send us your own mod-related tips and ideas at modding@cpumag.com.

Tips & Tutorials

M odding enthusiasts have a
penchant for the latest toys.
Fast processors, powerful

video cards, silent SFF enclosures, and rad-
ically lit motherboards are all fair game
when it comes to a modder's creative
mind. Recognizing the appeal of uncon-
ventional customization, an entire industry
has emerged to support the community. 

Mods & Ends

Thermalright XP-120 Heatsink

Imagine the largest heatsink you have
ever seen. Now picture something even
bigger. How big? Well, Thermalright's
documentation refers to the massive XP-
120 ($55) as having a wingspan. As its
name suggests, the XP-120 is designed to
natively accommodate a 120mm cooling
fan, which bodes well for the perfor-
mance enthusiast looking for maximum
airflow and the home theater buff who
wants power without too much noise.

The unit's base is built of copper and
plated with nickel. Its aluminum fins, also
copper-plated, are soldered to the base.
Five heatpipes extend from the heatsink's
bottom up into the aluminum fins for
purportedly better thermal transfer. And
although the XP-120 was originally de-
signed to work with Intel's Pentium 4,
Thermalright includes a special retention
mechanism to accommodate Athlon 64
processors, as well. 

If the XP-120's sheer size and potential
cooling capacity seem too good to be true,
they might be. The unit just barely fit 
on our reference ASUS P4C800-E mobo,

with the protruding heatpipes wedged up
against the board's passive MCH cooler.
Moreover, the heatsink doesn't include an
accompanying fan, though Thermalright
does recommend one on its Web site.

Asour VPC-1000 Multimedia Hub 

There's something to be said for innova-
tion, even if it isn't accompanied by perfec-
tion. The VPC-1000 ($199) combines the
functionality of a mobile audio head unit
and an ordinary DVD drive in a product
that works even when your computer is off. 

Aesthetically, the VPC-1000 is an eye-
catcher. Its entire front fascia consists of a
vacuum florescent display, similar to one
on Sony's older Xplod head units, and it
flips down in a similar fashion to reveal
the optical drive's loading tray. When you
power your system up, the drive reads
DVDs at 16X and CDs at 48X. Or, you
can switch over to the VPC-1000's own
controller for FM reception or to play
back songs from an MP3 CD.

Even when your PC is off, the VPC-
1000 draws power from an external power
source for full functionality, making it
truly a nifty gadget.

Dremel 400 Series XPR

Why tinker with the classic MultiPro?
Well, Dremel found room for improve-
ment. The 400 Series has an improved
motor, better styling, and an on/off switch
that's separate from the motor control. 

The basic 51-piece kit bundles a rotary
tool, flex-shaft attachment, circle-cutter
attachment, lawn mower blade sharpener,

and other bits. Costlier models bundle the
XPR MultiSaw, a jigsaw-like device that
should make short work of aluminum pan-
els; a XPR Planer attachment for cutting
Plexiglas; and a Flex Light piece for illumi-
nating projects. All XPR models come with
6-foot power cords, run between 5,000 to
35,000rpm, and have a five-year warranty. 

Fashionably Fresh Firmware

ATI Radeon Mac Edition Firmware Update

Several Radeon cards qualify for Apple's
recent update, which rectifies cursor bugs,
fixes some display detection issues, and
eliminates monochrome display support.

www.apple.com

PalmOne Tungsten T5 Firmware Update

This update fixes a crash that occurred in
Calendar, fixes a Contacts issue, and adjusts
the soft keyboard to prevent instability.

www.palmone.com 

LaCie Ethernet Disk v.3.1 Update

For LaCie Ethernet disk owners, v.3.1
fixes shutdown and restart problems with
the Web admin app and fixes other bugs.

www.lacie.com

by Chris Angelini 

The 400 Series XPR from Dremel sports a
more ergonomic handheld design and more.

There's actually a 16X DVD drive behind 
the VPC-1000's front panel.
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Step 2. Create a stencil. Creating a
stencil requires a bit of artistic talent and
a steady hand. Unroll a piece of contact
paper large enough to cover your entire
case window, peel off the adhesive back-
ing from one corner, and carefully attach
it to your side panel. Make sure there are
no bubbles or creases in the contact pa-
per in the area covering the case window
and ensure that the contact paper is per-
fectly flat. At this point you can freehand
a design onto the contact paper or trace
an image onto it. It's best to create a
design with simple lines, which will be
easier to cut out with the razor blade.
We created the letters CPU onto our
contact paper with a felt-tipped magic
marker, simulating the design on our
magazine cover. We then used a razor
blade to cut away the contact paper in-
side the design. Be careful so as not to
gouge your case window with the razor
blade. The contact paper will cut very
easily, so use very little pressure.

Step 3. Fire up the sandblaster. With
the stencil complete, we started the actual

D edicated PC enthusiasts are
proud of their hardware, and
they want to show it off every

chance they get. If you fall into this cate-
gory and have built a new system in the
past couple of years, chances are good
that your case is equipped with a side-
panel window for just this reason. Having
a window in the side of your case is great
for flaunting that new GeForce 6800
Ultra at a LAN party or for proudly brag-
ging about your immaculate case wiring.

There is one problem with having a
windowed case, however: Everybody
seems to have one these days. We're
pretty sure you're not going to dump
your windowed case just because they
have become so common, but finding a
way to personalize it would be a wel-
come development. Thankfully, there
are quite a few ways to do this, one of
which is etching a custom design into
the window's surface.

The process of etching glass is usually
reserved for small, decorative items, such
as commemorative Champaign flutes, or
for security purposes, such as etching a
vehicle's VIN number into the wind-
shield to deter car thieves. Etching glass
is usually done in two ways: with a chem-
ical- or acid-based abrasive solution or
with a tool such as a sandblaster. In both
cases the surface of the glass is slightly
abraded and left unpolished to make it
coarse and translucent.

The shape of an etched design is 
limited only by the artistic ability of the
person making the stencil that's used 
to define the etching's edges. You essen-
tially have unlimited creative freedom 
to personalize a case window through
etching, provided you can draw or trace 
a distinctive design onto a stencil.

Enthusiasts are limited in the tools they
can use to actually etch the panel, howev-
er, because most chemical-based solutions
won't work on plastic or Plexiglas, which
is what most case windows are made of.
(Chemical-based solutions are fine for
glass and some metals.)

The Process
To etch our case window, we used a

sandblaster and other simple tools that
you probably already have at your dis-
posal. Some people think sandblasters
are reserved for contractors or auto body
professionals, but they're actually quite
inexpensive and easy to use. You can
find the 60-pound Campbell Hausfeld
sandblaster that we used for this project
for less than $80, and the necessary
abrasives are available at numerous auto
parts and hardware stores for just a few
dollars. Aside from the sandblaster,
you'll need access to an air compressor,
ordinary contact paper, a razor blade,
and the requisite safety equipment (gog-
gles, gloves, and a dust mask or respira-
tor). The air compressor is the key to
the sandblaster's operation because it
provides the pressure necessary to pull
abrasive from the hopper and accelerate
it from the nozzle. The contact paper
and razor blade are used to create a tem-
plate or stencil.

Step 1. Prep work. The first step to
etching a case window is thoroughly
cleaning it, ensuring that it's free of oils
and dust. Oils and dust can hinder the
contact paper from adhering to the win-
dow's surface, which can ruin the end
result. If an edge of the paper peels up
during the sandblasting process, the lines
between the etched and unetched portions
of the window won't be well defined.

Make Your Case Window All It Can Be

There are a few ways to personalize a 
plain Plexiglas window, including etching 
a custom design into the panel.
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etching. Before we picked up the sand-
blaster, however, we put on our protective
goggles, gloves, and respirator. We also
moved the sandblaster as far away from our
air compressor as possible. In addition, the
actual sandblasting process can be quite
messy, so plan to perform this mod outside.

We filled the sandblaster's hopper with
medium-grit sand, but there are other

abrasive materials available, such as glass
bead, aluminum oxide, and even corn cob
meal or ground walnut and peanut shells.
Medium-grit sand or glass bead is best for
etching glass, metal, or plastics; you can
use the other abrasives for anything from
stripping paint to cleaning automotive
parts. Larger grits are generally used to
remove material and smaller grits for
smooth surfaces.

To start the etching, we connected the
sandblaster to our air compressor and pow-
ered it up. We configured the compressor
for about 60psi (pounds per square inch);
pressure levels between 40 and 90psi are
usually fine. To be sure you haven't set the
pressure level too low or too high, test the
sandblaster on a small corner of the win-
dow or preferably on another piece of plas-
tic or Plexiglas. If the pressure is too low,
the etching process will take much longer
than necessary. If it's too high, it could
crack or damage the windows. Once we
were sure we had everything set up proper-
ly, we pulled the trigger and began blasting

E tching glass or Plexiglas with a sandblaster isn't exactly a com-
mon practice among PC enthusiasts. The process is somewhat

messy, and tools such as a sandblaster aren't common household
items. If you want to add some spice to your case window without
sandblasting, however, there are some alternatives. You can etch
your case window or simulate the effect of etching in other ways
that are all quite effective.

To start, head to any major arts supply store. You'll find prod-
ucts such as Delta's Air-Dry PermEnamel (about $5), which consists
of a specialized frosting paint and a surface conditioner. Using a
product like PermEnamel is quite easy. To begin, create a template
or stencil to define the shape of your design, just as we did previ-
ously with the contact paper. Apply the template or stencil to your
window. Now apply the surface conditioner. Once the surface con-
ditioner dries, you can apply a layer of the frosting paint. When it
dries, it will look very similar to etched glass. 

You can also find chemical-based etching solutions at most art
supply stores. These abrasive solutions basically corrode the sur-
face of glass to give it an etched look. The longer the solution sits
on the surface, the deeper and more prominent the etching will be.
Some chemical- or acid-based etching products don't work well on
Plexiglas, though, and they may not work at all on some window
materials such as Lexan. Read the solution's instructions carefully
to be sure it will work on your window before dropping your hard-
earned cash buying it. 

In addition, appliques are available from numerous online retail-
ers and can give a case window an etched look. Most appliques are
simply vinyl stickers that have a texture that simulates the look of
etched glass. The vinyl is translucent with a crystal-like appearance,
just like that of etched glass. Some companies even let customers
send in custom image files to create a unique applique. Custom
appliques are a great way to achieve the same effect of an etched
window without the fuss or time investment of using a sandblaster
or chemical solution.  ▲

No Sandblaster? No Problem

If you don't own
a sandblaster,
there are still 
a handful of 
ways to simulate
the effect as
etched glass.
Special paints,
acid etch, and
case appliques
are all viable
alternatives.

Use common contact paper to make an 
adhesive template. The areas the paper covers
won't be affected during the etching process.

A sandblaster, like this small 60-pound
Campbell Hausfeld model shown here, 
can etch glass, strip paint, texture metal, 
and perform other useful tasks.
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level that will let the cathode function
properly. These small inverters are usually
included, along with an optional power
switch, when purchasing a cold cathode.

The majority of the cold cathodes on
the market today are simple 6- to 12-inch
tubes that come in a multitude of colors.
Some cold cathodes are circular and bun-
dle with case fans. These fan-mounted cold
cathodes are usually for 80mm fans,
although with some Web searching you

sand at our window, holding the nozzle
about 4 inches away at a 90-degree angle.
We continually moved the nozzle back and
forth in an even sweeping motion until we
had etched away the desired amount of
material from the window's surface. The
process took about 20 to 30 minutes.

Step 4. Cleanup. When the etching is
done, the only thing left to do is remove
the stencil and clean up. Peel off the con-
tact paper slowly and at a sharp angle.
The contact paper's adhesive backing has
a tendency to remain on the surface, so
peel it away carefully. Otherwise, plan on
spending some time removing the sticky
glue with some Goo Gone or alcohol.
Once the stencil is removed, brush away
any excess abrasive and clean any dust
from the etched design, and you're done.

The Simple Art Of Case Lighting
One of the easiest ways to give a custom

computer a more unique look is using an
assortment of case lighting. In this day and
age, when virtually every case manufac-
turer has at least one model in its lineup
with a clear-sided panel, adding some light
makes for an easy, yet dramatic, aesthetic
upgrade that is sure to draw attention. 

There's a plethora of case lighting avail-
able in numerous shapes, sizes, colors, and
types that can compliment the look of vir-
tually any PC. The most common type 
is cold cathode. Adding a colored incan-
descent bulb to a system, such as those
used for common house lamps, would
generate too much heat and are simply too
fragile for using in a personal computer.
Cold cathodes, on the other hand, gener-
ate much less heat, don't rely on fragile 

filaments to create light, and can be made
in various shapes and colors. 

Installing a cold cathode into a system
is a simple process that requires nothing
more than connecting the light to an
available Molex power connector and
mounting it in place with double-sided
adhesive tape, a nylon zip tie, or prefer-
ably both. Also, cold cathodes generally
require the use of an inverter to take a
12V feed and increase the voltage to a

With our sandblaster's hopper filled with
some medium-grit sand, we etched our 
window in a matter of minutes.

Cold-cathode light tubes, lighted fans, and LEDs are just a few of the ways 
available to add some illumination to your case.

Lighted fans usually have either four LEDs at each corner or a circular
cold cathode like the one seen here.
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cables, lighted fan grilles, LEDs, and some-
thing new from Sunbeamtech.com called
the Hyper Light. The Hyper Light casts a
bright, blue light in a wide dispersion pat-
tern. The light doesn't need an inverter and
it's about the size of two decks of playing
cards stacked on top of each other, which
makes it easy to mount in any system. One
Hyper Light mounted in the proper loca-
tion is enough to light up the entire rig.

When mounting lights in your case,
there is a right way and a wrong way to
do things. In some circumstances, such as
when using lighted cables or electrolumi-
nescent wire, it's fine to display the lights

prominently. For most applications, how-
ever, strategically mounting the lights out
of the direct line of sight is the proper
way to go. Case lighting looks best when
the light that's cast by the hardware is the
main attraction, not the lights themselves.

All the items mentioned here are quite
inexpensive. You can commonly find a
basic 12-inch cold cathode with a power
switch and inverter for less than $10 online.
Lighted case fans are available for about
$12. Sunbeam.com's Hyper Light sells for
roughly $20, and LEDs are the least expen-
sive of the bunch, with prices ranging from
a few cents for a single LED to $5 for a rod
equipped with multiple LEDs.   

by Marco Chiappetta

can find larger models. Case fans equipped
with their own cold cathode are an excel-
lent choice for adding light to a system
because mounting locations are usually
readily available, and you can place them
out of the direct line of sight, which is
important for achieving the right look.
Lighted fans equipped with LEDs in each
corner rather than cold cathodes are also
available. If lighted fans appeal to you, 
take a look at both types. They perform
the same function, but you may prefer the
light cast by a cold cathode over that of
LEDs, or vice versa.

Beyond cold cathodes there are numer-
ous other lighting options, including elec-
troluminescent wire, lighted USB and drive

Most cold-cathode
lights require an
inverter. Make sure
that you mount it
securely to prevent
damage to the
light and/or your
power supply.

Unless you have 
a liquid CCFL 

light or similar 
custom lighting 

you would like to
display prominent-
ly, it's usually best
to keep the actual

lights out of the 
line of sight. It's 

the illumination, 
not the lights, 

that should be 
on display.

Having lights that
are displayed in
plain view, as
shown here, can
be distracting and
actually make your
case even less
appealing visually.
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A fter killing off a few consumer routers, Ken Geronilla, aka
scifikg, decided to build his own beast. Of course, a simple
box wouldn't suffice, so Geronilla cooked up a large cage

that houses not only a firewall but four hard drives. (The box dou-
bles as a fileserver.) Instead of putting two separate systems into his
Firebox, Geronilla saved space by meshing the two systems.

"After starting the mod, I realized that I could also use this as a
fileserver just by switching power between hard drives," he says. 

Although the Firebox isn't a standard PC, it has some worthy
items, including three 160GB Samsung hard drives (which 
provide the fileserver storage), a five-port 10/100 switch, and a
480W Antec PSU that feeds the power-sucking components. A
1.3GHz VIA CPU runs the system, and a Syntax mobo saves

space by providing an extra NIC and integrated graphics. After
considering several firewalls, Geronilla settled on SmoothWall, a
free Linux-based firewall that offers the reliability he wasn't 
finding in retail firewalls. SmoothWall doesn't require much hard
drive space, so he salvaged a 7GB Xbox drive. 

Geronilla extended the firewall/security theme beyond the
mesh cage and spray-painted flames. Reach within 1 foot of the
system's motion sensor and you'll trigger a blinding strobe
light. In fact, the light is so strong it triggered the nearby flash-
es during the photo shoot for the system. Take that, you cold-
cathode wussies.  ▲

by Joshua Gulick

Photos by Sue Amos 
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Have a computer mod that will bring tears to our eyes? Email photos and a description to
madreadermod@cpumag.com. If we include your system in our "Mad Reader Mod" section,
we'll send you a $1,500 Newegg.com gift certificate and a one-year subscription to CPU. 

Geronilla built the case
from scratch. "Cutting the
corner brackets was the
most difficult part that
took me a weekend to
complete," he says. 

A transparent case leaves
no room for messy 

wiring, so Geronilla used
rounded cables and
sleeved stray wires.

SmoothWall doesn't
require much hard 

drive space, so Geronilla
salvaged a 7GB Xbox

drive and added it to the
collection.

Switches, dials, and lights,
oh my. The dial provides
fan rheobus info and 
system temperatures.

A 480W power supply
handles all of the

Firebox's components.
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Each month we dig deep into the mailbag here at CPU in an effort to
answer your most pressing technical questions. Want some advice on
your next purchase or upgrade? Have a ghost in your machine? Are
BSODs making your life miserable? CPU's "Advanced Q&A Corner"
is here for you.

P. Willow asked: What is the best Socket 939 motherboard for
overclocking? I will be getting an Athlon 64 3200+ and want to
overclock it as much as possible. Can you help me out here?

A: This is a question we're asked often, and after some extensive
testing for a recent Socket 939 motherboard roundup, we found
that there are quite a few Socket 939 mobos that are very capable
overclockers. What you want to look for in an overclocker's
Socket 939 motherboard are a functioning AGP/PCI lock, a wide
assortment of voltage options, the ability to alter the processor's
multiplier (for Cool'n'Quiet-enabled Athlon 64s), and the ability
to tweak the HyperTransport clock. Enthusiast-class mother-
boards based on VIA's K8T800 Pro or NVIDIA's nForce3 Ultra
have all of these features and should fit the bill quite nicely. We've
found NVIDIA's nForce3 to be the better choice, however, and
thought the MSI K8N Neo2 Platinum, in particular, was a great
choice for overclockers.

To test the overclockability of each motherboard, we
bumped our CPU's voltage up to 1.7V and the memory voltage
up to 2.8V, and we also gave all of the other peripherals, such
as the chipset and AGP slot, a 0.1V bump in voltage. Then we
dropped the processor's multiplier, lowered the speed of the
HyperTransport link to 800MHz, and raised the bus speed
until our test system was no longer stable. After completing
these steps, we hit a maximum stable bus speed of 263MHz
with the K8N Neo2 Platinum, which was a few megahertz
higher than any other Socket 939 motherboard we tested. If

you have an affinity for a certain brand, we also found the
ABIT AV8, ASUS A8V Deluxe v2.0, and GIGABYTE
K8NSNXP-939 to be good choices.

Terry D. asked: I want to build a new system based on a 3.6GHz
Pentium 4 560. I've heard that the new Socket T used for Intel's
LGA775 processors is very fragile and unreliable, though. I plan to
do mostly video and audio encoding with my new system, so I'm
certain I want a Pentium 4, but I'm concerned that I'll break the
socket when I put the system together.

A: When Intel initially introduced the Socket T platform, many
questions were raised about the fragility of its new socket standard.
Some motherboard vendors voiced their concern because they would
have to bear the burden of replacing/repairing a motherboard,
should an end user somehow damage the tiny pins that now reside in
the socket. You see, what Intel essentially did was eliminate the
chance of having to replace a processor due to bent or broken pins
and placed the onus on the motherboard vendors because all of the
pins were now located in the socket. However, in the past few
months, working with numerous Socket T motherboards, we can say
with some confidence that the initial fears were unfounded. In fact,
we've actually come to prefer Intel's design over the older ZIF (Zero
Insertion Force) sockets used for virtually every other modern
processor. As techies that have literally ripped a few Athlons and
Pentiums from their sockets (thanks to some uncooperative thermal
paste that wouldn't release its grip from the processor), we feel the
retention mechanism implemented on Socket T is a godsend. With
Socket T, the fear that goes through your head when you've just torn
a $500 processor from its socket is gone.

There was also some concern that removing and reinstalling a
processor in a Socket T would break the socket when it had been
used about 20 times. Well, this seems to have been a conservative
estimate. We did some testing for you with three different mother-
boards, and after installing and removing a CPU 25 times in each,
they still functioned perfectly. Just make sure to take your time when
building the system—don't force anything and make sure the
processor is seated properly before locking it into place. The socket is
fragile, but then again so is a processor with hundreds of pins on its
underside. If you follow the installation guidelines outlined in your
motherboard's users manual, you'll be fine. Don't let fears over the
socket prevent you from purchasing the system you really want.

Hollis H. asked: While browsing the Web looking for video
card reviews, I came across a press release from a company called
3Dlabs announcing a card called Wildcat Realizm 800. It supposed-
ly has two video processors and 640MB of GDDR3 memory on a

MSI's K8N Neo2 Platinum proved to be very overclocker-friendly in 
a recent motherboard roundup.
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512-bit bus, and it's designed for PCI Express. How would this
card compare to a GeForce 6800 Ultra or Radeon X800 XT for
gaming? I plan to play mostly shooters such as Doom 3, Half-Life
2, and Unreal Tournament.

A: We saw that press release, too, Hollis, and, while the Wildcat
Realizm 800 looks like an absolute monster with a list of features
and specifications that seem worth getting excited about, it's not a
card geared for gaming. Plus, the more than $2,000 price tag
would be extremely hard to justify, just to gain a few extra frames
per second in Doom 3. The Wildcat Realizm 800 is designed for
graphics professionals who need the utmost precision when ren-
dering intricate, polygon-rich models in 3D. Gaming cards such
as the GeForce 6800 and Radeon X800 XT may offer super-fast
frame rates in games, but for professional CAD and DCC applica-
tions, such as 3D Studio Max or AutoCAD, a workstation-class
card such as the Realizm or NVIDIA's Quadro-branded products
are a much better solution. Workstation cards simply aren't
designed for the fastest frame rates in the hottest games. Rather,
they're designed for precision and stability, with features targeted
specifically at graphics professionals. NVIDIA's Quadro GL prod-
ucts, for example, support features many gamers have probably
never heard of such as overlay planes, two-sided lighting, and
hardware logic operations such as hardware stippled lines and
OpenGL quad-buffered stereo. And most workstation-class video
cards also go through a stringent validation process to get certified
by software vendors, which adds significant cost to the product.
We should also note that although many workstation-class cards
are based on the same GPU architectures as their consumer-class
counterparts, it's their drivers and support for obscure features
that set them apart. In your situation though, stick with a high-
end video card that's specifically designed for gamers. A worksta-
tion-class card such as the Wildcat Realizm 800 would go to waste
in a gaming system and would likely get outperformed by a card
that's a quarter of its price.

Warren Hunter asked: I built a 3.03GHz Pentium 4
533MHz FSB system about eight months ago with 1,024MB of
1,066MHz RDRAM RAM. I just added a GeForce 6800 GT
video card and it benchmarks in at about 10533 on 3DMark03.
My question is, would I get any additional performance by chang-
ing to a motherboard with an 800MHz FSB, PC3200 RAM at

400MHz with a 3GHz P4, or should I wait and build a PCI-
E-based system?

A: With the current system specs you noted here, you are better off
waiting for the next-generation Pentium 4 architecture to roll out.
An 800MHz FSB and 400MHz dual-channel DDR memory will
offer a bit more performance but not the incremental performance
boost you would want for the dollars you'll shell out for a new
processor, RAM, and motherboard.

Later this year (probably by the time you read this), Intel is rumored to
be coming out with a new Pentium 4 architecture based on the Prescott
core, which incorporates 2MB of L2 cache and a snappy 1,066MHz
FSB. There are also other enhancements planned to the core that will
supposedly improve its pipeline efficiency on branch misses. So it's
probably best to wait until then and jump on the i925XE chipset band-
wagon and the PCI-E highway of bandwidth goodness. The only
caveat is that you'll have to sell that AGP version of the GeForce 6800
GT that you have and pick up a new PCI-E-based card. 

The other option, because we're essentially talking about a complete
system overhaul here, is to go the way of the Athlon 64 and get a
new nForce4 motherboard with dual-PCI-E graphics slots. MSI's
upcoming S7100 is based on the new nForce4 chipset and, if you're
a hardcore gamer, nothing can touch the Athlon FX-55, Athlon FX-
53, or Athlon 64 4000+ right now in terms performance. Then, uti-
lizing NVIDIA's SLI (Scalable Link Interface) technology for dual-
PCI-E graphics, you could pick up another GeForce 6800 GT in the
future and nearly double your performance. With an Athlon 64
4000+ and a pair of 6800 Ultra cards, NVIDIA claims that perfor-
mance in Doom 3 at 1,600 x 1,200 4X AA jumps from 42.4fps to
71.1fps, which is an increase of about 68%. You could go hog wild
and spend a lot of money on this type of setup (you'll need a stout
power supply, too), but the good news is you can step into it gradu-
ally, using a single graphics card now and upgrading to two down
the road. Decisions, decisions.  ▲

by Dave Altavilla and Marco Chiappetta,
the experts over at HotHardware.com.

For bonus content, subscribers can go to 
www.cpumag.com/cpujan05/q&a.

The 3dlabs Wildcat Realizm 800 was
designed with graphics professionals,
not gamers, in mind.
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T his isn't a newsflash, but your
computer keyboard can be a
pretty gross place. Beyond the

crumbs between the keys and the occa-
sional black gunk that appears on the
keys, the potential for germs living and
thriving is pretty good. (A University of
Arizona study showed 67 times more
germs live on the typical computer key-
board than on a toilet seat. Yuck.) 

Cleaning the keys is no picnic; the
angles, spaces, and curved surfaces make it
difficult to clean them. Not to mention liq-
uids and keyboards don't mix, which limits
what you can use to clean the keys.

The Keyboard
Canesta has solved this problem with 

its virtual keyboard, called the Canesta
Keyboard, which uses laser light to create a
keyboard outline on any flat surface. The
components that make up the keyboard
generate the laser light, read the movements
of your fingers on the virtual keyboard, and
send the keystrokes to the software.

Initially, the Canesta Keyboard will
appear as a built-in component in mobile
devices, such as PDAs, where users could
benefit from a full-sized, virtual keyboard
for input vs. the tiny, awkward keypads or
on-screen input options found in mobile
devices. (The size and spacing of the "keys"
on the Canesta Keyboard are almost identi-
cal to a standard keyboard, making it com-
fortable to use.) Eventually, the Canesta
Keyboard could replace the keyboard in
your laptop, making laptops lighter and
smaller. In the future, the idea behind the
Canesta Keyboard may give users the op-
tion of having a virtual keyboard hanging
in the air.

Canesta plans to supply manufacturers
with the components and technology need-
ed to create the keyboards; the company
will not sell or market the products itself.
As of the time of this writing, Canesta 
hadn't yet announced the availability of its

Virtual Keyboards
Type In Thin Air
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products through any manufacturer.
However, expectations are that product
announcements would occur by the first
quarter of 2005. (Visit www.canesta.com
for the latest information on any manu-
facturers that are offering the Canesta
Keyboard.) Most manufacturers probably
will build the Canesta Keyboard directly
into their products.

Even though the Canesta Keyboard
draws power from the mobile device to
which it's attached, it's designed to use a
small amount of power, thereby limiting
the drain on the mobile device's battery.
All of the processing for the laser key-
board is contained within the compo-
nents of the Canesta Keyboard, meaning
the mobile device should run at its nor-
mal speed. The Canesta Keyboard also
runs independently of the mobile device's
operating system, meaning it works with
nearly any type of device.

Electronic Perception Technology
The Canesta Keyboard is possible

because of electronic perception technol-
ogy, which makes use of real-time sensors
and software to measure nearby surround-
ings and interpret 3D images. Such mea-
surements allow the Canesta Keyboard to
read the positioning of your fingers when
typing on the virtual laser keyboard.

Electronic perception technology con-
sists of four steps: seeing, perceiving,
identifying, and reacting. The device's
sensors let it see actions around it, usually
by measuring changes in reflected light.
The device's processor then must perceive
the movements as something important
to the overall process, rather than as an
involuntary movement. For example, the
electronic perception technology in the
Canesta Keyboard must perceive the dif-
ference between an actual keystroke vs. a
random finger movement.

Once a movement is perceived, the
device must then identify it. Through the

processor's identification process, it deter-
mines which action it must take. The
device then reacts to that information by
performing the action.

The Canesta Keyboard is the company's
first product making use of electronic per-
ception technology. Eventually, Canesta
says electronic perception technology
could make significant impacts in other
areas of society, such as automobile airbag
systems that sense the position and size of
people in the car in the split second after a
crash before deploying the airbag.

Flexibility Is Key
Canesta built its virtual keyboard with

flexibility in mind.
Keyboard options. Users could choose

to run the virtual keyboard without the
laser pattern projector, thereby saving bat-
tery power for the mobile device. For exam-
ple, manufacturers might include a printed
layout grid that would mirror the layout
grid the laser pattern projector would cre-
ate, letting users use the keyboard without
the need for the laser projection. (Because
the virtual keyboard sensor's readings don't
involve the laser light, it's not important to
the overall performance of the Canesta
Keyboard. The laser light pattern is includ-
ed strictly for the benefit of the user.) 

Customized keyboard. If you need a
layout other than the standard QWERTY
layout, Canesta has created software that
lets manufacturers create different key-
board layouts. However, end users cannot
use the software to create the lay-
outs themselves.

Lighting flexibility. The Canesta
Keyboard should work well in almost
any indoor lighting situation. However,
the sensor module doesn't function well
in bright sunlight or in areas with exces-
sive amounts of infrared lights.

Sharing space. The technology be-
hind the Canesta Keyboard can support
both virtual keyboard and virtual mouse 
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Graphics & Design: Carrie Benes & Jason Codr

C anesta says its tests show users can type at a quick rate using the laser keyboard—
around 50 words per minute—after about 15 minutes of using and becoming famil-

iar with the keyboard. Although Canesta's studies show most users will type faster on a
standard keyboard than on the virtual keyboard, using the Canesta Keyboard almost
always is more efficient than the one-finger method used on the tiny keypads included
with most mobile devices. 

Type Of Keyboard Words Per Minute Error Rate
Single Finger With Tiny Keypads 20 to 30 1% to 4%
Virtual Keyboard 30 to 60 3% to 5%
Traditional Keyboard 50 to 80 2% to 3%

Source: Canesta

Typing Speeds

Putting Together The Projection Keyboard

T he pattern projector, sensor module, and light source make
up the key pieces of hardware that make the Canesta

Keyboard work. Each component, which is similar in diameter 
to an eraser on the end of a pencil, would be built into the
mobile device by the device manufacturer. (The components
aren’t shown at actual size here.) Canesta’s founders had to cre-
ate these components from scratch to develop the technology
and make it work. Each component remains in a fixed position;
the user doesn’t need to (and cannot) make any adjustments
to the positioning.

Pattern projector. The pattern projector generates the laser
light virtual keyboard (shown in red). 

Light source. The light source projects a thin infrared light in a
triangular fan pattern that covers the width and depth of the laser
light keyboard. The infrared light illuminates the fingers of the user,
allowing the sensor module to “see” any movements that would
indicate a keystroke.

Sensor module. The sensor module tracks keystrokes and other
finger movements by the user as the user’s fingers move through
the infrared light from the light source. This component only is sen-
sitive to infrared light. The sensor module also contains a built-in
processor that interprets the virtual keystrokes. By using a built-in
processor, the mobile device’s processor doesn’t bog down trying
to interpret the keystrokes.

Source: Canesta

Pattern Projector

Light Source

Sensor Module

functionality, depending on what the
manufacturer wants to include.

Surface options. The Canesta Keyboard
can project its laser image onto almost any
flat surface, such as a desk, a briefcase, or 
an airline tray table. This feature gives you 
the option of working almost anywhere 
that's comfortable.

A clean concept. Best of all, cleaning
that flat surface is a piece of cake compared
to cleaning around the keys on a standard
keyboard. What a concept: a virtual key-
board with virtually no germs.   

by Kyle Schurman

For bonus content, subscribers can go
to www.cpumag.com/cpujan05/ck.
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T he definition of a power user is
different for everyone; however,
there are a few qualities that sep-

arate power users from the folks who
don’t voluntarily pursue technology
beyond penning the odd email or balanc-
ing the budget in Excel. 

To begin, power users thrive on infor-
mation surrounding goings-on in the
computer industry. If you’re happy with
that 3.2GHz Pentium 4, why should it
matter that AMD recently announced its

Benchmarks 
A Do-It-Yourself Guide To Benchmarking

Athlon 64 4000+? Just as auto enthusiasts
drool over Ferrari’s new F430, which
most will never afford, computer power
users yearn for the latest and greatest, too.
And just as the F430’s impressive engine
stats invoke respectful whistles from the
appreciative, so do benchmark numbers
prove which PC components put on the
best show. 

In addition to absorbing performance
facts and figures, power users usually
make well-informed decisions when it

comes time to upgrade (or start anew, for
that matter). The process begins with a
comparison of scores and frame rates be-
tween contenders in a given price range,
continues with online price shopping to
ensure the best bargain, and concludes
when the hardware in question is in-
stalled. But very rarely is the completed
PC identical to those that guided the pur-
chase. So, although you might have a very
good idea how your system should 
perform relative to those preproduction 
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A lthough benchmarking can be a lot of
fun, there are some basic techniques

you’ll want to observe so that your results
are repeatable, comparable, and ultimately
useful to you. Yes, that means it’s time to
get scientific (if only just a little). 

The first step is to normalize hardware, if
possible, to avoid any variance in mis-
matched components. For example, if you’re
shooting to evaluate graphics performance,
it’s very important that the same processor
and memory types are used in each system.
Consider details all the way down to memo-
ry timing, which can throw off performance
by a measurable margin. By only changing
the graphics card, you keep the variables
down to just one, which is considered the
ideal testing condition. On the other hand, if
it’s overall system performance that you’re
measuring, it doesn’t really matter how big
the hard drive is or how fast the processor
runs. After all, you’re evaluating system per-
formance as a whole, and all of those factors
are contained within the context of a system.

Next, set up a sterile software environ-
ment. It’s imperative that you always start
your benchmarking adventures with a
freshly formatted hard drive. That way, you
can be sure that there aren’t any driver con-
flicts or improperly configured software
applications. Immediately after loading the

operating system, install the chipset drivers
that correspond to your motherboard. It’s
often a good idea to have the latest drivers
on a burned CD before even starting to sim-
plify the process. After restarting the sys-
tem, install other relevant drivers—graphics,
networking, and audio (many folks prefer
benchmarking with audio disabled entirely).
With all of the connected subsystems up
and running, it’s now a good time to load
whichever operating system updates you’ll
need. In the case of Windows XP, log onto
Windows Update (windowsupdate.micro
soft.com) and grab relevant service packs
and DirectX packages.

After another series of restarts, it’s time
to neuter some of the automatic services
that Windows runs in the background.
Disable System Restore by right-clicking on
My Computer and clicking Properties.
Select the System Restore tab and check
Turn Off System Restore. This will prevent
the operating system from capturing a
save state in the middle of your I/O inten-
sive benchmark runs.

Next, disable Windows Update by click-
ing the Automatic Updates tab in the same
System Properties window. Choose Turn
Off Automatic Updates to prevent the sys-
tem from downloading and installing
patches during a test. 

You’ll now want to standardize display
settings. Right-click your Desktop and
select Properties. The first tab, Themes,
gives you the option to modify Windows’
default setting. Choosing the Windows
Classic theme is a personal preference
before benchmarking. Go to the Screen
Saver tab and under the Screen Saver
drop-down menu, select None. Click the
Power button and make sure all of the
power settings are set to Never to avoid
the possibility that your monitor or hard
drive will go into powersaving mode as a
lengthy benchmark is concluding. Finally,
back in Display Properties, click the
Settings tab. Set a screen resolution of
1,024 x 768 and a color quality of 32-bit.
Click Advanced and, on the Monitor tab,
choose a refresh rate of 85Hz if it’s avail-
able. Depending on your graphics card,
you’ll also want to browse around the
advanced settings for an option to disable
Vsync under all conditions.

Your test platforms should be ready to
go. Bear in mind that you’ll see the most
repeatable results if you install applications
in the same order on each system. Also,
make sure that your benchmarks are all
patched with the latest updates to guaran-
tee compatibility with the latest hardware
components and software revisions.  ▲

Core Benchmarking Methodologies
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behind running benchmarks is to estab-
lish a point of comparison by which oth-
er components and architectures can be
compared and contrasted. When major
hardware manufacturers run benchmarks,
they approach the process scientifically in
order to expose bottlenecks and address
them. By being similarly exacting, you’ll
uncover the best options with which to
play games and possibly expose a setting
here or there that can be optimized for
better performance.  

Graphics Card Testing
Advanced graphics architectures offer

the most potential benchmarking excite-
ment. Competition is so fierce among
graphics card manufacturers that they’ve all
been caught making underhanded image
quality adjustments in an effort to procure
more performance. Thus, although you’re
certainly able to approach graphics evalua-
tions from the relatively basic perspective of
raw frame rates, more discerning critics are
well served to judge differences in the out-
put quality, as well. 

According to a recent presentation by
Greg Ellis, manager of performance analysis
at ATI, there are currently four ways to
measure the speed with which a graphics
card renders a 3D application. The easi-
est is through the use of a timed demo. 
In order to test using demos, the game in
question must support a mechanism for
recording gameplay. The resulting file is
played back as fast as the graphics card will
allow, yielding a score in the form of fps.
Whichever card achieves the best frame rate
is considered to be the fastest. 

Some games, such as Doom 3, come
with a prerecorded demo or two specifically

powerhouses, hard and fast numbers
aren’t always readily available. 

That doesn’t have to be the case,
though. There aren’t any restrictions on
who has access to the software that
quantifies your computer’s performance.
It’s freely available in some cases. It’s
included with the purchase price of the
most popular games in others. And in a
small minority of exceptions, benchmark
software stands alone to serve no other
purpose than to spit out numerical re-
sults at a nominal fee. Benchmarking can
be general if you’re looking for a holistic
way to represent your PC’s alacrity. It
can also be specific, from measuring the
fps (frames per second) your video card
renders in a first-person shooter to ap-
proximating the outcome of a memory
timing adjustment. 

Get Ready To Benchmark
So you know Far Cry runs fairly well

on your system, but you’d like to know
how many fps you’re actually seeing.
Perhaps you don’t even care about real
gaming performance. You’re just looking
for a synthetic number to hold over your
friends’ heads, an especially effective cop-
ing tactic after spending lots of money on
a big-ticket upgrade. Whatever the impe-
tus, take some time to determine exactly
what it is that you’re interested in measur-
ing and choose an appropriate metric or
suite for the job. 

But before you install any of the fol-
lowing tests, read the “Core Benchmark-
ing Methodologies” sidebar for tips on
generating the most stable, comparable,
and reproducible results. The whole idea
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B enchmarking is no simple task, by any
means. Even if you’ve made a living

out of it for the past seven years, there are
still “gotchas” that frequently pop up when
a new processor architecture emerges or
Microsoft releases a service pack update.
Take the AMD Athlon 64 FX, for example.
For some reason, when the FX first
emerged, it wouldn’t work with Future-
mark’s PCMark04 benchmark, failing one
of the test’s modules. Yet the standard
Athlon 64 finished the benchmark without
a problem. It was only a couple of months
later that a patch rectified the situation.

What other anomalies will you want to
look out for as you run your components
through a gamut of the latest metrics?
Well, if you have a Pentium 4 processor
and notice abnormally low scores or
scores that vary wildly, make sure that the
chip’s heatsink is fully seated. If possible,
load up the hardware monitoring utility
that likely came with your motherboard
and verify reasonable temperatures.
Intel’s Pentium 4 includes thermal protec-
tion that will scale back performance if
the processor gets too hot. If you’re see-
ing the same symptoms with an Athlon
64, get into your motherboard’s BIOS and
disable Cool’n’Quiet, which can cause

your processor to run at slower clock
speeds while benchmarks are running. 

Consistently poor benchmark numbers
may also be the result of an improper
memory configuration. Verify that both
channels are populated in a dual-channel
configuration, rather than two modules
occupying 64 bits of the bus. Also, be sure
that the modules are running at their
maximum rated timings. The newest
DDR400 modules are capable of extreme-
ly aggressive 2-2-2-5 timings that can
really boost performance results.

Although most folks probably won’t see
their graphics hardware get squirrelly due
to default clock frequencies, overclocking
can certainly cause problems with inten-
sive benchmarks. More than once, a pre-
production card has passed through the
lab with overly optimistic settings and
crashed its way through a series of tests. If
you find that 3DMark05 gets part way
through and spontaneously reboots your
system or simply hard-locks, make sure
that you’re running within the specifica-
tions of your graphics card. Benchmarks
are often more demanding than actual
games, and an overclock that works 
for playing an RTS might hurt your 
benchmarking results.  ▲

Things To Watch Out For

Doom 3 includes a built-in demo and 
benchmarking functionality. Type timedemo
demo1 precache upon invoking the console.
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wall or down a couple of corridors—to
get a result. However, any variation in
movement or action around you will
impact the final outcome, adding variance
to the result. 

ATI’s Ellis states that your graphics
benchmarking should reflect actual game-
play, it should be consistent across all test
runs (obviously a problem for the manual
sequence), and it should have low vari-
ance if you run one hardware configura-
tion through several runs of the test. On
top of that, it’s important to tax graphics
performance as heavily as possible in
order to expose bottlenecks related to the
video subsystem rather than a CPU. One
way of accomplishing that would be to
run your tests at a resolution of 1,600 x
1,200 with both anisotropic filtering and
antialiasing enabled. You’ll notice that
higher-end cards are able to cut through
those tests, while more midrange products
score much lower. Use relaxed settings for
those lower-end cards in order to deter-
mine the optimal balance between visual
quality and performance.

Processor Benchmarks
Whereas most graphics cards are tested

for their alacrity in 3D applications, gen-
eral purpose processors run a much wider
breadth of software and should conse-
quentially be benchmarked accordingly.
Given that each CPU microarchitecture
favors different usage models, it’s entirely
possible to generate a suite of tests that
deliberately casts one processor in a better
light than another. Obviously, the idea is
to avoid bias wherever possible, so you’ll
want to diversify your array of CPU tests
to get a better grasp of performance rela-
tive to other products.

The office productivity and content
creation suites constitute some of the old-
est and most thoroughly used bench-
marks, which is ironic because many of
them don’t necessarily portray accurate
pictures of real-world performance. Do
you really blaze through Outlook or Ex-
cel at a rate that would overwhelm that
3GHz Pentium 4? Probably not. Because
of that disparity, BAPCo developed
SYSmark 2004 with a different approach.
Rather than running through a scripted

for testing. Others don’t, requiring you to
orchestrate an action sequence that’s repre-
sentative of real gameplay, and therefore
suitable for use as a benchmark. Moreover,
they all recognize different commands for
invoking their benchmark tests. In Doom
3, for example, you press the CTRL-ALT-~
(Tilde) keys at the same time to invoke the
command console. Type timedemo demo1
precache to run the included demo1 file. 

On the other hand, Counter-Strike:
Source requires that you create a custom
demo using the game’s Record command.
But first you’ll need to enable the devel-
oper console by clicking the Options
menu in the game’s opening screen,
selecting the Keyboard tab, and clicking
the Advanced button. Check the box next
to Enable Developer Console and click
OK. Then, you’ll join or create a server,
drop the console with the ~ key, and type
record demoname XX, where XX is the
time in seconds for your recording. The
game will automatically save the demo 
file to its appropriate directory. The only
other step is to leave the game you’re
playing, drop the console once more, and
type timedemo demoname to run your
custom benchmark. When it concludes,
you’ll have an average frame rate to com-
pare against other configurations.

Unfortunately, games with timed
demo functionality are the exception
rather than the rule. More often, it’s easy
to measure the performance of a replay or
an in-game cutscene. Replays are most
common in sports games and flight simu-
lators, letting you watch that last play, a
lap around the track, or a bombing run.
Applicable cutscenes use an application’s
3D engine to render predefined action.
The trick is that the cutscene needs to
represent actual gameplay in order to 

represent true performance. CGI clips
need not apply here.

Ubisoft’s IL-2 Sturmovik: Forgotten
Battles is an example of a game that
employs the replay system. You simply
choose a map to play back and go. The
only problem is that the game doesn’t
keep track of its performance. So, you
need to download a program that will
monitor performance for you; most labs
use an application called Fraps (www
.fraps.com). With Fraps running in the
background (it has to be started before
the game loads up), you’re able to load a
map in IL-2, hit a hotkey to initiate Fraps
five or 10 seconds into the playback, and
hit the same key to stop the monitoring
process somewhere around 30 seconds
later. Fraps takes the results of its sample
over that 30-second time period and re-
turns an average frame rate for you to use
as a benchmark score. You’d use the same
procedure to measure the performance of
a cutscene.

It’s also possible to walk, drive, or fly
around a game manually, relying on Fraps
to take its performance reading, but that’s
a last-resort measure. You’d essentially
stick to an easy-to-follow path—against a
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D id you ever think you’d be running a cell phone through a series of 2D, 3D, image com-
pression, battery, and system tests? Well, if you have a smartphone with Symbian 6.1

or 7, Futuremark’s SPMark04 will run a suite of benchmarks on it and give you a breakdown
of scores. The only catch is that the metric costs $250. According to Futuremark, a private-
use version will emerge later this year. There’s also a MobileMark 2002 for evaluating note-
books. An alternative is SiSoftware’s Sandra 200, which includes limited PDA and smart-
phone benchmarking functionality, as well.  ▲

You can benchmark in Counter-Strike: Source
through the developer console.

Benchmarking Mobile Platforms
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results. Bear in mind, though, that some
games don’t scale well to processor
speed, while others do. In addition to
Doom 3, Unreal Tournament 2004, Far
Cry, and Painkiller make for respectable
tests. If you have some older games ly-
ing around, such as Quake III: Arena
and Unreal Tournament 2003, they are
also benchmarking favorites. 

Specialized tests are gaining popular-
ity, giving a nod to workstation-class
rendering work, media encoding, and
benchmarks that specifically target mul-
tithreaded workloads. The most popular
professional 3D test suite is published
by SPEC (Standard Performance Eval-
uation Corporation; www.spec.org) and
consists of several viewsets—a group of
individual runs that benchmark and
characterize the rendering portion of a
software vendor’s application. Those
featured in SPECviewperf 8 include 3ds
max, CATIA, EnSight, Lightscape,
Maya, Pro/ENGINEER, SolidWorks,
and Unigraphics. Surprisingly, processor
performance actually plays an integral
role in workstation rendering, though
you can also use the freely download-
able package to measure graphics per-
formance, as well. If it’s video encoding
that you’re after, try encoding an ex-
isting video file with DivX, XviD, or
Windows Media Encoder 9. The results,
displayed in either fps or time in sec-
onds, will help you compare one proces-
sor to another. 

Keep an eye out for multithreaded
benchmarks, too. Intel’s HyperThreading
technology already accelerates those tests,

series of tasks at light speed, the appli-
cation approximates the rate at which a
human would input information and
measures the amount of time needed to
complete each task. According to BAPCo,
the result better reflects office and content
creation performance. The unfortunate
downside is that SYSmark 2004 con-
sumes several hours as it installs and runs.
Set aside one afternoon and $400 for a
license if you plan on taking the suite for
a test drive.

Games are much more affordable
tests, similarly tax high-end hardware,
and actually provide entertainment out-
side their benchmarking purposes. The
trick is to emphasize processor perfor-
mance instead of the graphics card by
reducing resolution and visual details.
Even at 1,024 x 768, certain fast-paced
games, such as Doom 3, vary widely as
you move among models in a given
product family. Start comparing archi-
tectures and you’ll really see noteworthy
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I f you glanced back to a time before the Pentium 4, before Windows XP, and before
wireless networking, you’d see that the same performance evaluations were occurring,

only with different tools. In 2000, just before Intel took the wraps off of its NetBurst
microarchitecture, tests such as 3D Winbench 2000 and SYSmark 2000 determined the
top dogs. Quake III, which is still often used as a benchmarking tool, was all the rage,
churning out 50fps or so at 1,600 x 1,200 using a GeForce2 GTS. 

Before that, it was Quake II and the Brett Jacobs Crusher demo, decrepit Winstone and
Winbench tests, and a little classic that goes by the name of Half-Life. Yes, Valve’s Half-Life
is really that old. If you need further qualification, consider that Matrox video cards were
considered to be some of the fastest, and Microsoft’s DirectX 6 was the API of choice. 

Fortunately, all of those tests are truly a thing of the past. Even if you’re using an older
machine today, it doesn’t really pay to go back and revisit benchmarks that don’t represent the
current landscape of available software. After all, even if your Pentium 4 is more than three
years old, applications that utilize its optimized SSE and SSE2 instruction sets are still emerging.
Just don’t get downtrodden when the Doom 3 benchmark yields frame rates in the teens.  ▲

A Walk Down Benchmarking Memory Lane

3DMark05 employs intensive graphical sequences to tax the latest video cards and processors.

Before benchmarking with Far Cry, you’ll
need to create a shortcut that puts you into
the developer mode. If you used the default
installation path, this would be your shortcut:
C:\Program Files\Ubisoft\Crytek\Far
Cry\Bin32\FarCry.exe” –devmode.
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the effects of audio processing on your
gaming experience.

Disk performance is also interest-
ing. Although the current generation of
SATA hard drives is purportedly capa-
ble of transferring 150MBps of data, ac-
tual throughput is always lower. And 
now that 3Gbps drives are approaching,
benchmarks such as Iometer (www.io
meter.org) will help determine how
much benefit they’ll really offer. For the
time being, you can use Iometer to test
the difference between a single-drive
configuration and a RAID 0 array or 
the effect of enabling NCQ (Native
Command Queuing) on a 925X or
915P motherboard. 

In Retrospect
The freedom to configure your own

test platforms and run independent
benchmarks makes it possible to com-
pare your hardware with everyone else’s.
It’s also a great way to really peg the best
settings for your games. Or, you can run
a set of benchmarks to determine the ef-
fect of an overclock. You can even ham-
mer your system with benchmarks in
order to test its stability.

However you decide to wield the
power of performance evaluation, re-

member that practice makes
perfect. Benchmarking is a
discipline; it takes time and
experience to recognize re-
sults that aren’t quite right 
or get to the point where
you’re consistently config-
uring your platforms identi-
cally. And there’s nothing
quite like spending a Sat-
urday night in the lab with 
a four-pack of Rockstar ener-
gy drinks and the “Sword-
fish” soundtrack blaring in
the background as you fig-
ure out how well Half-Life 
2 runs on your machine.

Good times, indeed.  

by Chris Angelini 

and the upcoming dual-core chips should
also show significant improvement in
those processor benchmarks. The Fu-
turemark 3DMark05 processor test is
multithreaded, as are the tests that com-
pose SPECviewperf and most other pro-
fessional applications. (For more on
Futuremark’s 3DMark05 benchmark, 
see page 79.)

Motherboard Metrics
If you’re looking for lots of action

and surprises around every corner,
motherboard benchmarking will prob-
ably prove to be somewhat of a bore.
Quite simply, when it comes to measur-
ing differences between implementa-
tions of the same chipset, there’s often
little to write home about. There’s not
even much variance when a range of
chipsets is involved. However, there are
plenty of individual subsystems on a
motherboard that can be poked and
prodded with performance tests. 

Most of the benchmarks used to evalu-
ate processors are also relevant for put-
ting chipsets through their paces. Results
gleaned from real-world applications
(games, media encoding programs, etc.)
naturally provide the most value, but 
synthetic numbers can also help identify
subtle nuances that distin-
guish very similar products.
One of the most popular is
SiSoftware’s Sandra 2004
( w w w . s i s o f t w a r e . c o . u k ) ,
described by its develop-
er as an information and 
diagnostic utility. Sandra 
tests processor performance, 
memory bandwidth, net-
work throughput, graphics,
and disk I/O. Better yet,
SiSoftware offers the standard
version of Sandra 2004 as a
free download.

Once you’ve exhausted the
synthetic and real-world tests
that put overall system performance into
perspective, pay some attention to each
of your motherboard subsystems. Are
you a fan of quality audio? Spend some
time subjectively auditioning your inte-
grated audio controller against an add-in

card if you have one. Run RightMark
Audio Analyzer (audio.rightmark.org) 
to test the quality of your playback de-
vice. Follow-up with a couple of game
tests, conducted with audio both en-
abled and disabled, to help determine

WWHHIITTEE PPAAPPEERR --  HHAARRDD HHAATT AARREEAA  

SiSoftware’s Sandra 2004 is a useful 
synthetic benchmark capable of testing
processors, graphics cards, memory 
subsystems, and handhelds.

RightMark makes it easy to quantify the 
quality of your audio controller through 
an easy-to-follow wizard.

Iometer runs a series of tests on your storage subsystem. Though somewhat
advanced, it provides good comparison data.
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Benchmarking Lowdown

Benchmarks come in all shapes and sizes, from 5MB downloadable packages to DVD-only suites that cost hundreds of dollars. We’ve compiled a list of the most
popular, many of which are free, and classified them according to the hardware components that they best help evaluate. But don’t think that you’re limited to just

these. Almost any game has potential as a benchmarking tool, as do media encoders and image editors. Use your imagination; just be scientific in the process.  ▲

Graphics
Doom 3

Far Cry

Unreal Tournament 2004

Half-Life 2

IL-2 Sturmovik

3DMark05 Professional

D3D RightMark

CPU
Games From Above List

SYSmark 2004

Sandra 2004 SP2

SPECviewperf 8

Dr. DivX 

Motherboard
Games From Above List

Sandra 2004 SP2

RightMark Audio Analyzer

Iometer

HD Tach 3

Price

$49.99

$39.99

$39.95

$49.95

$29.99

$19.95

Free

N/A

$399.95

Free

Free

$49.99

N/A

Free

Free

Free

Free 

Type

Real-world

Real-world

Real-world

Real-world

Real-world

Synthetic

Synthetic

Real-world

Synthetic

Synthetic

Synthetic

Real-world

Real-world

Synthetic

Synthetic

Synthetic

Synthetic

Web Site

www.doom3.com

www.farcry.ubi.com

www.unrealtournament.com

www.steampowered.com

www.pacific-fighters.com/en/il2_fb.php

www.futuremark.com

3d.rightmark.org

N/A

www.futuremark.com

www.sisoftware.co.uk

www.spec.org

www.divx.com

N/A

www.sisoftware.co.uk

audio.rightmark.org

www.iometer.org

www.simplisoftware.com

Tips

Be sure to use the precache suffix at the end of your timedemo
command in order to avoid variation imposed by disk caching.

Make sure that your benchmarking demo and installed game
are the same version; otherwise the test won't work properly.

Run Unreal Tournament 2004 demos twice in a row and use the
second score for your result, as it is less affected by disk caching.

N/A

Be sure to start and minimize Fraps before loading IL-2 or else
the game will become nonresponsive.

Use the configurable shader options to test the effects of newer
shader models.

D3D is another synthetic metric designed to measure subsystem
performance. It's very easy to run but is still in beta form. Make
sure it's part of a larger toolset.

SYSmark 2004 takes several hours to install and run, so run
your test overnight or while you're away at work.

Bear in mind that Sandra is purely synthetic. Don't use it as an
exclusive measure of performance but as another helpful tool.

Because SPECviewperf tests workstation graphics speed, you
shouldn't worry if your gaming card doesn't compete with the pub-
licly posted scores at www.spec.org.

It's imperative that you run DivX with the same encoding
options on each platform you test in order to ensure validity. Try
disabling audio encoding and focusing solely on video.

N/A

In addition to using RightMark, run your audio subsystem through
subjective tests using the music you enjoy. Audiophile-quality specs
matter less if you don't care for DVD-Audio or expensive speakers.

Iometer is a complex and powerful tool used to generate I/O
workloads and record the performance of those projects. Check out
www.iometer.org/doc/documents.html for more information on
configuring and running the application.

HD Tach 3 also measures CPU utilization, so pay attention to
how many processor cycles are consumed during intensive disk
transfers and compare among drives.
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I
t seems that every year industry pundits
extol the virtues of digital technology and
claim that our l ives  wil l  be forever
changed by a slew of new gadgets getting
released in the upcoming year. We won’t

be quite as dramatic here, but digital technology
will certainly garner much more market share in
2005 and change the PC and media (news/informa-
tion) and entertainment (music/movies) industries
in the process. The major reasons for these changes
will be thanks to products such as portable media
players, digital cameras, and multifunction camera
phones and technologies such as broadband Inter-
net and wireless networking. 

53

60

64

67
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other products available with MCE-like
features that will let users enjoy the ben-
efits of a PC-driven PVR. Products such
as MythTV (www.mythtv.org), which
is a homebrew PVR project for Linux,
have been available for some time.
When used in conjunction with sup-
ported TV-tuner cards, MythTV gives
users the ability to pause, fast-forward,
rewind, and record live television broad-
casts. It’s got a very clean and easy-to-
navigate user interface, and best of all,
MythTV is free. (For more on MythTV,
see page 60.)

Apple’s iPod and iPod mini are more popular
than any other portable music player.

Digital Cameras & Camera Phones
Mobile phones that were once a luxury item have

successfully made the transition from analog to digital
technology over the last decade and have transformed
from simple phones into multifunction devices. Mobile
phones are no longer just for making calls. They can
now play MP3s, take photos, record video clips, store
massive contact lists, and browse the Web. Camera
phones, in particular, have become increasingly popu-
lar. The Consumer Electronics Association recently
reported that factory-to-dealer sales of camera phones
grew from 1.2 million units in 2001 to 6.3 million
units in 2003, and it estimates that number will have
doubled in 2004 and that it will triple this year. The
same trend holds true for digital cameras, as well. In the
United States, digital camera sales are on the rise while
film cameras have become less and less common.

The Motorola i860 mobile phone can browse the Web, take
digital photos, record video, and play back MP3 ringtones.

Music & Movies
In late 2004, the CEO of Amazon.com,

Jeff Bezos, reported that strong sales of
portable MP3 players, such as Apple’s ubiq-
uitous iPod, and digital cameras would
contribute to the holiday season in 2004
being the biggest the company has had to
date. According to Informa Media, con-
sumers worldwide will have purchased
upwards of 11 million portable digital mu-
sic players in 2004, and Reuters projects
almost 70 million digital cameras will have
been sold. And these are only two types of
popular digital products flying off store
shelves. Portable media players with small
screens that can store and play video as well
as music files have also recently been intro-
duced. Next-gen portable media players
will get more storage space in the coming
year, and prices of first generation products
should drop considerably, making them
much more affordable. Companies such as
PortalPlayer that offer a complete platform
suite to consumer electronics manufacturers
who design portable digital entertainment
devices have been instrumental in this suc-
cess. They have given OEMs the tools 
necessary to build multiple versions of 
these products from a single base design.
For more on portable media players, see
page 64.

PCs and home theaters will further
converge in 2005. Microsoft’s recently
released Windows MCE (Media Center
Edition) 2005 gives the public a glimpse
into the not-so-distant future, where our
PCs will be the hub of our home enter-
tainment centers. MCE 2005 has multi-
tuner support (you can watch one show
while recording another), built-in DVD-
burning software, and support for digital
and HD local TV playback and recording.
To read more about MCE, see page 53.
Microsoft has also created a new group
within the company to nurture relation-
ships with the media and entertainment
industry. The newly formed Media/
Entertainment & Technology Conver-
gence Group will work to push Micro-
soft’s strategies for the digital convergence
of home entertainment technology.

And the folks at Microsoft aren’t the
only ones blurring the line between the
PC and home theater. There are a few

Digital Music On The Go 
Portable MP3 players have been selling by the truckload. Approximately 11 million portable

MP3 players were sold in 2004 alone. And while there are quite a few companies manufacturing
these players, Apple has simply dominated its competition. Consumers have purchased more
iPods than any other portable music player combined. 

SOURCE: NPD GROUP
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D igital media players and
cameras wouldn’t exist

without the compression stan-
dards and formats that shrink
raw audio, video, and image
data. Here are some of the most
common extensions. 

AAC—AAC (Advanced Audio
Coding) was developed by the
MPEG group that includes com-
panies such as Dolby and Sony.
Apple uses the AAC codec in
QuickTime and sells iTunes
music encoded in AAC. 

AVI—The AVI (Audio/Video
Interleaved) format was jointly
developed by Microsoft and
IBM. AVI is a container format,
which means AVI can contain
both compressed audio and
video. An AVI file can contain
multiple types of compression,
such as DivX video with WMA
audio or XviD video with PCM
audio. However, the player

decoding the files would need
the appropriate codec installed.

JPEG—JPEG (Joint Photo-
graphic Experts Group) files use
a standardized image compres-
sion designed to compress
either full-color or grayscale
images. JPEGs are used on the
Web, and most digital cameras
save images as JPEGs by de-
fault. JPEG compression is not 
a lossless technique though,
which means that compressed
images aren’t the same quality
as the original.

MP3—MP3 encoding, or
MPEG-1 layer 3 audio encoding,
is the most widely used method
to compress audio files. Encoding
into the MP3 format compresses
audio files into relatively small
file sizes with good audio quality
when using higher encoding bit
rates. MP3 sound quality varies
depending on the bit rate used;

higher bit rates produce larger
files with higher fidelity. 

mp3PRO—mp3PRO audio
files are fully compatible with the
existing MP3 format, but they
offer CD-quality stereo at very
low 64Kbps bit rates with full-fre-
quency bandwidth. This is done
through the use of SBR (Spectral
Band Replication), which is a 
relatively new technology that
improves the performance of low
bit rate audio and speech codecs
by either increasing the audio
bandwidth at a given bit rate or
by improving coding efficiency at
a given quality level. 

OGG—Ogg Vorbis is an audio
compression format that is com-
parable to similar formats com-
monly used to store and play
digital music files, such as MP3.
The main advantage to the OGG
format is that it is completely
free, open, and unpatented.  

RAW—The RAW format 
is used to record uncom-
pressed and unaltered data 
as it comes directly from the
digital camera. With RAW,
there is no in-camera com-
pression or processing per-
formed on the image. 

VOB—DVD Video Object, or
VOB files, are the standard for-
mat of DVD movies. VOBs con-
tain video, audio, and subtitle
data streams that have been
multiplexed together. The VOB
files on a DVD contain the actual
movie data.

WMA—Developed by 
Microsoft, Windows Media
Audio files with the .WMA 
extension are essentially modi-
fied ASF (Advanced Systems
Format) files with audio that has
been compressed using the
WMA codec. ▲

Digital Media In 2010

I n the next half decade, digital
technology will be more pre-

valent. The focus now is on get-
ting digital products into the mar-
ketplace, but in five years, the
focus will be on getting digital
content into the hands of con-
sumers. Cable networks and
satellite transmissions should be
digital by the year 2010. Mobile
phone networks will expand to
allow for higher-bandwidth
transmissions, and the PC and
television will converge to the
point where a PC is the center-
piece of your living room.  

Competing standards meant
to usurp the DVD have emerged
that should be commonplace 
by 2010. Which technology will
become the standard isn’t clear
though. NEC and Toshiba have

proposed a blue-laser DVD that
can store roughly 15GB of data
on a single-layer disc; dual-layer
discs will hold twice the amount
of data. Toshiba has plans to
introduce notebooks with its HD
DVD technology in late 2005 or
early 2006. Getting this new 
technology to market quickly is
meant to put more pressure on
its rivals in the battle over next-
gen DVD formats. 

Sony, along with eight others,
including LG, Samsung, and
Pioneer, are pushing Blu-ray.
Blu-ray discs, aka BD, currently
have maximum capacities of
27GB (single layer) and 54GB
(dual layer). They are capable of
storing Digital High Definition
broadcast content for a maxi-
mum of two hours and 15 

minutes or four and a half hours,
respectively, without any com-
pression. Sony has begun pro-
duction on many Blu-ray-related
products, and samples of the key
components for BD players and
recorders (including optical
heads and optical-related semi-
conductor devices) have been
made available to CE manufac-
turers. Recently, Dr. Osamu
Kumagai of Sony’s Device Solu-
tions Company at Microsystems
Network Company said, “By
making available to the industry
the key components and tech-
nologies of Blu-ray Disc recorder,
drive, and other BD-related prod-
ucts, we expect the Blu-ray Disc
market to expand, and thus our
consumers will enjoy, record,
and experience High Definition

contents.” Sony is also rumored
to have plans to integrate Blu-ray
technology in the Playstation 3,
which should give them a big
push in the format war.

Other technologies such as
HD-DVD-9 compression (pro-
posed by Warner Bros.) and EVD
(Enhanced Versatile Disc) red-
laser systems also exist, but the
proposed NEC/Toshiba format
and Blu-ray are getting the most
attention. We should also men-
tion that hybrid optical pick-ups
are also in the works that’ll make
these future products capable 
of recording and playing back
CDs and standard DVDs, so you
should still be able to watch your
current movie collection on next-
gen devices. ▲

It Matters By Extension
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Get Connected
Wi-Fi wireless networking technology

and broadband Internet access will also
contribute to the further proliferation 
of digital technology. But it’s not just
the PC that will use this technology.
More devices, such as PDAs and media
servers, will use it. Products such as 

D-Link’s MediaLounge Entertainment
Network let users stream media content
from the PC to the television and home
stereo system.

The key to digital technology’s domi-
nance in the marketplace seems to be its
simplicity. Make a product easy to use
and it will sell. Make it affordable, as well,
and consumers will be lining up at cash

registers everywhere. In 2005, we expect
all of the products we mentioned here to
get smaller, faster, cheaper, and easier to
use. All of which are reasons digital tech-
nology will be huge in 2005.

by Marco Chiappetta

T he photography market has
undergone a major transfor-

mation, due largely to the influx
of digital technology. What was
once a market filled solely with
film cameras and film develop-
ment is now dominated by digi-
tal cameras, flash memory, and
photo printers. IDC reported that
31% of consumers own digital
cameras, and it expects that
number to grow to over 42% by
the end of last year. The move 
to digital technology has trans-
formed the way photographers,
and the general public, take pic-
tures. The days of dropping off
film to be developed are coming
to an end. In fact, some staples
of the industry have already
decided to cease production of
film cameras in order to focus
on digital technology.

Every respected manufactur-
er of film cameras has begun to
bulk up their product lines with
a variety of digicams. Today,
digicams range in price from
under $100 for point-and-shoot

models to thousands of dollars
for intricate SLR (Single Lens
Reflex) cameras. Some high-end
SLRs are even compatible with
high-quality lenses. This back-
ward compatibility facilitated the
move to digital technology for
pro photographers.

The move to digital photogra-
phy hasn’t only affected the cam-
era manufacturers. To get the
most out of a digital camera,
consumers need a whole host of
accessories, including storage
media, batteries, printers, and
editing software. In the De-
cember issue (“The Fix Is In,”
page 71), we took a look at
image-editing apps of varying
complexity and cost and found a
few available for under $100 that
were useful and easy to use. 

An assortment of photo print-
ers have also been made avail-
able. Photos printed on these
machines rival the quality of 
film-developed photo, at a cost
comparable to or lower than 

lab-developed photos. A bevy of
photo paper is available, as well.
These papers give users the abili-
ty to print photos in many ways.

The flash memory market
has also been booming thanks
to the ever increasing number
of digital cameras being sold.
To store photos, most digital
cameras write files to remov-
able flash media. Compact-
Flash, SmartMedia, Sony’s
Memory Sticks, and xD Picture
cards are all different types of
flash media. These cards act
just like disk drives when con-
nected to a PC, either through
the digital camera or a card
reader, making it extremely
easy to transfer photos.  ▲

Digital Photography

Digital Camera Sales Take Off
Consumers are dumping their film cameras in favor of digital models at an ever increasing rate.

In 2003, worldwide sales of digital cameras outsold film cameras for the first time. And in 2004,
consumers opted for roughly 20 million more digital cameras than their film counterparts. 

SOURCE: PMA DATA WATCH & REUTERS

The Olympus
EVOLT E-300 is 
a 100% digital

SLR camera with
an 8MP CCD 
that works in 

conjunction with
interchangeable

Zuiko digital
lenses.
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mistake and substituted the drivers ex-
pressly for MCE did the box stabilize. 

Moreover, we still have an unresolved
problem between MCE 2005 and our
Comcast HD cable set-top box; the PC
can’t change the set-top’s channels. The
Comcast box is reportedly particular
about where the IR blaster’s emitter is
placed, but extensive trials still yield
nothing. The problem vanishes when we
revert to an older, non-HD Comcast set-
top. We get the same results from our
HP MCE 2004 box, as well.

Still, for the few bugs we saw in this 1.0
version, our experience was overwhelmingly
positive. The improved video quality from
2004 to 2005 on TVs is incredible. We ran
our MCE 2005 system on a Fujitsu 50-
inch P50XHA30WS plasma display via
DVI input and found virtually no signal
degradation from passing through the 
PC. Note that this was using a 6800 GT
and NVIDIA’s new NVTV tuner card.
Top-notch hardware will make a difference.

What MCE 2005 Is & Isn’t
MCE 2005 is essentially WinXP Pro

SP2 with a 10-foot multimedia-optimized
UI layered on top. When you boot an
MCE 2005 box, the Desktop you land at
is WinXP SP2. The wallpaper is different

M icrosoft takes three tries to 
get most new products right, 
yes? Well, yes and no. As we 

saw with last year’s Media Center Edition
2004 (January 2004 CPU, page 68),
Microsoft had already achieved a brilliant-
ly integrated, powerful, and user-friendly
UI in its second-generation release. How-
ever, MCE 2004 was only available on a
handful of top-brand systems, which all
could arguably be called duds in terms of
sales. The biggest change for 2005 is that
Microsoft finally released this version to
distributors, meaning that although you
can’t buy MCE 2005 as a retail product,
you can order it in a new system from
your local PC builder. 

Actually, Newegg.com currently sells
the OEM version for $140 provided,
according to Microsoft’s license agree-
ment, the OS is bundled with “either (a) a
fully-assembled computer system or (b) a
nonperipheral computer hardware compo-
nent . . . A ‘nonperipheral computer hard-
ware component’ means a component
that will be an integral part of the fully
assembled computer system on which 
the individual software license will be

installed.” Does that mean you can legally
buy the MCE 2005 OEM version with
only a hard drive? Or memory module?
Or a 99-cent audio cable? An employee at
one prominent sales outlet told us, “We’re
required to post that info on our site, but
Microsoft doesn’t really enforce it.” 

Before you rush out to order, know that
MCE isn’t for the faint of hardware or
expertise. Microsoft has fairly stringent
hardware requirements for the OS to en-
sure that the consumer has a satisfacto-
ry quality experience. Part of that revolves
around driver support. In our extraordinary
and exasperating efforts with MCE 2005,
the OS and installation was extremely
touchy at points. In one installation we in-
stalled the latest NVIDIA graphics drivers
for Windows 2000/XP because our evalua-
tion kit arrived with a 6800 GT card. The

system crashed once every 
hour or two, even when idle.
Only when we realized our

Why have a noisy PC for running
MCE to your TV? An Extender, such as this Linksys
unit, can all but clone the MCE 2005 UI and stream high bit-rate 
content from your MCE PC over 802.11b/g or wired Ethernet.

With MCE 2005's new 
multiple-tuner capabilities, 
you can have two shows set 
to record at the same time and/
or record one while you watch
another—with no conflicts.
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and the Desktop theme looks brighter, 
but it is just SP2 with a new Start menu
item called Windows Digital Media
Enhancements. This includes a WMA/
MP3 transcoder utility, CD label maker,
and Windows Dancers and Party Mode 
(a screen-locking tool for WMP that lets 
visitors create a jukebox playlist). To access
the 10-foot UI, you need to initiate the
Media Center from the Start menu or
press the green button on Microsoft’s re-
mote. The remote is IR-based rather than
RF, but in all other ways it’s actually nearly
perfect for this application.

MCE 2005 aims to be a one-stop UI
for handling all your AV needs. Equipped
with a TV tuner, it is a TiVo-like PVR.
With an FM tuner (a feature increasingly
integrated with TV tuner cards), you can
pull all your local terrestrial broadcasts
through your PC. MCE 2005 can manage
your AV files, still photos, TV recordings,
and compatible online content services. 

It sounds spiffy, but not terribly com-
pelling. That’s the trouble with media
center systems. Unless you use one, you
generally don’t “get it.” Vendors have
tried for years to plant PCs in the living
room, but MCE 2005 is the first instance
we can point to and say, “Yes, this is how
convergence is supposed to be.”

Still, MCE 2005 has room to improve.
File-format support is weighted toward
Windows Media. Microsoft’s notes state
that you can add third-party-format sup-
port with plug-ins, but we haven’t seen
anything that will make MCE directly
compatible with Real, AAC, DivX, or
other prominent formats. Sure, it’s not
Microsoft’s job to supply this, but we
guess Microsoft wasn’t exactly rushing to
make those plug-ins available around
launch time.

MCE 2005’s DVD player app is basic,
and the OS doesn’t include an MPEG-2
decoder. We used NVIDIA’s new DVD
decoder with the 6800 GT, and the re-
sults were as solid as a good home player.
Whichever codec you select, you’ll want to
pick up a compatible third-party player
such as CyberLink’s MCE-certified Power-
DVD. The feature benefits over MCE’s
integrated player are substantial.

The biggest advance in MCE 2005 is
support for dual TV tuners. This finally

1 Calibrate. MCE 2005’s
built-in display tuning

wizard is only a start. Spend
a little more cash for some
tools to make sure your dis-
play is at its best. If nothing
else, grab a copy of “Sound
& Vision Home Theater
Tune-Up” ($18) and read
the TV calibration section. At
the other end of the spec-
trum is Avia PRO ($400;
www.ovationmultimedia
.com), although Avia’s
Guide to Home Theater
($50) is a fair compromise.

2 Beware burn-in. MCE
2005 is the first main-

stream OS where you need
to worry about living room
considerations rather than
just Desktop concerns. It
dawned on us that some of
MCE 2005’s screen savers,
notably Aquarium with its
immobile rocks, might
pose a burn-in risk to our
plasma display. 

“As long as the images
move or turn off or change
in a three- to four-hour
period, you’re OK relative
to burn in,” says Sam-
sung’s Alan Brawn, a long-
time video industry vet.

Thus, we increased the
“night” times in which the
aquarium goes dark.

“It takes a lot more to
damage the newer PDPs
[plasma display panels],”
says Joel Silver, president
of Imaging Science Foun-
dation. “But they’re still
very fragile during the 
first few hundred hours.
Personally, I wouldn’t use
the MCE 2005 Aquarium
on PDPs, if only because all
phosphor devices have a
‘half life’ for light output.
Setting your screen saver
to black is better on your
equipment. A PDP near us
was fine for a year and
then burned in a week
after a new video card was
installed. The new card
measured 30% brighter on
white and was way plus
green, as well.” 

3 Tame your library. We
went into our review

with about 27,000 audio
files (120GB+) on a network
drive, and we had no desire
to load our small-form-
factor MCE box with all this.
The apparently sensible
thing to do is point MCE at

your network media reposi-
tory and let it catalog every-
thing. Our suggestion is
don’t. Every time you type 
a character into the search
field, your system will nearly
stand still as MCE looks for
every instance of that char-
acter in your media collec-
tion’s file names across the
network. MCE 2005 appears
built for 300-file collections,
not 30,000.

If you use MCE’s UI to
search for multimedia files
to catalog, you can only
point to drive volumes, not
subfolders. Consequently, if
you have separate folders
for everything, pointing at
the drive is likely to bury
your MCE box under a ton
of unwanted material. MCE
defaults to looking at multi-
media folders in Windows
Media Player 10’s Monitor
Folders list. Before you
touch MCE’s Music or Video
areas, configure WMP 10 to
monitor only the network
folders you want piping into
your MCE box. This way,
you’ll never face mountains
of cataloged files needing
manual removal.

Three Must-Do MCE 2005 Tweaks

lets MCE record one show while you
watch another. That’s cool. What is not so
cool is that MCE 2005 doesn’t support
HDTV stations from your HD cable or
satellite box. You can view the stations in
standard def, but you can’t record them.
In fact, the only way to get HDTV in an
MCE 2005 system is to purchase an OTA
(over-the-air) HDTV receiver card such as
ATI’s HDTV Wonder. 

This brings up another major concern:
form factor. One contributor to MCE
2004’s lackluster sales was that most incar-
nations appeared in bulky tower systems.
MCE is generally viewed as a living room
product, and most people don’t want fat

towers next to their TVs. A Shuttle box is
about as tall as you want, and thin pizza
box designs blend in the best. (Niveus Me-
dia has some stunning examples.) But 
with a graphics adapter, TV tuner, OTA
HD tuner, and perhaps an Audigy 2 for
improved sound, that’s three or four cards.
Most SFF boxes have two slots. For a fully
configured MCE machine, especially one
with two to four hard drives for plenty of
(RAID-protected) storage, you’re almost re-
quired to use an ATX-compatible case. 

Into The UI
The home page for MCE’s 10-foot 

UI features nine areas: Play DVD, Online
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Liberation 
From DVR-MS

If there’s a conflict or problem, Micro-
soft’s recording scheduler does a good job
of automatically changing your scheduled
session to a later showing. Prior to knowing
that MCE 2005 wouldn’t record cable-
based HD stations, we were perplexed that
MCE let us schedule recordings of HD
shows but the content didn’t show up in
the recent recordings list. In fact, we never
knew there had been an error until we
stumbled across the History link in the
Scheduled area. MCE needs to improve
communicating such errors or simply add
set-top-based HD support. According 
to Microsoft, MCE 2005 Update 1 will in-
clude native HDTV support.

Because MCE is constantly caching a
bit of live TV, on-the-fly recordings start-
ed instantly. Quality looked excellent at
the Best setting, and the options for when
to delete recordings (after one month,
when space gets low, etc.) are easy to use. 

We tested MCE 2005 with a Comcast
set-top box and ATI’s HDTV Wonder.
The OS set up both tuners and integrated
them seamlessly with the EPG, letting us
record two shows simultaneously. MCE
2005 can actually record three shows at
once: two in standard def and one in HD.
You can also change MCE 2005’s UI
from 4:3 to 16:9 in the Settings area with
the remote.

We were also put off at first by the abili-
ty for a 10-foot, translucent version of
Windows Messenger to pop up during TV
viewing. (Another 2005 improvement is
that overlays are now translucent.) Do you
really want that interruption while em-
broiled in a show? Then again, would you
rather have a phone interruption? We
found the Do Not Disturb function and
were happy again.

My Music and My Videos. My Videos,
like Play DVD, is basically a stripped-

down file browser and executer. It’s cool
that you can launch your videos and
watch them in the lower-left thumb-
nail window while doing other
things, but there’s little else here 
to captivate users. My Music has 
more meat. Our favorite feature is
Queue, an ad-hoc list of to-be-
played files. Most media doesn’t
have this; when you select a new
song, the one currently playing

With impeccable 
button arrangement,
we found Microsoft’s
remote one of the 
easiest 10-foot media
center controllers on 
the market. Now, if 
only Microsoft would 
make it RF.

M edia Center Edition records every
second of TV in Microsoft’s pro-

prietary DVR-MS file format. Until
recently, it was difficult to transcode
these files into any other format to use
for editing, burning to DVD, or copying
to a non-Windows-based portable video
device. Thankfully, that’s changing.

“The DVR-MS format was created
because of a lacking in tuner cards,” says
programmer Jeff Griffin. “There are no
current tuner cards that I know of that
can do hardware encoding into WMV,
but there are multiple cards that can do
hardware encoding into MPEG-2. Unfor-
tunately, MPEG-2 left Microsoft with no
rights management or metadata. Thus,
they decided to create the DVR-MS file
format, which is basically an ASF [Ad-
vanced Systems Format, the file format
Windows Media uses] wrapper sur-
rounding an MPEG-2 file, to solve 
both these problems.”

Griffin wrote the MCE interface for
DVR 2 WMV 1.0 (www.thegreenbut
ton.com), the first freeware utility that
successfully converts DVR-MS to WMV
in just one step via MCE, Windows, or
command-line interfaces. The likes of
InterVideo, CyberLink, and NVIDIA now
support DVR-MS-to-WMV decoding
along with their DVD player apps, but,
according to Griffin, the conversion
performed by Windows Media Player
10 exists primarily so that content can
be synched to portable players. DVR 2
WMV, working with the user’s existing
MPEG-2 decoder, yields a WMV file (in
six quality presets or in custom set-
tings) that you can export or convert
into another video format, although
doing so is likely to strip the show’s
metadata. In fact, DVR 2 WMV is the
only converter that will preserve closed
captioning for the hearing impaired.
Once you have files in WMV, a tool
such as River Past’s excellent Video
Cleaner ($30; www.riverpast.com) can
convert out to just about anything,
including AVI, DivX, and XviD.

Spotlight, My Videos, My Pictures, My
TV, My Music, Radio, More Programs,
and Settings. To the right are two or three
icon “tiles,” or shortcuts to commonly or
recently used items. Once you’re in an
MCE area, subcategories run down the
left while data or options dominate the
right. A thumbnail of the media that’s
playing occupies the bottom-left corner.
Overall, this is a simple, effective UI de-
sign, which is probably why most media
center apps have adopted it.

We don’t have space to fully outline
MCE 2005’s many features and options,
but here are a few key observations.

My TV. MCE 2005’s on-screen EPG
(electronic programming guide) is as easy
as they get. We had no problem retrieving
additional program data, scheduling indi-
vidual or series recordings, or searching
for shows based on various criteria. We
like that there’s a “Movies” link on the
main My TV screen to help filter for
movie content. If you’re more prone to
record game shows than movies, however,
there’s no way to change the filter for that
button, much less add similar buttons to
the My TV screen or edit the Movies
link. Overall, MCE 2005’s UI has very
little customizability.
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MCE’s Leading Rivals

M CE isn’t the only media
center game in town.

Some competitors have been at
it longer, and most have advan-
tages over Microsoft. Here’s a
look at some leading MCE alter-
natives. (In addition, check out
GB-PVR [www.gbpvr.com], a
free application that’s partly
open source [the core engine is
off limits].)  

ATI All-In-Wonder (9600
128MB AGP) 

ATI was prepping AIW models
for the X family (see page 16) as
we went to press, but save for an
improved Theater processor and
beefed-up GPU, it appears the
new products will greatly resem-
ble the present AIW set. Our AIW
9600 is getting long in the tooth,
but it still delivers great quality
for media center work.

We can’t give ATI’s Guide-
Plus+ EPG any points over MCE,
but we definitely prefer the bun-
dled Remote Wonder. Pinnacle
Studio 8 SE is a definite step up
from Windows Movie Maker,
especially with the bundled
muvee autoProducer for creating
soundtrack-synched movies in
only a few clicks.

The AIW offers dual-monitor
output, plus an RCA and 
S-Video input/output dongle, 
so you have a bundled way to
convert old analog material to
digital. Buy a second ATI tuner
and you can have picture-in-pic-
ture. Although we never use it,
ATI’s implementation of trans-
lucent video windows (you can
see an app under your movie) is
pretty slick. Cooler is ATI’s
HotWords, which continually
monitors closed captioning text
in live TV for keywords of your
choice and starts recording when
it finds them. 

AIW’s downfall is that it lacks
an IR blaster, so you’re stuck with
the first 125 channels from your
coax feed. If you don’t mind this
and you want a product that can
record straight into MPEG, the
AIW is worth investigating.

All-In-Wonder (9600 128MB AGP)

$199
ATI
www.ati.com

InterVideo Home Theater
2.5 Platinum 

Sporting a UI that looks prac-
tically lifted from MCE, Home
Theater is surprisingly strong for
the price. The only hardware
you get is the remote control,
and InterVideo doesn’t build in
some of the advanced image-
cleaning tools MCE and ATI do.
But you get a local and Web-
based EPG. Recordings go
straight into MPEG-2, and you
can perform screen grabs, which
MCE doesn’t offer.

The Platinum version inte-
grates disc-burning capabilities,
and you get the usual photo
slideshow, FM radio timeshifting,
and music playback and burning
capabilities. You need your own
IR blaster gear, but InterVideo
provides one killer toy for chron-
ic channel surfers: You can dis-
play a grid of content from 16
channels simultaneously. For
those on a tight budget, this
offering will fill the bill and save
you from buying a separate
MPEG decoder app.

Home Theater 2.5 Platinum

$69.95
InterVideo
www.intervideo.com

Meedio Essentials 
Meedio is the famous my-

HTPC app all grown up with a
price tag. (See our interview
with program author Pablo
Pissanetzky on page 103.) Like
SnapStream, Meedio breaks its
media center approach into
two pieces. Essentials is every-
thing non-TV: pictures, music,
CD/DVD playback (MPEG-2
decoder not included), Internet
radio, media browser, weather
forecasts, and games. What
Essentials doesn’t offer out of
the box, third-party plug-ins
will likely fill in, including
everything from daily comic
strips to a full-blown CD 
ripper/burner. 

Essentials bundles a prere-
lease version of Meedio TV,
the missing special sauce. The
prerelease gives you EPG
access (for North America),
timeshifting, and search capa-
bilities. What you won’t get
until the final release are such
things as the ability to change
channels on your set-top and
keyword-based recording.
Updates will add support for
HDTV, Web-based EPG, multi-
ple tuners, and more. Meedio
TV will sell for $60 or $100
bundled with Essentials.

Essentials

$59.95
Meedio
www.meedio.com

SageTV 2.1
Another full-featured pack-

age, SageTV is pretty liberal
with its hardware require-
ments, requiring only Win-
dows 98SE and a Pentium III
600MHz or faster, for example.

You get the usual music 
jukebox and photo browser 
modules, and all the TV fea-
tures from PVR scheduling to
keyword searching are here.
SageTV has offered multituner
support for more than a year
and posits that its implementa-
tion is more stable than Micro-
soft’s. Whether it is or isn’t,
SageTV trounces Microsoft due
to the fact that it can perform
encoding of TV streams from
across the home network.

SageTV can stream live or
recorded TV across the network,
including out to the Internet, so
you can reach your content
from anywhere. (Although we
wouldn’t wager on tremendous
image quality unless you have a
really fat upload pipe.) SageTV
also records directly to MPEG-2,
MPEG-4, or DivX, meaning no
transcoding of content when
you want to burn a project to
disc. Actual burning requires
third-party software, but at least
SageTV covers other must-
haves, such as support for
widescreen displays and IR
blasters. To lower the cost of
your HTPC even more, try
SageTV’s Linux version.

SageTV 2.1

$79.95
Sage
www.sage.tv

SnapStream BeyondTV 3.5 
& Beyond Media

BeyondTV is without question
MCE’s major competitor.
Because Beyond Media (music,
photos, DVD playback, weather,
and movie times) is so new to
BeyondTV, the programs aren’t
as tightly integrated yet as MCE,
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but their separation doesn’t damage 
the suite’s usability. Given our look at
Beyond Media Basic (included with
SnapStream’s Firefly remote), we are
also very stoked that SnapStream, like
Microsoft, is offering 10-foot versions 
of such services as Napster, Live365, 
and CinemaNow.

BeyondTV lets you schedule and
manage recordings via the Web, which
wasn’t available for MCE 2005 at press
time. SnapStream moved to a more
efficient MPEG-2 (the default recording
format) decoder in version 3.5, and
recordings look stellar. The list of cool
features in BTV is exhaustive, but our
favorites are SmartSkip, which lets you
immediately jump to the end of a com-
mercial block, and ShowSqueeze, an
automatic re-encoding engine that
helps create copies of your recordings
in new size/quality versions in any of
multiple file formats, including WMV
and DivX. This alone makes BeyondTV
the de facto PVR choice for portable
media player owners. 

SnapStream’s answer to the MCE
Extender is BeyondTV Link ($40), a
client app that turns any PC into a TV
stream receiver. Can you think of a 
better use for that ancient Pentium
box? You can beam live and recorded
shows over the Internet, and Beyond-
TV allows for six tuner cards running
in parallel. These prices don’t include
a remote or other hardware, so Snap-
Stream is practically in the same price
range as MCE. However, as Snap-
Stream’s suite offers similar conve-
nience and broader feature support,
we recommend this collection as the
power user’s alternative to MCE 2005.

SnapStream BeyondTV 3.5 
& Beyond Media

$69.99, SnapStream; 
$49.99 (expected), Beyond Media
Snapstream
www.snapstream.com

Along with the remote goes Microsoft’s USB-based 
IR receiver. At the back are two emitter bulb ports, 
one for each set-top box you might use.

SnapStream’s Beyond Media quite nice-
ly.) There are more services available in
Windows Media Player 10, but you lose
the remote control convenience. 

For $10 per month, you have thou-
sands of albums at your fingertips. 
Because we subscribed to Napster to fill
in the gaps of our ripped music collec-
tion, we haven’t played a physical CD
even once. (That may change if/when
DVD-Audio or another high bit-rate
5.1 disc format becomes popular.) We
are less sold on MCE’s present movie
partners, but that’s more Hollywood’s
fault than anyone’s. Movies will catch
up to music eventually. 

One other notable point: There are
hooks from the Online Spotlight area over
to Radio. When we selected a 1980s music
station in Live365 and pressed the Add to
My Radio link, a shortcut appeared in
Radio. Not terribly intuitive, but still nice.

MCEverywhere
If the MCE form-factor dilemma has

you down, consider an Extender. Media
Center Extenders are slim set-top box-
es that connect via wired Ethernet or
802.11a/g to your MCE 2005 PC. An
Extender is like running Windows Re-
mote Desktop without a hard drive, mir-
roring your MCE 10-foot Desktop onto
the TV you plug into. We used Linksys’
WMCE54AG Extender ($299.99) and
were very impressed despite the inflated,
first-gen cost. (After all, it’s basically a case
and integrated motherboard.) You sim-
ply power up the device, join it to your 
network, and use the bundled remote to
navigate a carbon copy of the MCE 2005
interface. There’s no worry about illegally
copying content because all you’re doing is

stops. MCE 2005 lets you surf your collec-
tion and build an impromptu playlist 
without interrupting the music. You can
edit the order of items in the Queue, save 
it as a playlist, or burn it to CD/DVD. 

Disc-burning support is new in 2005,
and you will also find the link in My
Pictures. You’d expect it in My Videos
and My TV and Recordings, but the lack
of an integrated MPEG decoder must
have dissuaded designers. If you enter the
Create CD/DVD area, however, you’ll
find media selection options for recorded
TV, music, pictures, and videos. Note that
Windows Movie Maker 2.1 only supports
DVD burning in MCE 2005.

One strong improvement in MCE 2005
is better attention to metadata. When you
press the remote’s “i” (More) button or
right-click an object, MCE displays addi-
tional data about the media. We discovered
this in My Music (you can edit track meta-
data in 2005 with the remote) and used 
it heavily in My TV and other modules.
Expect future third-party plug-ins for 
different MCE content types.

My Pictures. Viewing digital photos
is more of a family thing than something
power users get jazzed about, but 2005’s
ability to let you use the remote to start
and control a slideshow is pretty sweet.
This author’s 3-year-old son actually
gave up watching cartoons in trade for
slideshows of recent zoo or beach visits,
which ran with background tunes se-
lected from the My Music Queue, by the
way. You can burn a disc full of pictures,
print them, and even do rudimentary
photo editing, all with the remote. You
can also insert a flash card and import
and save photos to the hard drive with-
out switching out to WinXP.

Online Spotlight. Forget MCE 2005’s
Radio, even though it supports time-
shifting. That terrestrial broadcast stuff is
toast. After playing with MSN Music and
Napster through MCE 2005, we’re 100%
sold on music subscription services, 
particularly if they integrate with the 
10-foot UI. (Napster also integrates into
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tied MCE to the Desktop as it did with
2004, this version would surely meet its
predecessor’s fate. But MCE 2005 begs to
thrive beyond the Desktop, and Micro-
soft has made it easy enough for even
grannies to grasp.

Bashing Microsoft is fashionable, and it
has earned its share of kicks over the years.
Not this time, though. MCE 2005 deliv-
ers a sterling AV experience and nails the 
10-foot UI dead on. MCE is more than an
individual software app; it’s a “solution” for
the whole family. We shy away from using
that cliché, but you won’t understand how
applicable it is until you put MCE 2005 to
work. Use MCE and its peripheral devices
for a month and then take it all away.
You’ll see the problem for which MCE is
the solution. MCE 2005 isn’t software; it’s
a lifestyle change.

And perhaps Microsoft is taking a 
tip from its Xbox playbook. MCE 2005
systems are shaping up to be far more
affordable than their 2004 forebears. Many
promise to dip under $1,000. However,
the Extenders and PMCs cost almost as
much as a PC. And down the road, would
you rather spend $300 on an Extender set-
top or an Xbox with Extender software.
The MCE 2005 OEM version cost less at
Newegg.com than the WinXP Pro OEM
version, and base hardware requirements
are likely to drop as components improve
and drivers pass MCE testing. Microsoft
wants to hook you on the UI. The real
money can come later.

Does it cost a fortune today for an end-
to-end MCE 2005 implementation? Does
the OS have the requisite number of first-
gen bugs? Are there pieces that Microsoft
still doesn’t have in place (Web-based
EPG, WMV transcoder, etc.)? All yes.
But finally, it’s the MCE experience that
makes us believers. 

by William Van Winkle

Windows XP Media Center Edition 2005

$140 (plus hardware)
Microsoft
www.microsoft.com

playing the file on your MCE system. No
copying is involved.

Although we wish Linksys had built in 
a DVI connector, you do get component,
composite, and S-Video out, plus RCA
stereo and SPDIF optical out. We connect-
ed the unit to a 32-inch Toshiba TV via 
S-Video and RCA audio and noticed only a
slight degradation in video quality to the
MCE start page. Not wanting to prejudice
our opinion of video performance with any
problems that surrounding wireless activi-
ty could cause, we planted the device on
our wired network. This initially caused an
IP address conflict, which we quickly sorted
out using Linksys’ setup screen to manually
assign an address.

The Extender works as promised, from
scheduling TV recordings to running
photo slideshows. Playback quality was
good for live and recorded content, and
there was no problem with audio and video
synching. Some of the PC’s UI elements
don’t translate over to the Extender, such as
the Play DVD area, because the Extender
doesn’t feature a DVD drive. (Converse-
ly, what’s wrong with playing a disc 
left in the MCE PC? There is 
no reason not to offer this.) In
the end, though, the Extender
did everything we wanted, and
it presents a persuasive argu-
ment for those who believe in
planting media servers in the
basement or closet. Firmware
upgradeable, Extenders are the

logical answer for anyone need-
ing media-center functionality
in their home theater without
the need for gameplay or stan-
dard PC apps.

Also, prepare for Xsled in
2005. This software will turn

an Xbox into an MCE Extender. If you
can run Extender software on a Pentium
III with outdated GeForce graphics, why
not release Extender as a software upgrade
for secondary home PCs? Brilliant ques-
tion. Stay tuned for Softsled, which is on
Microsoft’s roadmap for later this year. 

Microsoft has also completed its “media
anywhere” push with the PMC (Portable
Media Center) platform. (See our cover-
age on page 64.) With the ability to carry
your MCE interface from the Desktop to
any display in the home to your pocket,
Microsoft at last has an end-to-end vehicle
for ubiquitous multimedia access that’s
simple enough for anyone to use. Is it
annoying that a $500 portable player is
chained to a more-or-less proprietary
Desktop platform? Yes. Will you care
when you see how easy and convenient
handling media is when these pieces come
together? We doubt it.

Ready For Primetime?
Nobody else even comes close to what

Microsoft has accomplished with this
MCE generation. Had Microsoft merely

With MCE 2005’s new Queue 
feature, you can build a playlist on
the fly without interrupting what is
currently playing. You can also
burn this Queue to disc without
setting down your remote.

Thanks to its use of first frame
thumbnails, MCE’s My Video 

area makes quick work of sorting
through your personal video clips. 
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I f you have ever used a PVR, you
probably shudder at the thought of
living without one. Whether it’s

pausing live TV or organizing program-
ming around your life, there is little 
question that PVRs have forever changed
television viewing. But not everyone has
access to a PVR, particularly outside the
United States. Because PVRs typically rely
on the manufacturer’s programming guide
service, hardware alone isn’t enough.

Another problem with some PVRs is
that they’re often merely black boxes
with limited feature sets, and expanding
their capabilities can be tricky. Often
they record programming in a custom or
encrypted format as part of a DRM strat-
egy and prevent you from copying
recorded programming to other devices.
Similarly, automatically skipping com-
mercials is usually disabled in consumer
PVRs. This may pacify advertisers and
intellectual property owners, but it frus-
trates users who want to take recordings
with them, edit recordings, or archive
favorite programs.

These issues all add up to a market for
HTPCs, which contain the hardware and
software needed to get the PVR and mul-
timedia features you want at whatever
quality level you can afford. Microsoft’s
Media Center Edition is one attempt to
provide HTPC vendors with an OS opti-
mized for multimedia apps, but it comes
with many of the same drawbacks of con-
sumer PVRs, namely DRM and the fact
that the OS is only available preinstalled
on hardware from supported vendors.
Hobbyists who want to build their own

HTPC with the best components avail-
able might be more likely to find what
they’re looking for in a Linux-based pro-
ject called MythTV (www.mythtv.org).

The Mythical Convergence Box
MythTV is a suite of open-source

applications designed to bring the “myth-
ical media convergence box” to life. It
provides such standard features as pausing
live TV, skipping commercials, rewinding
and fast-forwarding live programming,
scheduling recordings, and playing them
back. MythTV also supports multiple TV
tuner cards in the same box so you can
record multiple programs simultaneously.
You can even mix card types (analog,
HDTV, MPEG-2, DVB, and MJPEG).
Recordings are stored in a custom NUV
format, but MythTV includes utilities to
convert recordings into various common
formats, such as MPEG.

Unlike most consumer PVRs, Myth-
TV doesn’t require a paid subscription 
to a program listings service. Listings 
are provided instead by various region-
based sources, such as Zap2It’s Data-
Direct (www.zap2it.com) service for

North American subscribers. DataDirect
is free, but subscribers must complete 
a short online survey periodically to 
maintain the subscription. Program list-
ings are parsed by the XMLTV package
(membled.com/work/apps/xmltv) into 
a standardized XML form for use 
in MythTV’s EPG (electronic program
guide). By storing this data in a MySQL
database, MythTV lets you search pro-
grams by title, actor, director, type, key-
words, and more.

One of MythTV’s most intriguing fea-
tures is its client-server design. MythTV
consists of a single backend (server) 
that houses a programming database and
the recordings, while one or more front-
ends (clients) host the tuner cards and the 
multimedia hardware. While most peo-
ple install the backend and front-
end in the same box, this flexibility lets 
other machines on the network share con-
tent with the HTPC via the front-end, 
treating the HTPC as a kind of me-
dia jukebox.

MythTV also offers individual mod-
ules, including a DVD player (Myth-
DVD), CD player, ripper, MP3 player

We used a Cooler
Master ATC-620C-
BX1 micro-ATX 
chassis as a base 
for our MythTV box.
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(MythMusic), video player (MythVideo),
image viewer (MythGallery), Web brows-
er (MythBrowser), RSS-based news tool
(MythNews), and weather screen (Myth-
Weather). You can also write your own-
modules. In addition, with the MythWeb
module, you can administer MythTV
from a Web browser to do such things as
schedule recordings.

MythTV Installation Tips
Getting MythTV installed and con-

figured used to be a major hassle. You
needed to compile custom kernel patch-
es and drivers and rebuild the kernel. In
addition, a delicate balance of prerequi-
sites made upgrading anything later on a
risky proposition.

A lot has changed in the past couple of
years, though. Today, thanks to Axel
Thimm’s ATrpms site (atrpms.net), there
is a neatly bundled set of binary RPMs
available for various flavors of Red Hat
Linux and Fedora Core. There are bun-
dles for other distributions, as well, such
as Knoppix. A quick Web search or search
for software repositories will tell you if
there are prebuilt packages available for
your favorite distribution. 

Given our choice of using Fedora Core
2 as our base distribution, our MythTV
installation was relatively straightforward
and painless, thanks in large part to Jarod
Wilson’s excellent Fedora Myth(TV)ology
Web site (wilsonet.com/mythtv). The site
offers a detailed, step-by-step how-to guide
on getting up and running and goes into
much more depth than we have the space
here to do. With the help of this guide,
even someone new to Linux should have
little trouble getting MythTV installed

other hand, lets you use almost any hard-
ware that you can find suitable Linux 
drivers for. The latest, greatest hardware
might have promising specs, but it may
not have Linux drivers available for a few
weeks or even months. And when drivers
do become available, they may be unsta-
ble or have limited functionality. We 
discovered ourselves that there are a lot of
gotchas when it comes to choosing com-
ponents for a Linux machine.

We built our first HTPC two years ago
when MythTV was still in its infancy. We
were looking for a PVR to go with our
HDTV and home theater, and we also
wanted a high-quality HTPC that would
offer the multimedia features we were
looking for but that was also quiet and
would look good in our A/V equipment
rack. One of the first things we decided
on was the chassis, as we wanted a box
that fit in with our other home theater
electronics, which had standard 19-inch-
wide black faces. A Cooler Master ATC
620C-BX1 was perfect for the job, as it
featured a flat form factor with push-lock-
ing panels that concealed the CD/DVD
drives and front ports. Best of all, no one
would mistake it for a computer.

The chassis required a micro-ATX
motherboard. We used an Intel board,
along with a 2.6GHz P4 and 1GB of
PC800 RDRAM. At the time, Rambus
was prized for its performance. Today,
DDR-based memory is a cheaper, faster
way to go. Processing power and RAM
aren’t areas to cut corners on when it
comes to multimedia apps, particularly
for encoding/decoding video streams. In
addition, the more tuners you want to
record from at once, the more horsepower
you’ll need to handle the load.

We wanted at least two
tuners in our box so that we
could watch one channel
while recording another.
With that in mind, we chose
an ATI TV Wonder Pro
tuner card and a Hauppauge
WinTV PVR-350. The PVR-
350 had onboard MPEG-2

The MythTV Electronic 
programming Guide gives 
you a straightforward
approach to program record-
ings around your lifestyle.

because, in addition to
MythTV, the guide covers
the key steps in the Fedora
Core 2 installation process
as well, including drive par-
titioning and package selec-
tion. You can download

Fedora Core 2 free at fedora.redhat.com.
In addition, there’s a vast amount of doc-
umentation at the MythTV Web site
from MythTV’s creator Isaac Richards. 

Choose Your Hardware
As mentioned in Rob Malda’s “not-

amyth.txt” column (December CPU, page
86), you can put together a basic HTPC
for less than $1,000 using an older PC and
decent multimedia components. But you
get what you pay for. If you build an
HTPC based on MythTV, there are valid
reasons to use premium components, par-
ticularly if you plan to use the box within 
a high-definition home theater setup where
lower-quality components can reveal them-
selves in unpleasant ways, such as an 
audible hiss, grainy picture, limited aspect-
ratio selection, etc. 

The fact that you can choose your
hardware is a double-edged sword, how-
ever. Windows MCE 2005, for example,
comes preinstalled with hardware that has
already been certified by Microsoft, so
while you don’t have a lot of choice,
you’re at least guaranteed that everything
will work together. MythTV, on the

MythTV’s main menu gives you
a jumping-off point to access the
various features in the suite. 
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encoding/decoding, which helped take a
load off the CPU and made it the ideal
tuner/capture card for recordings. For
video output we used an ATI Radeon
AIW 9700 Pro. This was overkill, but it
provided two useful features: support for
dual displays (so we could use our HDTV
for output and a computer monitor for
administration) and HDTV output via a
DVI-to-HDTV video adapter. While the
AIW also contains a TV tuner, it lacks
proper drivers under Linux for use as a
capture card, so we use it strictly as a dis-
play card.

For sound, our original choice was the
M-Audio Revolution 7.1 to match our
7.1 surround-sound system. Unfortu-
nately, we had trouble getting the card’s
drivers to work properly under Linux. We
ended up replacing it with a better-
supported Creative Labs Audigy 2 ZS.
We didn’t want to stock the HTPC 
with separate CD and DVD drives, so we
opted for Sony’s DRU-500AX, which
reads/writes CDs and DVDs of all com-
mon formats. If we were replacing the
drive now, though, we’d go with a dual-
layer DVD writer.

We opted for a single 160GB 7,200rpm
ATA drive, of which about 140GB is avail-
able for recording programming. The 
drive’s noise level was actually our first
concern because the last thing we wanted
was a distracting whirring, clicking, and
grinding. The Seagate Barracuda 7200.7
Plus uses fluid bearings for minimized
noise, which was a definite plus. To silence
our HTPC further, we replaced the ball-
bearing chassis fans with fluid-bearing ver-
sions and mounted them on rubber fittings

to reduce vibration. We also
used a Zalman copper-based
heatsink/fan combination
with a variable-speed con-
troller to improve cooling and
reduce noise. Finally, we
removed the AIW 9700 Pro’s
cooling fan and replaced it
with a Zalman heatpipe cooler. We also
added an Antec True 380W power supply
for its low-noise output.

As a final touch, we added a Zapway
(www.zapway.de) serial port-based IR
receiver module so that we could use 
a remote control to command MythTV.
The PVR-350 came with a remote, so
this wasn’t a strictly necessary addition,
but we wanted to locate the IR receiver
elsewhere in our entertainment center
rather than it being in the chassis itself.
Specifically, we wanted to put the re-
ceiver in a small, countersunk hole in
the cabinetry.

One obvious factor in selecting hard-
ware is that MythTV runs under Linux,
so it’s important to limit selections to
hardware that is well-supported with
Linux drivers. For most commodity
hardware these days, this isn’t a big con-
cern because modern Linux kernels
come with support for a huge number of
devices. For bleeding-edge hardware,
though, this can be a big issue, particu-
larly in the multimedia arena. When we
bought the PVR-350, for example, there

were no Linux drivers avail-
able; it took some time for
the ivtv project (ivtv.source
forge.net) to put together a
reliable driver. Today, that
support is quite good, but
it’s still considered alpha-
level code. Conversely, our
efforts to find a good driver
solution for the M-Audio

Revolution 7.1 came up short. As that
driver matures, though, it may become
the sound card of choice for an HTPC.

The lesson is to check the availability
of Linux drivers before you buy bleed-
ing-edge hardware (unless you plan to
write a driver yourself). Your safest bet
is to check the MythTV hardware com-
patibility list (www.mythtv.org/docs
/mythtv-HOWTO-3.html#ss3.1) before
you buy.

Sometimes a hardware limitation isn’t
as serious as it appears, however. Linux
drivers for the ATI AIW series, for
example, don’t have support for the 
TV-out jack, which could be a crippling
limitation if you were counting on that
feature (though the GATOS project,
gatos.sourceforge.net, has experimental
drivers to get around this problem).
Because we used the DVI-to-HDTV
adapter for our TV output (rather than
the TV-out jack), this wasn’t an issue.  

Tune In
With more PVRs emerging, some

people won’t  see the need to pull
together their own custom PVR solu-
tion. If you’re not “some people,” how-
ever, MythTV and Linux have matured
so much in just the last year that they
give you almost everything to suit your
own needs, including support for top-
quality hardware and numerous software
features. Whether you’re a boundary
pusher who likes to build her own sys-
tems or you just want your own PVR,
MythTV is well worth a look.

by Dee-Ann and Robert LeBlanc

Transparent overlays in
MythTV make maneuvering

through settings while
watching a program a snap.

What’s it like outside?
MythTV’s weather utility 
can show you with maps 
and weather listings. 
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I f you could get a device that not
only played music but also worked
as a photo viewer, video player, and

maybe even video recorder for the same
price as an iPod, would you buy it? Of
course! But which type of device?

The difference between a PMC
(Portable Media Center) and PMP
(Portable Media Player) is simple. A
PMC is based on a Windows platform
and is compatible with WMP (Windows
Media Player) 10 with DRM (digital
rights management; Janus), making 
this device type a no-brainer if you’re
into Janus-protected content from Nap-
ster, Movielink, and the like. A PMP 
may or may not support Janus, is not 
bound to Windows Media file 
formats, and has a UI that 
looks nothing like MCE
(Media Center Edi-
tion; for more on
MCE, see page
52). To date,
only three PMC
devices have been
publicly announced from
Creative, Samsung, and iRiver
(one from each company), and of
these, only Creative was shipping review
units during our evaluation period.

Because we’ll be spotlighting audio
players next month, our goal here was to
focus on video performance and usability
in these units. Ultimately, we came to
the conclusion that none of the multi-
media players is perfect, but the category
shows extreme promise, especially as
prices come down.

This roundup has made believers out
of us. Handheld multimedia is here to
stay, but the format that works best for
you will depend on your priorities.

AV420

$549.95
Archos
www.archos.com

Quite simply, this is one of the most
amazing power toys on the market. The
3.5-inch LCD screen is stellar. Because of
its remarkable crispness, we were sure it was
VGA resolution until confirming only 320
x 240 in the specs. However, the AV420
supports MPEG-4 files with true DVD-

quality 720 x 540 resolution at 30fps,
so when we used the bundled

cradle and A/V output
cables to send con-

tent to a TV and
stereo, the movie
was nearly indis-
tinguishable from

the original DVD. 
It also sounded phe-

nomenal thanks to the
AV420’s support for MP3s (up

to 320Kbps), WMA, and WAV.
The recording capability is the

AV420’s chief claim to fame. Archos pro-
motes the PMP as a “pocket DVR,” but
that’s exaggerating. You can hook the
A/V cradle up to a TV, VCR, or set-top
box and then take the PMP with you
when you leave in the morning. The 

easiest way to emulate PVR functionality
is to use a My Yahoo! Calendar account,
fill it with the shows you want to record,
save the Calendar as an HTML file, drop
that file into the AV420, and then let the
PMP commence recording. That’s not
exactly hitting a button in your TiVo’s
EPG (electronic program guide), but it’s 
a step in the right direction. Also, the
AV420 includes a remote control so you
can control the player from your couch.

While at first we were put off by the
device’s lack of button labeling, a few min-
utes of experimentation revealed Archos’
system to be quite effective. The player has
several settings and options you can modify
in transparent overlays without interrupting
your playing of content. The music player
shows cover art and a two-bar line level
meter. You can sort collections according 
to ID3 tag criteria and even build a play
queue. Rare among portable players, the
AV420 also makes bookmarking and re-
suming audio and video a snap.

The more we used the AV420, the 
more we grew to love it, and yet it has a 
few points that need polishing. The
CompactFlash slot built into the left side is
good—even better with Archos’ optional 4-
in-1 SD/MMC/SmartMedia/Memory
Stick adapter—but it only takes CF Type I
cards, not Type II Microdrives. Without
Microdrive support, you might as well save
the space and go with an SD slot. Also, we
couldn’t find a way to keep playing music
while bouncing out to browse photos or
create a slideshow. If you, say, start at
Music in the AV420’s home page, you’ll
find songs within the music folders. If you
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A Comparison See how the contenders stack up at a glance.

The Gmini400 strives to be a smaller,
lower-priced version of the AV420 without
all of that DVR business. In many regards,
the unit succeeds swimmingly. Measuring a
mere 2.4 x 4.2 x 0.7 inches and weighing
5.6 ounces, the Gmini400 still sports A/V
out capabilities and a 20GB hard drive. It
keeps a CF slot, although port might be a
better word because the double row of con-
nectors hides right behind the slot door,
and, like its big brother, the Gmini400 can
do voice recording.

The Gmini400 is a seriously slick piece
of machinery, but it fell short of the mark
for us on two counts. The first is its 2.2-
inch LCD, which is considerably sharper
than most players, but crippled by a 220 x
176 resolution. We noticed some pixel
jitter along the edges of straight lines that
were not present in the AV420. While
brightness was good, saturation and con-
trast lagged behind the AV420, as well,
and the Gmini400’s horizontal viewing
angle was limited in much the same way
as the Creative Zen.

We also found button navigation to be
inexplicably harder on the Gmini400,
which is strange considering the UI simi-
larities between the two Archos PMPs.
Still, the central question is this: Can you

start at Video or Photo and then browse to
those same music folders, the song files are
no longer visible.

Still, the AV420 is comfortable, compact
(only 3.1 inches high x 4.9 inches wide x
0.8 inches deep), brimming with high qual-
ity and extras and can even rip movies from
Macrovision-protected DVDs and VHS
tapes, albeit at QVGA resolution. That’s
fine if you only want them for PMP play-
back, though. Standing above the crowd 
in both features and price, the AV420 is
today’s PMP to beat.

E2go Portable Media Player MP-2000

$399
Apex Digital
www.apexdigitalinc.com

If you want to see an “average” PMP,
you’ve found it. Typical of low-budget

OEM companies, the documentation
here is virtually nonexistent and the Apex
Web site is useless for support. The 
PMP plays MPEG-4, DivX, WMV, and
Motion JPEG videos, but no conversion

Vendor

Apex
Archos
Archos

Creative
HP* 

Mustek

Model

MP-2000
AV420
Gmini400
Zen PMC
iPAQ rx3715
PVR-A1

Screen
(inches)
3.5
3.5
2.2
3.8
3.5
2.5

Flash/Slot

no
0MB/CF I
0MB/CF I
no
152MB/SDIO
32MB/SD

HDD

20GB
20GB
20GB
20GB
no
no

Size 
(HxWxD inches)
2.99 x 4.69 x 0.83
3.1 x 4.9 x 0.8
2.37 x 4.17 x 0.69
3.18 x 5.67 x 1.06
4.5 x 2.8 x 0.64
3.78 x 3.03 x 0.79

Weight (oz)

8
9.88
5.64
12
5.6
3.88

Controls
(out of 5)
3
4
2.5
4.5
3.5
3

UI 
(out of 5)
3.5
3.5
3.5
4
3.5
3

Video Runtime
On Battery
2 hrs 45 mins
4 hrs 49 mins
4 hrs 46 mins
5 hrs 07 mins
5 hrs 24 mins
1 hr 44 mins

*For the HP iPAQ rx3715 review, subscribers can visit www.cpumag.com/cpujan05/pmp.

software comes in the box, so start your
Googling. Also, the MP-2000 pukes
when it encounters any copyright-protect-
ed material. The controls are built for
convenient right-handed operation, but
the multidirectional joystick is poorly
implemented. (We kept pressing it when
the Enter function is actually the next
button down.) The PMP’s overall look is
cheap, and what’s up with that tripod
screw mount on the bottom?

Still, Apex’s 3.5-inch LCD boasts a
480 x 234 resolution, and while display
quality can’t rival the AV420, what does?
You get a spacious 20GB hard drive, rea-
sonably navigable menu system, voice
recording, and EQ-assisted MP3 and
WMA playback.

The MP-2000 supports A/V in and
out, and while video recorded at the Best
setting (320 x 240 at 224Kbps) looks
quite good, audio recording is this unit’s
weakness, even on voice recordings. The
unit also lacks any kind of scheduling,
bookmarking, resume function, or similar
perks. However, there are two menu list-
ings for updating the software and firm-
ware in the PMP—if Apex posts any. We
received one brief low battery warning
about 30 minutes before the unit died,
and the battery runtime is barely sufficient
for one movie, although the Li-Ion battery
is quick to pop out and replace.

In short, Apex barely covers the essen-
tials and falls short on refinement.

Gmini400

$399.95
Archos
www.archos.com
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live with a 2.2-inch display? We found it
frustrating. If it doesn’t bother you, you’ll
find the Gmini400’s multimedia perfor-
mance more than satisfying.

PVR-A1

$159
Mustek
www.mustek.com

Given the low price and comparatively
flimsy feel of the PVR-A1, we approached
this device expecting very little. Upon
nearly snapping off the battery bay door
and seeing that all five ports running
down the right face (A/V in, AC power,
headphones, USB, and SD slot) had no
covers to protect against dirt, we expected
even less. And when our first few minutes
with the navigation controls left us baffled
(tip: navigate with the side-mounted jog
dial, Enter and Back with the front but-
tons), we nearly gave up.

Good thing we didn’t, though. De-
spite the fact that this device only has
32MB of integrated memory and is thus
useless without a beefy SD card, it actu-
ally packs quite a wallop for the price.
Ignoring the frighteningly ugly menu
system, the PVR-A1 turns out to be a
fairly capable MP3/WAV/JPEG/MPEG-
4 player. Video clarity and quality on the
2.5-inch screen is roughly equivalent 
to Creative’s Zen, although the unstated
resolution is probably closer to the
Gmini 400. The bundled MPEG-4 con-
version software does a good job of ren-
dering source video at smooth frame
rates, and audio output quality

content we’d downloaded and synced to
the Zen expired. The tracks stayed visible
on the device and popped up a licensing
error notice, but we couldn’t delete the
tracks to clean out the interface. Regard-
less of whether that’s Creative’s fault or
Microsoft’s, the Zen cannot delete any con-
tent, licensed or not. For better or worse, all
file management is done at the PC.

Fidelity through the headphone output
is quite good, but the front-facing single
speaker, even when cranked to its maxi-
mum, is barely loud enough to hear com-
fortably in a quiet room. In fact, the Zen
PMC is a compilation of such give and
take. The USB cable is proprietary, but
you get an easy-to-swap external battery,
and battery runtime is surprisingly long
considering the screen size. In video, the
fast-forward and reverse controls are excel-
lent and you can resume a video where you
left it, but you can’t control playback
speed, establish repeat looping, or most
anything else. Also, the Zen is the only
player we saw with a solid black informa-
tion bar along the bottom, thus blocking
part of the video, rather than a translucent
or transparent design. The controls are bet-
ter for music playback, and you can see
most of the metadata brought over from
WMP 10, including ratings. We especially
like the four preset buttons along the Zen’s
top, which provide shortcuts to any of the
content in the device, and the bundled
A/V output capability.

The Zen is less a power user’s machine
and more of a family entertainment device.
Only you can decide which approach has
more value to you.

by William Van Winkle

For bonus content, subscribers can go to
www.cpumag.com/cpujan05/pmp.

on decent headphones is decent thanks
to the five integrated EQ settings.

The PVR-A1 gets its name from its
RCA stereo and composite cabling and
ability to record input directly into MPEG-
4. You can also instruct the unit to start
recording at a given time, although the lack
of ability to change channels, much less use
an EPG, make this more VHS than PVR.

But come on. This gizmo tops out at
$150, supports voice recording, prints
directly to PictBridge-compatible printers
(a common feature in PMPs), and deliv-
ers decent quality in all of its core func-
tions. Any junior high or high school kid
would pounce on one of these. Just make
sure your movie fits within the sub-two-
hour runtime and anticipate that the bat-
tery indicator will stay at full until shortly
before the unit dies.

Zen Portable Media Center

$499.99
Creative
www.creative.com

Just as MCE 2005 is impeccably intu-
itive, the Zen’s controls are all but idiot-
proof, and the interface is a well-designed
miniaturization of MCE’s 10-foot UI.
The device comes under a lot of fire for its
relatively bulky size (3.18 x 5.67 x 1.06
inches and 12 ounces). Others have shown
that a 20GB drive can fit in a smaller
package, but no one else has devised a
friendlier control set.

Creative scores points on screen size,
sporting 3.8 inches of LCD. However, if
this isn’t passive-matrix technology, it’s a
convincing facsimile because turning the
device only a few degrees is enough to alter
its appearance—and not for the better.
Straight-on video looks pretty good if
slightly washed out. Purists will observe
that MPEG-4 playback on devices such as
the Archos AV420 look superior. We sus-
pect the main culprit here is the codecs.
The portable-optimized settings WMP 10
forces on you seem to dictate unnecessarily
low frame rates and higher compression in
some content.

A similar case of questionable culp-
ability happened when some Napster 
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L oaded with huge hard drives and speedy processors, today’s PCs have plenty of
power for manipulating all kinds of digital media. High-resolution pictures from
your digital camera, great-sounding music files, and DVD movies all have a place

on your computer—but only if you have the software to view, edit, and play them.
How can you get started? Check out these key applications that will turn your PC

into a digital media manipulation machine.

Three For The Road

W hat can you use to get your digi-
tal media fix when you’re away

from the PC? Hook up with one of these
three portable media devices.

Apple iPod 
Apple’s iPod is the quintessential

portable music player.
Add a color screen and
the ability to view pictures,
and you’ve got the iPod
photo (www.apple.com
/ipodphoto). With 40GB
($499) or 60GB ($599) of
space, the iPod photo can
hold up to 15,000 songs
or 25,000 photos, view-
able on the unit itself or
a TV set.

Aiwa XDM-S710BT 
For music on the go, the Aiwa XDM-

S710BT (price not set; www
.us.aiwa.com) does more than
an average MP3 player. The
Bluetooth interface lets you
take mobile phone calls
though the player and a
built-in FM transmitter lets
you listen to your music on
the car stereo.

Epson P-2000 
Rather than showing off faded, tat-

tered pictures of the kids, you can show
off pictures with the Epson P-2000
($499.99; www.epson.com). This port-
able gadget has a 40GB hard drive and a
3.8-inch color screen for viewing pictures.
(It can also show them on a TV set.) You
can connect a printer to the device to print
photos without a computer.

Want a portable video player? See
page 64 for the goods.

pictures, the Watch Folders
will find them automatical-
ly.) When it has collected
your images, the program
lets you sort images by date,
write descriptions, and
assign keywords. You can
also find images easily using
the scrolling timeline.

Picasa also includes a ba-
sic picture editor: You can
crop and rotate images, fix
red-eye, and correct color
and contrast with the En-
hance button. Once images
are cropped and enhanced
to perfection,

Picasa 1.6
Before digital cameras,

there were two types of
photo organization: toss-
ing your prints into a
shoebox (allegedly to be
sorted sometime in the
future, which would never
come) or carefully organiz-
ing them in an album or
scrapbook. Digital cameras
complicate things. We feel
free to take more pictures
and are likely to save them
all (even the mediocre
ones). So, more than ever,
we need a way to organize
them. There’s no need for
the pictures on your PC to
resemble the disarray of
the shoebox.

Picasa is a handy app for
keeping your digital photos
organized by sorting, edit-
ing, printing, and emailing
them. Formerly a $30 in-
vestment, in 2004 Google
bought Picasa and now
gives the program away. 

Picasa can import images
from your digicam, as well
as search your hard drive for
the images. (As you add 

Picasa 1.6
Free

Google
www.picasa.com

you can print them, send
them to a photo lab, email
them to friends, watch a
slideshow, post them to
your blog (at Blogger.com,
for example, also owned by
Google), or export an album
as a Web page.

Picasa’s intuitive interface
will turn your mishmash of
digital photos into a man-
ageable collection of great-
looking shots. (For more on
Picasa, see page 65 of the
May 2003 issue of CPU.)
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T here are plenty of other media software
and services to choose from, and the

apps keep getting better. Here’s what’s new.
iTunes 4.7 (www.apple.com/itunes

/download). Version 4.7 lets you search for
duplicates and sends Artist Alerts when there
are new songs by your favorite musicians.

Napster (www.napster.com). The latest
version is a music store that lets you listen

to 700,000 tracks for $9.95 per month. You
can burn tracks to CD and transfer them to
a portable device for 99 cents per track or
$9.95 per album.

QuickTime Player 6.5.2 (www.apple
.com/quicktime/download). This version
supports 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership
Project) and 3GPP2. It also adds enhanced DV
playback and supports Apple’s audio codec.

RealPlayer 10.5 (www.real.com). With
version 10.5, the new Music Store lets you
buy songs for as little as 49 cents. It also
supports new audio and video formats,
including the ability to store music on iPods.

Sonique 2.0 Beta (sonique.lycos.com).
Currently in beta, version 2 adds a new
interface, improved playlist organization,
and many customization options.

Musicmatch Jukebox 9.0
An audio player is another es-

sential tool. Musicmatch can
handle MP3s, WMA files, and
audio CDs. AutoDJ can mix
your music based on genre and
other criteria. The program also
serves up information about
your music: The Now Playing
tab reveals a Web page showing
that artist’s discography and
other details.

When you rip music, Music-
match automatically adds artist,
album, and song information to
your tracks.

If you grow tired of your
music, check out  Musicmatch
Radio, a free streaming music

service that delivers 200 profes-
sionally programmed stations.
You can also buy individual
songs or albums from the
Music Store. Need still more
music? An $8 per month sub-
scription to Musicmatch On
Demand brings unlimited
streaming of thousands of
tunes with personalized recom-
mendations.

The program can also burn
CDs in audio, MP3, and
data formats. It can create
MP3s from your albums
and tapes or record a ra-
dio program at a particular
time of day. Also, print cus-
tomized CD labels and jewel
case covers.

Musicmatch Jukebox 9.0
$19.99
Musicmatch
musicmatch.com

After a few minutes, you’ll
have a complete inventory of

your collection and be able to
access it like never before.

time track feature to change the
rate of playback over time. If
two tracks are out of synch,
shift one of the tracks to correct
the problem. An assortment of
plug-ins is available, which add
additional effects and audio-
analyzing features.

Save audio in WAV, AIFF,
OGG, or (with help from an
external encoder) MP3. From
there you can burn your custom
mix to CD, export it to your
portable music player, or just
enjoy having digital backups.

Audacity is open-source
(released under the GNU
General Public License) and
available for Windows, Mac OS,
and Linux. 

manipulation toolbox. Audacity
is a fantastic sound editor, just
the thing for converting your
old cassettes to OGG, recording

Audacity 1.2.2
Free

SourceForge
audacity.sourceforge.net

and mixing your garage band’s
latest hit, or removing the vocals
from professional recordings.

Connect any audio source to
your PC’s sound input jack to
make a digital recording. You
can do this multiple times to
add additional tracks. Next, dub
in or cut out audio (lopping off
a lengthy song introduction, for
instance). A range of effects fil-
ters let you amplify sound, fade
in and out, equalize, and per-
form other audio adjustments.

There are plenty of features
for fine-tuning sound. You can
view the audio as waveforms or
as a spectrogram, choose among
a variety of sampling rates and
encoding formats, and use the

Media Player Updates

Audacity 1.2.2
A sound editor is an impor-

tant tool for your digital media
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Bring On The Power Tools
Although Windows comes

preloaded with a handful of
basic media tools such as
WMP and Sound Recorder, a
small investment of time and
money can put significantly
more media manipulation
power at your disposal.

by Kevin Savetz

Paint Shop Pro 9
$119 download; $129 boxed

Corel
www.jasc.com/products/paintshoppro

turn your work into art. A fil-
ter can quickly transform a
plain picture into a watercolor
painting, a charcoal sketch, or
give it a fancy picture-frame

edging. An effects browser lets
you preview the result of using
any of the program’s hundreds
of filters before applying them
to your image.

gaggle of other video formats.
Video is always sharp and
vivid. Its DVD controls
match those of any hardware
player, including support for

subtitles, foreign languages,
and switching viewing angles.
There’s a bookmark function
that displays thumbnails for
marked scenes and a screen
shot tool for capturing frames.

The aspect radio controls
are impressive, featuring sev-
eral modes for fitting movies
on your screen without losing
the edges. The program will
smartly fit a full-frame movie
on a widescreen display and
vice versa.

PowerDVD also makes
movies sound great. It sup-
ports DVD-Audio, as well as
DVD-Video discs. If you’re
using headphones or stereo
speakers, it can enhance the

aural range with virtual sur-
round sound. If you have a
real surround-sound setup, the
program will take full advan-
tage of it, delivering high-def
audio and expanding two-
channel tracks to 5.1 or 7.1.
You can tailor the sound with
the audio equalizer.

When you think you’ve got
all of PowerDVD’s features
managed, check the tutorials
area on its Web site where you
will learn how to do all sorts of
new tricks, such as Digital
Zoom, changing the look of
the interface, and using
parental controls to make sure
the kids are only watching 
G-rated flicks.

PowerDVD 6 Deluxe 
$69.95
CyberLink
www.gocyberlink.com

Visual MP3 4.3 (www.iprogramdev.com).
Version 4.3 adds CDDB access, improved CD rip-
ping, and support for viewing/publishing MP3 lyrics.

Winamp 5.05 (www.winamp.com). Version 
5 adds a more powerful media library and a 
ton of new audio effects. Winamp has also
added a $14.95 Pro version that can rip music
and burn CDs. Although future support might be
iffy; see page 9.

WinDVD 6 Platinum (www.intervideo.com).
Version 6 now supports DVD-Audio, HD Audio, and
surround sound without add-on software. It can also
play MPEG-4, DivX, Real, and QuickTime files.

Windows Media Player 10 (www.microsoft
.com/windows/windowsmedia). Version 10
brings a streamlined interface, support for a dozen
online music stores, and support for some 70
portable players. 

grain created by digital cam-
eras at high ISO settings), the
Fill Flash filter for lightening
underexposed shadows, and
tools for correcting lens dis-
tortion. The Straighten tool
makes correcting a crooked
horizon as easy as drawing a
line. The program can also
work directly with the RAW
formats used by many brands
of digital cameras.

There are tools for manipulat-
ing old-school photos, too. You
can scan images directly into 
the program and then use the
Scratch Remover tool to touch
up marred pictures.

Another great feature is the
collection of filters that can

Paint Shop Pro 9
Sometimes your digital pho-

tos need more than a quick crop
job. That’s when you break out
the big guns: Paint Shop Pro.

Paint Shop Pro is advanced
photo-editing software. It’s
powerful stuff, but what we like
best about PSP is that its power
is accessible even to folks who
aren’t so talented with graphics.
Paint Shop Pro’s handy tutorials
explain how to do all sorts of
graphics chores, from the mun-
dane to the complex.

Digital photographers will
appreciate features such as
Digital Camera Noise Re-
moval (which can reduce the

PowerDVD 6 Deluxe 
Now for DVDs: Power-

DVD supports DivX Pro,
SVCD, DVD+VR, and a 
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The Bleeding 
Edge Of Software
Inside The World Of Betas

T here are plenty of Desktop acces-
sory apps available. Greatis Toys is
a well-rounded set of utilities with

some unique functionality. Unfortunately,
its UI seems incomprehensible.

GT resides in the System Tray, and with
a few mouse clicks, you can access a three-
month calendar, note taker, Clipboard his-
tory and paster, and configurable world
clock. GT also includes a flexible program
launcher that uses hotkeys, Desktop mouse
positions, or both. The UI problem lies in
how you access these features: There's isn't
a pop-up menu; it is up to you to map 
various CTRL, ALT, SHIFT, and mouse-
clicking combinations. (These shortcuts
might become second nature after a few
days, however.)

UI problems aside, each "toy" was
very usable. The note taker lists all notes

in a dialog box, which contains the note
and its hierarchical tree. This is pretty
standard, but GT can link a specific note
with a program or a file or document
that was opened within that program.
The other toys possess similar thought-
ful features.

You can also use GT on several machines
via a handy Import/Export command.
With it you can selectively move your set-
tings for hotkeys but not Clipboard history,
for example. (Nothing is worse than wast-
ing time repeatedly reconfiguring a flexible
program to your liking.)

GT's only other major problem is that it
isn't free ($27). With judicious Web surf-
ing, you could probably piece together a
similar set of features with free titles. You
won't have a unified collection, however,
so GT is worth checking out. ▲

Greatis Toys 2.0 Beta

It's annoying when your system's vol-
ume is perfectly adjusted for playing
DVDs but it’s way too loud for gaming,

especially when you're trying to sneak in
some late-night fragging. You could remem-
ber to adjust the volume levels before play-
ing, but how often does that really happen?
Fortunately, there's Power Mixer.

PM is a "settable volume control" that
lets you manually adjust all the volume lev-
els of all the audio devices in your Volume
Control Mixer. It also saves those levels with
named presets. You can link those presets to
system-wide hotkeys or to a mouse click on
the System Tray, letting you quickly reset
volume levels within any program. There's
also a built-in scheduler, so you can set the

volume to lower automatically at night and
to be louder during the day.

PM includes other GUI enhancements.
For example, you can place the mouse cur-
sor over the program's icon in the System
Tray and roll your mouse wheel to adjust
the master volume. You can also map vol-
ume commands to keyboard multimedia
keys and write batch files or scripts that
automatically change volume levels and
launch games or apps.

PM is shareware, with a $13 registration
fee. Is it worth it? If you're waking up the
neighbors at night with Doom 3, it is.  ▲

Power Mixer 1.1 Beta

Official product name: Power Mixer
Version # previewed: 1.1 Beta
Publisher: Actual Solution
Developer and URL: Actual Solution;
www.actualsolution.com
ETA: Q1 2005
Why you should care: If you're tired of futzing
with the volume control, your prayers have
been answered. 

Official product name: Greatis Toys
Version # previewed: 2.0 Beta
Publisher: Greatis Software
Developer and URL: Greatis Software;
www.greatis.com
ETA: Q4 2004
Why you should care: A nice set of Desktop
accessories with great note-taking abilities.

Send Us Your Betas: Know of software in the beta stage that's deserving of some attention? Send your prospects
to bleedingedge@cpumag.com.. For more betas, subscribers can go to www.cpumag.com/cpujan05/betas.

by Warren Ernst
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Upgrades
Apple iTunes for Windows 4.7

iTunes 4.7 lets you copy and view images
in the iPod photo format, search for and
delete duplicate songs, and subscribe to Artist
Alerts. In related news, new firmware lets
iRiver’s H300 series players support video
playback (www.iriver.com). 

Get it at: www.apple.com

Apple QuickTime 6.5.2
This update includes improvements to

Apple Lossless Encoder and the AAC codec
and plugs a vulnerability in Windows.

Get it at: www.quicktime.com

FreshOutline 1.2 Beta 2 Build 60
Yes, outliner software still exists for

those who like this method of organizing
thoughts and data in a multibranched tree.
This update freshens up the UI and allows
for exporting text in delimited text format. 

Get it at: www.freshoutline.com

Kazaa Media Desktop 3.0 Beta
The KMD adds a front end to the usual

Kazaa P2P file-sharing tools. The new ver-
sion also removes a previous Web View
feature and adds the ability to make free
Web-based calls via P2P to Skype users.

Get it at: www.kazaa.com

Lookout 1.2.6 Experimental
Recently purchased by Microsoft, Lookout

could launch next year as a Desktop search
tool. The app searches email and files on your
local PC via a toolbar in Outlook. This version
fixes bugs and problems with XML searches.

Get it at: www.lookoutsoft.com

McAfee AVERT Stinger 2.4.3
This free, standalone utility sweeps a 

system for viruses but doesn’t remain resi-
dent to monitor for future infections. This
version scans all files by default and adds
detection for recent worms. 

Get it at: vil.nai.com/vil/stinger

QuarkXPress 6.5
The publishing app adds QuarkVista

XTension software for greater image manip-
ulation within QuarkXPress. New features
include more flexible use of guides, tables,
and custom printing settings.

Get it at: www.quark.com

RealPlayer 10.5 Patch
For builds 6.0.12.1056 and below, 

this patch plugs a security vulnerability
recently detected that can introduce a
buffer overflow via a malicious skin file.
Some users can use the update feature to
download the patch; others will have to 
go to Real.com.

Get it at: www.real.com 

RightMark 3.24
This version of the memory-analysis tool

fixes a bug when running on Intel 852/855
chipsets and has improved support for the
ICH0-ICH6 SMBus and adds support for
the nForce3 250 SMBus controller.

Get it at: cpu.rightmark.org

Skype 1.0.0.97
The latest P2P craze is voice using P2P

networks, such as Skype, for audio chats
with friends. This version updates Chinese
and Japanese language files and fixes bugs.

Get it at: www.skype.com
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This month brings emergency patches for security holes in QuickTime
and RealPlayer, Kazaa gets a more sophisticated front end, and with
the Lookout Desktop search tool, we get a sneak peak at some of the
utility we’re likely to see in the MSN search engine.

WinRAR 3.41
This update for the archive/compres-

sion tool fixes problems with the repair
function on Zip archives and improves
compression ratios when adding files to a
RAR archive.

Get it at: www.rarlab.com

Driver Bay
Creative Disc Maker/CD Burner 1.00.05

These updated drivers for disc burning
from within the Creative PlayCenter or
Creative MediaSource media players
improve compatibility with and detection
of newer CD-RW drives.

Get it at: www.creative.com

Intel PRO/100 Network Adapter 9.1
The updated NIC drivers include the

new Intel PROSet for Windows Device
Manager, which lets you configure the
card from within Windows Device
Manager and eliminates the need for an
Intel PRO icon in the System Tray.

Get it at: www.intel.com

Logitech SetPoint 2.14
The new SetPoint tool is for the MX900

and MX1000 wireless mouse models; it
replaces MouseWare as the console for con-
trolling mouse configuration.

Get it at: www.logitech.com

NVIDIA DVD Decoder 1.0
Released in tandem with the new

Windows Media Player 10 and Windows
Media Center, the decoder lets you play
back DVDs on systems with a DVD drive.
The decoder costs $19.95.

Get it at: www.nvidia.com

Realtek AC’97 3.65
For motherboard-based sound using the

Realtek AC’97 chipset, these drivers add
new customized settings and update the 3D
audio engine. There’s AC3 SPDIF support
in eight channels for the NVIDIA CK804,
as well as various fixes.

Get it at: www.realtek.com.tw

by Steve Smith
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Read All About It
Newsreader Roundup: The Apps That Grab Text, Photos, Binaries & More 

I f you spent more than an hour a day
on the Internet before the Web, you
were probably “reading news” via

newsgroups on Usenet. Before Web forums
and P2P networks, newsgroups were the
venue for meeting people, discussing cur-
rent events, and getting computer/pro-
gramming help. Due to the transient
nature of files encoded and posted within
newsgroups, files that couldn’t be “perma-
nently” posted on an FTP (or later a Web)
server found their way to newsgroups, too.

Newsreaders are programs that access
Usenet newsgroups. Before the Web, most
newsreaders were text-based apps that ran
at the command line; armed with an array
of keyboard commands, you could blast
through thousands of posts in thousands of
threads within hundreds of newsgroups. 

Today, using a newsreader is easier, and
even novices can browse newsgroups and
download files in no time. Often, however,
easy-to-use apps don’t let you grow past the
browsing stage. To really deal with huge
volumes of posts, you’d have to click and
drag thousands of times. Some apps have
built-in file viewers to view downloaded
and decoded files interactively, while others
require more manual efforts. Some news-
readers are also geared for casual browsing,
while others can power through posts but
aren’t as intuitive for novices.

We tried several newsreaders. Odds are
you’ll need to try a few before finding one
you like. Rating newsreaders is tricky, as
different apps have different focuses and are
usually intended for different users. Our
ratings are based on how well and how easi-
ly an app lets you power through mass
quantities of posts. Top apps also should
handle binary attachments well and display
attached images, and there must be config-
uration options to handle an expert’s needs.

Forte Agent 2.0/Free Agent 2.0
Agent has been around for years, and it

created a big splash when it was released.

It has all the features you want in a
full-fledged newsreader, including
powerful online/offline abilities,
good keyboard shortcuts, a useful
toolbar, and lots of configuration
options. The Help system is also
tremendous for novices. Some of
Agent’s framework is getting a lit-
tle old, however, which requires a
few strange workarounds for some
power users.

Agent is $29, but if you don’t
pay the registration fee in 30
days, it reverts to Free Agent, which lacks
some features but is still powerful and will
be more than enough for many users. The
app’s main window has three panes for
newsgroup names, headers and threads,
and message text. Each is configurable for
font size, style, and color. The toolbar has
24 buttons, and menus are stuffed with
commands and keyboard shortcuts.

Although most power users now have
always-on broadband connections, Agent
works well offline. In such cases news
reading takes place in stages: You go
online, download new headers for your
subscribed newsgroups, hang up the
modem, and mark the posts you want to
read messages for. You then go back
online and let the newsreader download
the messages’ contents, hang up again,
and read your messages offline. This also
works well for those who want to let their
machines download messages for later
reading when a connection isn’t available,
such as during a daily commute.

Agent excels at downloading and saving
binary attachments, saving a whole group’s
worth at once in a neat folder structure.
There’s no built-in viewer for photos, how-
ever, requiring a few extra steps for seam-
less inline viewing. Agent’s Help file is
excellent at explaining how to make the
program work best for you and how
Usenet works in general, and it should be
required reading for all Usenet users. Even

if you decide on another newsreader, check
out Agent for this reason alone.

NewsLeecher 2.0 Beta
Not all newsreaders exist to merely

read news. Some only download, decode,
and save binary attachments stored within
newsgroups. By “only” I mean these apps
lack the ability to even display the text
messages within conventional posts. This
class of newsreader is known as grabbers,
downloaders, or as NewsLeecher’s name
suggests, leechers. NewsLeecher is among
the best of this breed.

Like a conventional newsreader, you use
NewsLeecher by first giving it your Usenet
server address or addresses, as NewsLeecher
can download headers and binaries from
multiple servers. You then subscribe to var-
ious binary groups, and if you aren’t fussy,
just let ’er rip. Soon NewsLeecher will max
out your connection, saving folder after
folder of decoded and recombined files.

There are so many files to download
across so many groups, however, being
selective is suggested. It’s here that News-
Leecher stands out from its competition.
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Agent 2.0/Free Agent 2.0
$29 
Forte
www.forteinc.com/agent
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You can search through downloaded head-
ers for file names and subject lines, but
NewsLeecher also offers a Super Search fea-
ture, which is like a binaries-centric Google
for newsgroups. With it you can search for
material across newsgroups that you haven’t

downloaded headers for or even groups you
haven’t subscribed to. The service is free in
the beta I tested, but you’ll need to register
to maintain a subscription.

NewsLeecher isn’t perfect; it still requires
more mouse clicks than some other apps,
and though the app’s tips help explain fea-
tures, there’s no real help file. You’ll need to
use NewsLeecher’s Web forums to learn of
the program’s finer points.

NewsMan Pro 1.4
Some users feel that the explosion of

newsgroups and posts over the years calls
for a new way of building newsreaders and
managing all that data on your computer.
For these people NewsMan Pro is the
newsreader to check out. It uses a database
engine (either its own internal engine, an
installation of MySQL, or Firebird) to
track news servers, newsgroups, and ar-
ticles, which allows for some almost
unheard-of functionality, but at a (some-
times dramatic) cost of speed.

NewsMan Pro takes a bit of extra setup
to start working. Beyond telling it what

your news servers are, you need to define
some Workgroups, which let you group
newsgroups together by a common theme,
such as computers, car repair, or pictures.
That’s right, NewsMan Pro can work with
multiple Usenet servers simultaneously,

such as the free one your ISP
probably provides and a high-
volume server you pay a month-
ly fee for. Once set up properly
(and it takes a little tweaking),
NewsMan Pro can download as
many articles as are available from
your free server and only hit your
for-fee server when an article 
segment is missing, expired, or
unavailable. If you have multiple
pay-for accounts with different
providers, you can download dif-
ferent posts (or different segments
of binaries) from different servers

to maximize your bandwidth or connection
quotas. The database also makes searching
for previously read posts quick and easy.

As a conventional newsreader, News-
Man works well and looks great; it comes
complete with a set of windows, tabs, and
keyboard shortcuts. Attached pictures are
downloaded, decoded, and saved to a
folder automatically, but they don’t ap-
pear within the newsreader itself, which is
a minor annoyance.

The main drawback to NewsMan Pro is
speed. Downloading and displaying a few

thousand headers takes minutes, whereas it
takes most other newsreaders 10 or 20 sec-
onds. This is because a database is being
populated behind the scenes, but even
switching among workgroups takes
uncomfortably long. Still, if you have
access to multiple news servers, NewsMan
Pro is worth a serious look.

News Rover 10.0 
News Rover is another newsreader with

a long, glorious history. This is reflected
in its binaries feature set and powerful
searching abilities, which make the
$29.95 registration fee and optional
$9.90 add-ons worth it. Unfortunately,
News Rover falls a little short as a conven-
tional newsreader compared to other
shareware (and freeware) alternatives.

News Rover’s screen is divided into panes
for Groups, Threads, and Message Text.
The Groups pane also contains Virtual
Groups and searching functionality. Virtual
Groups lets News Rover grab messages from
different newsgroups (and different servers)
based on search criteria you give it. So, your
Networking groups can contain posts all in
one place from the Linux, Windows, and
Mac newsgroup families. The Locator
Wizard lets you search for MP3s based on
subjects, file names, and ID3 tags across
groups and servers. The File Attachment
locators search for images, movies, or other
binary attachments essentially the same way.

Viewing and down-
loading binary images is
easy. You can pick specif-
ic attachments or grab
entire groups/servers’
worth of material, and
NewsRover will max out
as many servers as you
have accounts for, balanc-
ing the load almost as
well as NewsMan Pro.
Though images don’t
appear in-line with the
message content, there is 
a built-in viewer/thumb-

nail/slideshow applet that can appear auto-
matically. For $9.90 there’s also an add-on
that will hide image storage folders and
encrypt file names. There’s simply nothing
as flexible as NewsRover when it comes to

NewsLeecher 2.0 Beta
$34.95
Newsleecher.com
www.newsleecher.com

NewsMan Pro 1.4
$29.95
Daniel Cumpian
www.newsmanpro.com/index.htm
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storing, viewing, and managing binaries
and images.

Browsing and reading primarily text-
based newsgroups is more cumbersome,
mostly because you need to right-click
everything to interact with it. Need to
watch a thread for later retrieval for the
thousandth time, for example? Your mouse
finger will hate you for it. Another optional
module can copy marked material for later
viewing on a PalmOS device, which is
handy for mobile users. 

Xnews 5.04
Luu Tran initially wrote Xnews only for

his own use, but after it grew into a full-
featured newsreader, it was released as 
freeware. As such, it reflects Tran’s ideas
about how a newsreader should work.
Apparently, Tran used quite a few com-
mand-line newsreaders in the past because
Xnews combines the lean, mean, keyboard-
friendly interface of an old Unix newsread-
er with a (mostly) modern Windows UI
that’s easy to pick up for first-time users.

Instead of one window with multiple
panes, Xnews uses multiple windows with-
in a larger main window, complete with a
mini-Taskbar. The Newsgroup window

displays newsgroups you’re
subscribed to or all available
newsgroups. Additional
windows display the head-
ers and message text for a
newsgroup, and you can
have several newsgroups
open at once. You can also
list groups from several
Usenet servers at once in one window.

Xnews is also stuffed with some unusual
commands that leave you wondering why
all newsreaders don’t possess them. A Fix
Unusual Word Wrap command actually
cleans up oddly formatted messages. A
built-in ROT-13 decoder unscrambles
masked text, and you can filter messages
that are only binaries, multipart binaries,
and complete multipart binaries, plus more. 

Although you’ll need a cheat sheet for
some of the keyboard shortcuts, you can
blast through posts faster than anything
else. Binary-attachment handling is flexible
and powerful. You can not only see photos
within the message window but also auto-
matically save them to a folder. You can
also group-select hundreds (or thousands)
of posts and let Xnews download, decode,
and save binaries automatically.

Xnews isn’t geared for beginners, and
the no-nonsense Help file makes this
point again and again, even recom-
mending other products for novices in
some cases. Even with just a little under-
standing of how newsreaders work,
however, Xnews’ inherent simplicity and
power will win users over.  ▲

by Warren Ernst

(For more reviews, subscribers can go to
www.cpumag.com/cpujan05/newsreader.)
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Xnews 5.04
Free
Luu Tran
xnews.newsguy.com

Get Set Up With Usenet Newsgroups

M ost ISPs offer customers access to Usenet news servers, much like
they do email servers. To use news servers, you need an account 

in good standing and the Internet address of the Usenet server, such as
news.la.sbcglobal.net. You’ll probably also need your account login name
and password to gain access; these are usually the same as for your email.
If you don’t know them, or even if your provider offers Usenet servers for
its customers, contact your ISP’s technical support.

You may have heard that some companies sell access to their own
Usenet servers and wondered why. Well, most ISPs are interested in 
providing connectivity, not content, which is why you’re logging onto a
Usenet server. Many ISPs’ news servers lack many newsgroups (especially
binary-only groups), only have an article history of a few days, or are
missing articles for various reasons. 

If you need a news feed with all the groups and a long article history, con-
sider signing up for an account with one of the following Usenet providers:

Provider Price URL
Newsfeeds.com 2GB; $5/month www.newsfeeds.com

10GB; $10/month
25GB; $20/month
50GB; $25/month

UsernetServer.com Unlimited; $15/month www.usenetserver.com
EasyNews 10GB; $10/month www.easynews.com

News Rover 10.0
$29.95
S&H Computer Systems
www.newsrover.com
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I t doesn't matter if you have amassed a vast
fortune or you just need someone to take

care of your goldfish when you die: You should
have a written plan for your estate. Quicken
WillMaker Plus 2005 can painlessly walk you
through the necessary steps of creating a will or
living trust without the expense of hiring an
attorney. The program can also create other
important documents such as one that outlines
your wishes for health care and one that names
a durable power of attorney for finances.

Once you choose the type of document that
you want to create (a will, for example), the
program takes you through an interview process
to create a customized document. The app does
a good job of covering the needs that most peo-
ple have when writing a will, such as naming a
guardian for children, making bequests of prop-
erty, forgiving debts, and so on. In less than an
hour, you will have a legal will to print and
sign. WillMaker is more than adequate unless

you have esoteric needs or live in Louisiana,
where the program's estate planning documents
aren't valid.

The software does ease the process of creat-
ing a will or living trust, but to do it right you
need to spend some time reading; there's a 130-
page printed manual and lengthy 25-chapter
online legal manual. You don't have to wade
through it all, as the program points you to the
sections appropriate for your situation. You will
have to ingest some of it, however, to make the
best choices for your situation.

The software can also generate 40 other legal
forms such as authorization for a minor's med-
ical treatment, promissory notes, and requests
for information from creditors and other insti-
tutions. If you've been putting off writing a will
because of the expense or simply because you
didn't know how to get started, WillMaker Plus
2005 is a hassle-free, inexpensive way to get the
job done. ▲

Quicken WillMaker Plus 2005

Quicken Legal Business Pro 2005
W hile WillMaker attends to your personal

affairs, Quicken Legal Business Pro
2005 helps you take care of business affairs.
Writing legally sound contracts and agreements
can be among the most daunting tasks a small-
business owner faces. For that, this application
can help.

At the heart of the program are 140 forms,
contracts, and form letters. These include con-
tracts for buying a business, agreement letters
for forming a new business, an employment
application, a contract for services, and so on.
Like WillMaker, you can customize many of
the forms and contracts via interviews. But the
app's interview function doesn't work as well
here. Unlike WillMaker, this interview tool
doesn't remember your previous answers, so
you may find yourself typing the same names
and addresses over and over. The selection of
forms includes two dozen federal tax forms,
simple PDF files that are available free online
(which seems like kind of a rip-off).

The real question is whether these forms,
contracts, and form letters will be useful in your

particular business. Many are geared toward
starting and running a corporation, partnership,
or limited liability corporation. Owners of sole
proprietorships may not find these useful until
they are ready to grow their businesses. A
minority of other forms, such as for hiring
employees, sales contracts, and so on, have
wider appeal.

The package also includes the full text of 
five small-business-related books from Nolo, a
respected publisher of do-it-yourself law books.
The titles include "Legal Guide for Starting &
Running a Small Business," "Tax Savvy for
Small Business," and "Everyday Employment
Law: The Basics." The information is sound,
but the books are displayed using Microsoft's
standard Help viewer, not the best tool for
book-length documents.

The program's books and forms are well-inte-
grated, letting you find information related to
your project quickly. When contemplating a part-
nership agreement form, for instance, a help
screen provides hypertext links to the appropriate
section in one of the online books.  ▲
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Quicken WillMaker
Plus 2005
$49.99; $39.99 download
Quicken
www.nolo.com

Quicken Legal
Business Pro 2005
$79.99; $64.99 download
Quicken
www.nolo.com

by Kevin Savetz
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E lectronic document management
and archiving is a hot topic, not

only for businesses but also for public
online archives. How can you effec-
tively digitize and distribute piles of
paper documents such as years worth
of CPU magazines? Document Ex-
press 5.0, an application for creating
digital archives using the DjVu file
format, is one answer.

DjVu is a file format used for the
delivery of scanned and digital docu-
ments. Most people are familiar with
PDFs for distributing electronic docu-
ments, and DjVu is similar. PDFs do

their best work with electronically produced doc-
uments. DjVu was designed specifically to store
scanned documents. It can produce files that are
significantly smaller than PDFs, JPEGs, PNGs,
and other files created with common formats. 

Like PDF, DjVu is an open format that’s con-
trolled by one company. (LizardTech bought 
the rights to DjVu from AT&T Labs in 2000.)
Other companies can create software for viewing
and creating DjVu files; a handful of open-
source creators and viewers are available. DjVu
isn’t as widely used as PDF, but many well-
known Web sites (the Internet Archive and
NewspaperArchive.com) do use it.

Document Express 5.0 is the app used to 
create DjVu files. The Professional Edition is
intended for small offices that need to scan docu-
ments with a TWAIN scanner or create digital
documents by printing from any program. (For
heavy output, a $6,495 Enterprise Edition is 
also available.)

I tested the app with a flatbed scanner and an
automatic document feeder. The program
worked with both but forced me to enter the
flatbed scanning utility again and again for each
page I wanted to scan. Once your document is
scanned, you can reorder pages, highlight sec-
tions, add annotations, and create hyperlinks.

Although the program doesn’t make it obvi-
ous, it can also create DjVu files from image files
that you already have. I fed it 50 JPEG files that

had been previously scanned with a high-speed
drum scanner. The conversion wasn’t particular-
ly fast, taking 25 minutes for 50 pages. The
resulting file was 6.4MB, a fraction of the origi-
nal JPEGs, which weighed in at 35MB. DjVu is
a lossy format, but in all my tests, the program
produced perfectly readable color images.

When viewing a DjVu document, you see the
original page image. The program’s OCR sup-
port provides for the text to be encoded within
the file. As a result, you can search for text within
a graphical document, which is incredibly handy
for finding data buried in a lengthy document.
The program’s OCR isn’t perfect, but because
you don’t usually see the text directly, it really
doesn’t need to be. In addition to scanning, you
can create DjVu documents from any app that
can print using the virtual printer driver.

In order to view DjVu documents, users need
either a standalone reader (which is available for
Windows 95/98/NT/2000/XP) or a browser
plug-in. Both are free to distribute to other users.
As a rule, browser plug-ins are a pain, and many
Web users simply avoid using sites that rely on
them. This is perhaps the biggest strike against
the DjVu technology. (To be fair, PDF files also
require a plug-in for most browsers, although it
is common enough to come preinstalled with
some.) There are ways around the plug-in
requirement, including a Java-based viewer and a
server add-on, both of which are added expenses.

Plug-ins are available for a variety of plat-
forms, including Windows running Internet
Explorer, Mac OS X running Safari, Mac OS
9, and many versions of Linux/Unix. The
third-party, open-source Linux/Unix plug-in
(available from djvulibre.djvuzone.org) works
with Netscape, Mozilla, Galeon, Konqueror,
and Opera. 

Document Express doesn’t require much
horsepower; the recommended system require-
ments are a 400MHz processor with 128MB of
RAM, so you can easily put an old PC to work
on converting documents.  ▲

by Kevin Savetz

LizardTech Document Express 5.0
With DjVu Professional Edition
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Document Express 5.0
With DjVu
Professional Edition
$295
LizardTech
www.lizardtech.com

Document Express 5.0 hits and misses
with its scans.
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T he function of a graphics benchmark is 
to establish a basis for comparison in the

fields of performance and image quality among
different products in any given application.
That last part is most important because
benchmark results for a game, such as Doom 3,
are indicative only of that one game’s perfor-
mance. If you polled a panel of 10 enthusiasts,

most would tell you that while
NVIDIA’s 6-series dominates Doom 3,
the tables turn in favor of ATI’s
Radeon X800 when you look at the
equally popular Half-Life 2. 

So, what happens when you step up
to a synthetic test, a benchmark that
serves its own purpose but can’t be
played? Futuremark’s 3DMark03 was
tied up in that exact controversy last
year, when it was discovered that

NVIDIA had taken some now well-documented
shortcuts to improve its standing in the test.
Almost overnight it became unfashionable to use
3DMark03 results in a graphics card review.

A year older and the wiser, Futuremark
recently released 3DMark05, another syn-
thetic test. Fortunately, 3DMark05 isn’t a
simple rehash of 3DMark03. To begin, all
the game tests in 3DMark05 make lavish 
use of programmable shaders. In contrast,
3DMark03 was much lighter on demanding
content. 3DMark05 emphasizes DirectX 9
exclusively and compiles shaders to the high-
est supported hardware profile. 

Three game tests make up 3DMark05’s
scored section. The results are averaged and
multiplied by a constant, just as in previous
versions. However, by honing in on more real-
istic workloads and more complex shaders and
using a redesigned engine that dynamically
builds shaders according to the selected hard-
ware profile, Futuremark improves the bench-
mark’s relevancy to today’s games while also
enabling a more in-depth level of functionality.

The included processor test is a first in that
it’s designed to favor multithreaded processors
in a forward-looking nod to the dual-core
processors coming later in 2005 and existing
Pentium 4 chips. Consequentially, that partic-
ular module contradicts many of today’s sin-
gle-threaded games when it comes to running
low-resolution tests for processors. 

Other feature tests are more useful. Future-
mark has improved the fill-rate routine to reduce
dependency on memory bandwidth for a more
theoretical measure of single-textured and multi-
textured fill rate. Batch-size tests are also includ-
ed with the intention of determining weaknesses
in how quickly graphics drivers perform render-
ing state changes, especially for smaller batches. 

You can also customize each benchmark to
reflect different gaming environments. Reso-
lution, levels of antialiasing, texture filtering,
shader profiles, rendering options, and looping
are all malleable, making it easy to compare the
effects of different HLSL shader implementa-
tions, shadowing techniques, and processing vari-
ables. One glaring omission is a broad scripting
mode to enable several subsequent runs without
user intervention. This would have been handy
for lab techs to ready a few environments and
walk away for an hour or two.

As a demo of gorgeous graphics and DirectX
9.0c’s potential, 3DMark05 excels. But the ques-
tion remains: What value does a synthetic test
have when most gamers want to know how their
card fares in games they actually play? 3DMark05
doesn’t really divulge any useful data if you’re 
trying to relate synthetic scores to real-world 
gaming. However, if you’re evaluating graphics
cards, you should already know better than to
pass judgment based on one synthetic result.

3DMark05 draws its strength as one tool in 
a diverse toolbox. While the only way to present
gaming performance is to run actual games , all
of which favor certain graphics vendors, 3D-
Mark05 provides a constant environment with
tunable options, enabling a host of permutations
for stressing the latest hardware. Using a mix of
the benchmark’s performance tests and visual
quality comparisons, I can tell you that Shader
Model 3 doesn’t affect image quality, but it
improves the GeForce 6800 Ultra’s performance
by about 14% at 1,024 x 768. Most games don’t
facilitate such a comparison. Is there value in that
capability? I’d argue yes.  

I tested on an Intel P4 3.46GHz box with an
Intel D925XECV2 mobo, NVIDIA GeForce
6800 Ultra PCI-E x16, 1GB of Corsair DDR2-
533 3-3-3-8 memory, and a Western Digital
Raptor 36GB 10,000rpm SATA hard drive. ▲

by Chris Angelini 

Futuremark 3DMark05
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3DMark05
Professional
$19.95
Futuremark
www.futuremark.com
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Exploring The Explorers
W indows Explorer is fine and dandy, but is it

a fine file manager? I don’t know about
you, but I’ve long since outgrown Micro-

soft’s tool. In some circles that would make me a tool!
So, I jumped on my bit surfboard and started a Web-
based quest to find a better solution. After weeding
out the wannabes, I located software that ought to
fulfill anybody’s needs with flying colors.

Before I start shouting out links to the latest and
greatest file-management solutions, it might be fun
to look at how file managers might be useful in
your daily computing tasks. Alright, “fun” might
be a poor choice of words. How about “interest-
ing?” Perhaps “fascinating” is better? Hmm, maybe
even “life changing with a soul-soothing twist?” I
think I’m going to just stick with “useful” because
we’re talking about software, not a set of motiva-
tional cassette tapes. Er, MP3s. 

The right replacement for
you is more than just another
utility. While it may not com-
pare with the sense of relief
from discovering that growth
on your neck is merely your
head, it still offers a pretty
groovy feeling. A decent file manager can help you
maintain an acceptable level of productivity (and
beyond). The real challenge is finding the program
that best meets your needs. 

The creators of xplorer² ($26; netez.com/xplor
er2) explain that their file manager provides “effi-
ciency through simplicity.” Sounds like a great con-
cept. In addition to being simple and powerful, it’s
quite flexible compared to other programs with sim-
ilar features. Choose from 10 layouts, file-filtering
options, and dozens of other cool tools. Although its
(newer) code is still maturing, it’s based on a very
popular existing enhancement, 2xExplorer.

Definitely one of the better choices out there,
ExplorerXP (free; explorerxp.com) will help put
you back in control of your files. With a handsome
UI and handy tabs for jumping from directory to
directory, this is a superb freeware find for those on
a tight budget. Oh yes, long before folders roamed
Earth, there were directories—and subdirectories,
too. How did we ever manage without a mouse?

Command-liners haven’t been forgotten, though,
as ZTree ($30; ztree.com) illustrates. At first glance
this probably sounds more like a Pokemon character
than a file-management alternative. Rest assured I

wouldn’t lead you down that path without making
sure Pikachu’s powers were at full strength. When
you can’t count on an icon, don’t lose hope with-
out climbing this particular tree. 

Simple, stable, and effective. That’s an accurate
description of Servant Salamander ($20; www
.altap.cz/salam_en). I’m reminded of the Windows
3.1 File Manager here, but I’m still recommending
it. With a plug-in-based architecture, even herpa-
phobes will want to adopt this as a pet. Of course,
for it to provide you that kind of power, you’ll need
to pony up a few buckaroos first. But if you really
want it, you oughta wanta pay for it.

For a more basic approach (building on Sala-
mander’s strengths), give Turbo Navigator (free) a
shot. Its official Web site is defunct, but it’s still
“supported” by fellow fanatics (like wounded

moon.org). I’d start with this
one, especially if you want full
Clipboard support, Favorites,
or common file and media
viewing from within the client.

I still remember looking 
forward to new versions of
Norton’s software. Now I have

been living Symantec-free more than five years. free-
Commander (free; freecommander.com) reminds
me of what Norton Commander used to be. I sup-
pose what I like most about this one is that you can
stick it on a thumb drive and take it with you. It’s
small and efficient, but it still packs quite a wallop. 

There’s also AB Commander ($39.95; winability
.com), with lite and full versions; A43 (free;
shawneelink.net/~bgmiller), with an integrated text
editor; Pablo Commander (free; pablovander
meer.nl), with integrated FTP; EF Commander
(shareware; efsoftware.com), with outstanding
seamless file-type support; and Total Commander
($32; ghisler.com), another resource embraced and
extended by its community (see totalcmd.net).

Anytime you venture into the “next level” of
file management, you’re making an upgrade. Not
just in the quality of the local browsing experience
but also in the time spent working with the files
on your PC. Before making your decision, howev-
er, give each one an honest shake to see which one
fits you best. Careful though, they all shrink in
water. Dry clean only.  ■

You can dialogue with Chris at chris@cpumag.com.

Holiday 
Wish List

1. ProScope
USB Digital

Microscope
2. Candela 

rechargeable lamps
3. Ambient 

Beacon Weather 
Forecasting Station 

4. Roomba Discovery 
SE Robotic Vacuum

5. Sony DVP-FX700
Portable DVD Player 
6. 20-LED Worklight

7. Meade DSX-90 
AT Computer-

Guided Telescope 
8. Vialta VistaFrame
Digital Photo Frame

9. InfoGlobe 
CallerID Display

10. Class of 1981 Ms.
Pac-Man/Galaga 

coin-op arcade game

Dialogue Box
by Chris Pirillo

How did we ever
manage without a

mouse?
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Free Software 
For Schools
I f you must put computers in schools—which

you really must nowadays for the same reasons
that you have to have other tools, such as books,

paper, and pencils—then you ought to make sure
those computers don’t become boat anchors or
money holes after two or three years in service.

Let’s face it, U.S. schools are under more and
more pressure to perform better with worse funding.
I’d rather see tax dollars spent on teachers and schools
than wasted on overpriced commercial software and
mandatory upgrades.

Free software is a great idea for public schools. A
better idea is using Knoppix-
style Live CD distributions of
Linux (see January 2004’s “Open
Sauce” for more) to minimize
installation and upgrade costs.
Just pop the CD into the PC,
turn it on, and you’re good to go.

I went looking for education-
ally oriented Linux distros because my kids won’t
stop bugging me about setting them up with a PC for
schoolwork. I found plenty of free educational 
distros. Many weren’t in English; others run off a ter-
minal server version of Linux. That left a manageable
five distros to try out.

SimplyMEPIS (www.mepis.org), a Debian-based
Live CD distro, can also be installed on your hard
drive. I had heard it’s hot, easy to use, comprehen-
sive, and with just the right amount of software. It’s
not free ($29.95), but it’s cheap, and a free download
is available soon after the for-pay version. I down-
loaded version 2004.3, tried it, and it was all that I’d
heard. Like all the other distros, MEPIS auto-detect-
ed my hardware just fine, as it also did my network
connection. Could MEPIS be a K-12 distro? Maybe
it will work for older kids as a general OS with all
those apps (more than 1,100), but the educational
apps aren’t really here.

How about Knoppix for Kids from the Open
Source Education Foundation (www.osef.org)? It’s a
version of the famous Knoppix distro for kids and
teachers, but it’s stale, last updated in June 2003. Still,
it has the best mix of free educational software and
usable apps. Older kids will like the choices; younger
kids will like learning touch-typing and the three Rs.

More tailored to schools is Freeduc-cd, another
Knoppix-based Live CD. It’s from OFSET, the
Organization for Free Software in Education and
Teaching (www.ofset.org/freeduc-cd). Coming out
of France, English is just one of several languages
that’s supported, and the apps (organized by study
area) are there for almost every student from K-12,
including standard reading, writing, arithmetic, and
keyboard programs, as well as a nice selection of free
geography, mathematics, hard science, program-
ming, document publishing, and Internet tools.

A less polished but potentially more useful distro
for advanced biology students
is Vigyaan CD (www.vigyaan
cd.org), published by Pratul K.
Agarwal at ORNL (Oak Ridge
National Laboratory). It seems
promising. “An electronic
workbench for bioinformatics,
computational biology, and

computational chemistry,” the distro’s CD includes
a full complement of free software, tutorials, and
demonstrations that might be best described as
being for the very advanced student.

But what about programming? Lisp and Lisp-
related programming languages, such as Scheme, are
quite popular with the free-software community,
and there are tons of free Lisp resources. That’s why
I had high hopes for the Lisp Resource Kit from
LispNYC and Common-Lisp.net (commonlisp
.net/project/lisp-res-kit), even though it took most
of a day to download the 612MB ISO (at 15Kbps!).
When I got the CD burned and booted, I was dis-
appointed to discover that only two of the three
Lisp implementations are versions of commercial
products, and the rest of the Lisp content consists of
a dozen or so Lisp-related documents, some more
interesting and useful than others, some already
available online, and others in PDF format.

So, what do I give my kids? For now I’m think-
ing Freeduc-cd meets their needs best. For the
future, I’ll keep my eyes and mind open, and just
maybe I’ll try my hand at building my own K-12
distro. Anyone else care to give it a shot?  ■

Get saucy with Pete at pete@cpumag.com

Holiday 
Wish List

1, 2, and 3.
Peace, health,

and prosperity to everyone
in the world.

4. A low-energy, small,
and noiseless PC for less

than $100.
5. A good 17-inch flat-

panel monitor for $250.

Open Sauce
by Pete Loshin

I found plenty of
free educational

distros.
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them up one rank in subsequent searches of
the same terms. “The search results are con-
tinuously influenced and regenerated based
on the majority voting,” says Ansari. “One
man, one vote.” In order to lure users and
advertisers, AnooX has a unique profit-
sharing model, which will pass back any
profits to voting members and advertisers. 

To give users more control over their
search results, companies such as Snap are
introducing engines that let users choose
algorithms. Snap partners with ISPs to
track the behavior of traffic coming out of
its results pages. You can then rank Snap
results according to how popular the links
have been with previous users or bring to

the top of the results the destination sites
where previous users spent the most time.
Searchers can also refine their results in
real-time so that they can actually see the
results change. 

Search For Usability
While some innovators focus on a better

algorithm, others emphasize improving the
user experience. Delivering pages of search
results is not a familiar way of finding
information, says Raul Valdes-Perez,
Vivisimo CEO, which just launched
Clusty. “It’s not the experience you get in
other realms of life like a bookstore or
library. There aren’t just piles of books on

the floor.” His Clusty engine organizes
search results according to topics. Searching
for PDA on Clusty not only delivers the
usual listings but also a set of folders, in-
cluding Reviews, which contain results
from deeper in the rankings. People gener-
ally look at one or two pages of results and
then click away, so “much of what’s out
there is being missed because it is ranked
too low,” says Valdes-Perez. 

Categorization helps bring more relevant
results to the surface, but it took six years to
develop a technology to interpret search
engine listings as a product review, a shop-
ping opportunity, etc. Vivisimo received $1
million in funding from the National
Science Foundation, and it is hoping to
license its approach to the major search
engines. “The clustering of search results is
going to be the standard over the next few
years,” says Valdes-Perez. 

Of course, another way to beat the big
search engines is to join them . . . together.
“We don’t profess to be a technology busi-
ness but a business that links to the best
technology,” says Steve Scarr, Info.com
CEO. His meta-search service aggregates
the results from Google, Yahoo!, and other
engines. Info.com claims that if you run the
same search terms on each of these engines,
only about 30% of the top 100 results from
each would overlap. By polling all at once,
Info.com says it is delivering the most 
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Y ou would think that the search
industry had settled down. With 
its IPO and market dominance,

Google (36.8% of all search traffic) has
emerged as the favorite. And anyone look-
ing for an alternative can try two equally
imposing conglomerates: Yahoo! (26.6%)
and MSN Search (14.5%). Anyone taking
on such a trio of Goliaths would have to be
nuts, right? Not if you are the minds and
money behind A9.com, Snap (www.snap
.com), blinkx (www.blinkx.com), Clusty
(www.clusty.com), AnooX (www.anoox
.com), Info.com, and UpSNAP (www.up
snap.com), which are some of the search
services to ramp up in recent months. Every
one of these maintains the Google vision
that no matter how entrenched the compe-
tition, if you build a better search engine
and give it a silly name, the world will beat a
path to your goofy URL.   

“Fundamentally and logically, AnooX is
such a quantum leap in terms of search
engines, it can kill Google and Yahoo!,”
says B. Dean Ansari, head AnooXer of the
nonprofit search engine. The AnooX
engine indexes Web content and uses pro-
prietary algorithms to rank the results
according to relevance. But Ansari claims it
is too easy to hack the typical Google/
Yahoo! system—site owners can manipu-
late the content of their sites to appear
higher in results. AnooX’s answer is democ-
racy, letting registered members vote on the
appropriateness of search listings and move

The Snap search engine lets you refine 
search results on the fly.

UpSNAP lets you search for vendors by cell
phone inquiries sent and answered with SMS.

blinkx analyzes the content of your task and
feeds links to news, shopping, and video sites.

What                Hath Wrought
The Quest For Better Search Rages On
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pages or actions, blinkx is firing off back for
the service to update the information on
the channel buttons,” says Mark Opzoom-
er, blinkx CEO, “We’re trying to move the
model on and provide the user with contex-
tual information, a linking service.”

New Seekers
Almost all of the new search models pre-

sume that we as users are ready either to
personalize the search experience, integrate
it with a wide range of desktop tasks, or
tweak the algorithms. And yet, history sug-
gests that online personalization schemes, let
alone downloadable information organizers,
only attract a small audience. “It does take
time to change consumer habits, though
they are moving in this direction,” says
Opzoomer. People are using longer key-
word strings in online searches, and tools
such as Google’s recent Desktop Search
have been popular, so perhaps we, like these
new dot-com entrepreneurs, want to move
to the next stage of sophisticated searching.
“It’s the gateway to information,” says
Manber. “It’s the way to get people to what
they want. But it’s not there yet.”  

by Steve Smith
relevant links. At the same time, the site
aggregates the most relevant advertising
links for your query and fills half the page
with these links to vendors. 

“There’s a movement towards a one-
stop gateway for information,” says Scarr.
Info.com is looking to partner with Web
sites such as eBay and travel sites so that
more specific information is pushed into
the search results. “Search is a much broad-
er subject matter than searching the World
Wide Web,” he says. “It’s searching for real
estate, for tickets.” He sees partnerships
with health sites with proprietary informa-
tion. “We focus on the best way to display
information, and that itself is a huge busi-
ness and opportunity.” 

Get Personal
A number of new engines think that the

key to better search comes when you
understand the searcher better. “I am per-
sonally convinced that search often enough
does not return what you want. It is not
easy enough to use,” says Udi Manber,
CEO of Amazon-owned A9.com. “The
way to solve it is to allow people more

power, more personalization, more tools.”
At A9.com, the engine knows where you’ve
been and maintains a history of your recent
searches that it stands ready to repeat.  

A9.com is experimenting broadly with
personalized search tools and different
models. It lets users customize their home
and results pages to include columns for
images, bookmarks, etc., and Manber read-
ily admits that he himself is not sure yet
what will make search more user-friendly;
it requires a lot of trial and error and figur-
ing out how to give people more control
without burdening them with a steep
learning curve. “If you want to innovate,
you don’t want to be narrow,” he says. 

One of the hottest new tools among the
hip digerati is blinkx, software that installs a
toolbar that shows up in most major appli-
cations, including your email client. blinkx
monitors your activity, interprets what you
are doing, and works in the background to
deliver to the toolbar links to relevant infor-
mation both on your own PC and on the
Web. The blinkx toolbar divides these links
into channels of files, sites, emails, prod-
ucts, and blogs. “Whenever you change

W ith mobile
search provider

UpSNAP, you can liter-
ally phone it in. Send
an SMS (short mes-
sage service) text mes-
sage with a keyword
or company name,

along with a ZIP code, city name, or even
airport code, and the service returns an
SMS message with phone numbers of the
closest vendors. Former Lycos Europe exec-
utive Tony Philipp, UpSNAP CEO, gives us
the 411 on phone search.

CPU: How much searching are we
going to be able to do just via SMS?

Philipp: Moving forward, we will be
offering comparison shopping and even
eBay. All of it can be done with SMS. I 
type in a UPS code, and we’ll send what 
it costs at Wal-Mart or Lowe’s.

CPU: Does SMS saerching cost us
anything?

Philipp: Initially the 411 and yellow
pages services we will offer for free. 

We’re reversing the current directory
assistance structure. The merchants will
pay for the call, not the customers. When
we send a text message back, through a
relationship with LookSmart, we will be
selling sponsored listings. When we con-
nect the end user via a voice call to the
merchant, the merchant will pay a fee to
LookSmart at the end of the month.
What’s happening here is rather than call-
ing 411 for your local Domino’s Pizza, the
user will get information from us, and we
will automatically connect them. The mer-
chant will pay for acquiring a customer.

CPU: Yahoo! just announced mobile
search using a phone-based browser.
Will you follow suit?

Philipp: I like what Yahoo! is doing. They
got some really good content, built a nice
portal, and are looking at the mobile PC sce-
nario. We’re staying fo-cused on the SMS
side of the business because that’s the
largest base, with 150 million SMS-enabled
phones. SMS is the fastest-growing advertis-
ing medium in the U.S. We’re really just at
the beginning of where this is going to go. ▲

UpSNAP’s Tony Philipp: When Search Phones It In

Y ou book a holiday to Hawaii on the
Internet and send an email, smell-

ing of suntan oil, to your friend to gloat
about the wonderful time you’ll have
while he sits in his cube. The reply you
get back smells foul. These smells are
courtesy of the Scent Dome, which lets
Web users transmit their aroma of
choice across the Internet.

The Scent Dome is about the size of a
teapot and can generate up to 60 different
smells by releasing particles from one or
more of 20 liquid-filled odor capsules.
Computers with the Scent Dome will have
to use specialized software to recognize
smell-identifying codes embedded in
scented emails or Web pages.  ▲

Source: www.newscientist.com

What Smells?

Q&A
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Coder’s Corner: XML
XML Schema, Part 7: What Schemas Can’t Do

I n the last six months, we’ve overviewed
XML Schema, including discussing and
providing examples of global and local 

elements, type declarations (declaring types for
elements), simple and complex types, creating
user-defined types, implications of XML name-
spaces, and mechanisms for including schema files
into other schemas. This last article in this series
looks at some of XML Schema’s limitations and
how these have led to competing approaches.

Nondeterministic Content Models
For compatibility with SGML (the antecedent

of XML), the DTD portion of the original XML
1.0 specification requires that certain types of
content models be avoided. These to-be-avoided
content models are called “nondeterministic,”
which may be better explained through examples
than words. XML Schema has a similar con-
straint, which is essentially the same as nondeter-
ministic but is wordier and harder to understand.
We will look at the schema version of this 
constraint later.

The following example helps illustrate non-
determinism. The goal is a model for docu-
ments with a single root element (called main)
that can contain elements a, b, and c. The con-
tent rule is such that the element a must appear
first and can then be followed by either element
b or c. Using DTD notation this content
model might be written as:

<!ELEMENT  main ( (a, b) | (a, c) ) >

In XML Schema (for those who’ve forgotten
how DTDs work), this content model might be
written as:

<xs:element name=”main” >
<xs:complexType> <xs:choice> 
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<xs:sequence>  <xs:element name=”a”
type=”xs:string” />  <xs:element name=”b”
type=”xs:string” />  </xs:sequence> 

<xs:sequence>  <xs:element name=”a”
type=”xs:string” />  <xs:element name=”c”
type=”xs:string” />  </xs:sequence> 

</xs:choice>  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

It turns out that this model is nondeterministic
and should be rejected by a schema-aware XML
processor. Formally, deterministic means that a
DTD processor, when analyzing the elements in a
document, can always know which content model
token (tokens are elements or element groups,
such as choices or sequences, that make up the
content model expression) matches to the element
the parser is currently processing without looking
at elements that occur later in the document. This
isn’t possible with the preceding example, as you
can see by stepping through the following XML
example and trying to match the elements in it to
the DTD tokens:

<main> <a> stuff </a> <b> more stuff </b>
<b> </main> 

Suppose the parser has encountered the first a
element. At this point it doesn’t have any way of
knowing if this a element matches the first
sequence token in the DTD (a, b) or the second
(a, c). It could in principle only know by looking
ahead to the next element, either b (first token) or
c (second). The fact that it needs to look ahead
makes the model nondeterministic and means
that the processor should reject this DTD 
(or schema).

For schema authors the situation isn’t as serious
as it seems, as most (but not all) nondeterministicC
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examples and is a must-have for any seri-
ous XML Schema developer): A design
calls for a book element that contains
either an ISBN element (with a book’s
ISBN number) or has an ISBN attribute
on the element providing that number,
but not both. So, the schema must sup-
port either of the following instances:

<book isbn=”0596002521”> </book> 

or
<book> <isbn> 0596002521 </isbn>

</book>

The schema must also reject the fol-
lowing:

<book isbn=”0596002521”> <isbn>
0596002521 </isbn> </book> 

This can be expressed using XML
Schema, but only by using complex fea-
tures that we haven’t yet described in
this series of articles. (For details, see
“XML Schema,” pages 151 to 152.)
Many people have noted how unfortu-
nate it is that such simple, commonly
desired features are hard to implement
using XML Schema.

The third type of constraint, relating
the actual value of an attribute (or ele-
ment) to the existence of another, isn’t
possible with XML Schema. Instead, an
author has to use nonstandard extension
mechanisms or switch to other schema
languages that do support this type 
of feature.

Many experts saw the UPA constraint
as a failing of XML Schema. Instead of
complaining, however, these experts devel-
oped alternative schema languages that
weren’t restricted by UPA to see if alterna-
tive, easier, and more expressive languages
were possible. The main result of this
work is a schema language called RELAX
NG that is in some ways simpler and
more powerful than XML Schema. Next
month we’ll start looking at the origin and
evolution of these alternatives.    

by Ian Graham

(Full examples, and others, are available at
www.utoronto.ca/ian/articles/jan05.)

models can be written as deterministic
ones. For example, the structure we just
described can also be modeled as the fol-
lowing, which is deterministic:

<!ELEMENT  (a, (b | c) ) >

Basically, XML Schema also forbids
nondeterministic models. However,
because XML Schema has richer mecha-
nisms for describing structure (occurrence
constraints, sequences, namespaces, sub-
stitution groups, complex wildcards, etc.),
the specification doesn’t simply say that
nondeterministic models are forbidden.
Instead, the specification defines a UPA
(Unique Particle Attribution) constraint
that specifies more formally (and unfortu-
nately, more confusingly) an equivalent
constraint. The constraint says: Given a
document and a schema model (with the
parts in the model being called “parti-
cles,” analogous to the tokens described
earlier for DTDs), it must be possible
without looking ahead to match each ele-
ment in the document to a unique parti-
cle in the content model. If the element
can be attributed to multiple particles,
then the constraint is violated and the
schema is invalid. So it’s just like nonde-
terministic but wordier.

Why Forbid Nondeterministic
Schemas?

This is a very good question. Simply
eyeballing the earlier example shows that
nondeterministic models work fine 
in describing document content. Tech-
nically, though, validation with nondeter-
ministic rules is somewhat more complex
because the validation engine must be
able to look ahead to later elements to
check consistency with the rules. Once
you allow for such looking ahead, you
must in practice support an infinite depth
of looking ahead; you can never know
how far you’ll need to look ahead to make
the assignment unique. Thus, there was
some concern among developers that the
validation algorithms would be complex
and end up being slow when applied to
some nondeterministic models. In addi-
tion, it was felt that because most nonde-
terministic models could be rewritten 
as deterministic ones, restricting to just

deterministic models wouldn’t be an
onerous limitation on schema designers. 

Experience, however, has proven these
assumptions incorrect. First, with com-
plex schemas that use (as author’s are 
supposed to) type inheritance and exten-
sion, it’s often impossible to tell where or
why a specific schema violates the UPA
constraint. As a result schema authors
sometimes spend a great deal of time sort-
ing out what went wrong and how to fix
it. Second, schema-theory experts devel-
oped algorithms that could quickly vali-
date most UPA-violating content models.
Thus, one of the core assumptions behind
this constraint was proven incorrect.
Indeed, other schema languages, such as
RELAX NG (which we will discuss in a
later article), were explicitly designed to
take advantage of these advances and
avoid the UPA limitation. 

Third and perhaps most troubling is
that some schema engine developers felt
this UPA constraint was unrealistic. They
built their schema processors to ignore it
(or those that violate the equivalent deter-
ministic constraint for DTDs). The result
is that an author can create a schema
using a tool like XML Spy (which ignores
the UPA) and then discover the schema
doesn’t work in other tools, such as
oXygen. This is a severe problem for
XML, where the goal of these standards is
to ensure interoperability between any
XML applications.

Lack Of Co-Occurrence Constraints
In practice, schema designers often

want to express constraints such as the
following:
• If this element is present, then this

attribute must be absent
• If this attribute is present, then this ele-

ment must be present (or absent)
• If this attribute has this particular value,

then this element must be present

These are called co-occurrence con-
straints because they coordinate or relate
the existence (or value of) one item to the
existence of another. The following (from
the book “XML Schema” by Eric van der
Vlist) is an example of this (“XML
Schema” contains clear explanations and
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context.txt
D on’t get me wrong: The Internet is pretty

much the greatest thing ever. Besides giv-
ing me a creative outlet and infinite access

to more information and entertainment then I
could fill in any lifetime, it also happens to pro-
vide me an environment to work in. But as we all
know, the Internet is not without its flaws. The
decentralized nature of the ’Net is at once the
reason for its success and the reason for most of
its problems.

I’ve spoken here of many problems ranging
from copyrights to peer-to-peer software systems.
But today I want to talk about something possi-
bly even stickier—I’m talking
about context. About paper
trails. And accountability.

You’ve all done it. You’ve
built your home page. You’ve
unleashed your creation to 
the world. People have vis-
ited your site, and you’ve got-
ten feedback. And then you
find a mistake. Something
innocuous such as a typo or a
silly grammar error. So you
quickly fix it and go on about
your day.

But what you did there has
significant meaning beyond just fixing a cou-
ple of transposed letters: You have essentially
changed history.

All right, so maybe the old draft of your site
with that pesky typo is still in someone’s browser
cache. Or maybe even Google has a copy of 
it in its monster index. But none of that really
matters. To anybody who visits your Web site
from that moment on, there is no acknowledg-
ment of the typo. It simply ceases to be. Lost for-
ever to the ether.

What’s the problem? Well, when you’re talk-
ing simply about a typo there isn’t one. But what
about when you’re talking about something that
really matters? I’m speaking now about journal-
ism. I’m talking about politics. I’m talking about
information and how with a wave of your magic
wand (OK, keyboard), history can be changed.
Words unsaid. Erased.

Now, traditionally this doesn’t work so well.
When you watch a candidate on television, you
know someone is transcribing his words. When

you read a newspaper, you will still have that
paper tomorrow. And even if you read a wire
service online, the corrections come out noting
the error that the new release aims to fix.

I think it’s important that any Web site that
strives to have accountability to its readers tries
to do exactly that. It’s something that I’ve strug-
gled with over the years at Slashdot. When I
change a story for any reason larger than gram-
mar or typo, I try to put a note in the story to
reflect the change, to try to save a piece of the
past. I do this practically speaking because 
a Slashdot story has a discussion in response 

to it, and if I change the start 
of the discussion, context 
for the rest of the story can
be confusing at  best  for 
anyone who wants to follow
the footsteps.

So what am I suggesting?
Programmers have been
using tools to help with this
for years. CVS is the most
popular open-source applica-
tion; it tracks the history 
of your source code. A user
can essential ly go back 
in t ime, rewinding the

source code to the state it was last Thursday,
or a year ago. You can see who changed what
and when. When someone makes a mistake,
you can see who did it. If you’re managing a
large software project, you can talk to the per-
son who made the change.

But the same concepts can apply to a con-
tent driven Web site. By putting patches and
diffs* of all content changes into some sort of
public forum, a Web site can maintain that
history indefinitely.

As the Internet grows, it will inevitably
become the single most important source of
information for all of humanity. At the very
least, we should require government offices to
provide a change log of any public Web site.
Hopefully the major news organizations will
follow suit.  ■

Send your bits to my box at
malda@cpumag.com.

Holiday 
Wish List

1. Treo 650
2. 19-inch iMac

3. Canon Powershot SD300
4. Overturned DMCA
5. Grand Theft Auto: 

San Andreas
6. iPod Photo

7. Canon XL1S MiniDV 
digital camcorder

8. A really good Reuben
9. Gameboy Advance DS

10. BenQ PE8700 projector

The Department Of Stuff
by Rob “Cmdr Taco” Malda

The decentralized
nature of the 

’Net is at once the 
reason for its 

success and the
reason for most of

its problems.
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I f the holidays happen to be your favorite time
of year, that is just dandy. Seasons Greetings
and all that, but this column is not for 

you. Go open your presents. Go play Half-Life 2.
Go read Anand. If ,  however,  t insel  and 
eggnog have you shuddering and squinting, 
read on. . . .

First, at the risk of sounding like a Public
Service Announcement: If  you or someone 
you love suffers  from debil i tat ing depres-
sion, help is  available.  Whatever the cause 
may be—tragic loss, sea-
sonal affective disorder,
bad brain chemistry—it 
is not necessary to suffer
the agony in s i lence.
Open your mouth and
scream. I’m being serious
here. Tell somebody. If
that doesn’t  work, tel l
somebody else. Find that
small  voice inside that
says “l ive” and bring 
it out. This is not some-
thing you have to face
alone. Others have been
where you are.  Others
have lost  loved ones 
to the fear and igno-
rance that were once hallmarks of struggl-
ing with “the blues.” With 22 million Google
results (in 0.34 seconds), ignorance is no longer
an excuse. (A few Fast Facts from www.save.org, 
a suicide prevention Web site: For the 15 to 24
age group, suicide is the third leading cause 
of death, yet 80% of people that seek treat-
ment for depression are treated successfully.)
Help is out there. So why not give yourself 
the chance to someday look back and be so 
glad you chose life? 

Even for those not making the dai ly 
decision between Wheaties and carbon mono-
xide,  the long winter nights and palpable 
nostalgia of the season can be a challenge. 
Urged on by too much holiday cheer,  

Holiday 
Wish List

1. Justice
2. Peace 

3. A hybrid car even Sharky
would drive 

4. Gluten-free, fresh hot
sourdough bread

5. Faith-based rendering
6. Cheap/sturdy 50 cycle,

240 volt in-line water
heater (2nd year)

7. Another helping of num-
ber 4 with butter

8. Lifetime supply of ripe
guavas (2nd year)

9. Static-free wireless headset
10. Self-cleaning kitty litter

(3rd year)

Forward Slash
by Joan Wood

old high-school fr iends and long-lost  
overseas relat ives may be subjected to the 
late-night holiday r itual  of  dial ing under 
the influence.

But i t  doesn’t  have to be that way.  
Anyone with access to the Web has an inex-
haustible source of wonderment and cheer.
Whatever your beliefs, there is a large contin-
gent of like-minded souls already committing 
their thoughts to HTML. And if you prefer 
to argue, you can always find a few hundred

thousand people with
whom to vehemently dis-
agree. Fence straddlers? 
A-plenty!

Look up your 8th grade
science teacher (and make
a donation to her favor-
ite charity), track down
that bully from metal
shop (and get copies of 
his  cr iminal  record),  
or adopt a lost  Pom-
eranian (and learn al l
about collapsed trachea).
You’re never alone with
the ’Net. You can even
(gasp) Google dead peo-
ple.  Not that you wil l  

f ind them or anything, but it ’s  4 a.m. and
nobody’s watching, and besides, where else are
you going to look? Yeah, I know, it sounds mor-
bid or crazy, but some of us are haunted and
there aren’t many outlets available for this kind 
of thing. 

Sometimes, late at night when sleep eludes,
boredom plagues,  or nostalgia cal ls ,  com-
fort can be found in this repository of possibili-
ties, this giant yellow pages of humanity, this 
World Wide Web. Those that did not live to 
see it, ah, what they have missed! ■

Google joan@cpumag.com. 

It’s 4 a.m. and nobody’s
watching, and besides,

where else are you
going to look?
Yeah, I know, it 

sounds morbid or
crazy, but some of us

are haunted . . .

Googling Under 
The Influence
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Wireless Cities Popping Up
More and more cities equipped with

extensive Wi-Fi networks are popping up
all over the world. The latest announce-
ment comes from Taipei, which is launch-
ing a network that’s expected to cover 90%
of the city’s 3 million citizens. Q-Ware will
build the network, which it plans to spend
$70 million on to establish at least 15,000
access points around the city. HP has 
also provided consulting services to the
Taiwanese government. The network,
which will include an access fee, is expect-
ed to be available by the end of 2005.
Taipei joins such cities as Amsterdam,
Jerusalem, New York, and San Francisco as
cities that have rolled out or are planning
to roll out large-area Wi-Fi networks.

The New Shape Of Nokia 
Nokia has announced it will offer new cell phone designs, including

clamshell phones similar to those competitors such as Samsung,
Motorola, and Kyocera offer. Until now, the majority of Nokia’s
phones have featured the standard “candy bar” design, which many users
don’t consider as trendy. According to Olli-Pekka Kallasvuo, Nokia exec-
utive vice president, phones with new designs are expected to account for
as much as half of Nokia’s product revenues for 2005.

In other Nokia news, separate partnerships with Good Technology and
Handango are expected to enhance the functionality and content of Nokia’s
handsets. The partnership with Good Technology will bring GoodLink to business-opti-
mized Nokia phones. GoodLink provides secure, wireless communication with access to
Microsoft Exchange-based data, including email, appointments, contacts, and tasks.
Handango will provide mobile software for Nokia’s Preminet, which includes service
delivery and purchasing components designed to make it easier for users to purchase
software for mobile phones. Carriers will be able to choose which solutions to make
available to customers from Handango’s 11,000 Java and Symbian applications.

Nokia has also signed agreements with several car manufacturers,
including Ford and Nissan, to integrate Nokia phones into automo-
biles using Bluetooth and dedicated in-vehicle phone mounts the car
makers install. The technology is already available in several Eu-
ropean models, but it’s unknown when or if it will be available in
North American cars. In addition, the recently announced Nokia
616 Car Kit—which supports v1.1 of the Bluetooth specification,
the SIM access profile, and the Bluetooth Handsfree Profile—isn’t
expected in the United States in the near future. It will be avail-
able, however, in Europe, Africa, and parts of the Pacific Rim.

Road Warrior
Sony’s New Portable, Nokia’s New Shapes, 

New Wireless Cities, Madden 2005 
New For Handhelds 

& More From The Mobile Front
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Text-To-Speech Rec Comes To AlphaSmart Dana
AlphaSmart, in partnership with Don Johnston, has developed a text-to-speech pro-

gram, Write:Out Loud To Go, for use with the AlphaSmart Dana, a ruggedized Palm
OS notebook alternative aimed at the educational market. (Journalists, writers, and other
professionals have also embraced the product.)

Write:Out Loud To Go works in concert with the new AlphaSmart Voice Card to
provide auditory feedback to students working to improve their writing and spelling
skills. The Voice Card plugs into one of the Dana's two SD card slots and reads out loud
what students have written; students can listen through speakers or headphones. The
Franklin phonetic Spell Checker is also included. Write:Out Loud To Go checks for
spelling errors, prompting students to correct their writing using the Franklin applica-
tion. Site licenses for Write:Out Loud To Go, as well as the AlphaSmart Voice Card, are
available from the Don Johnston Web site (www.donjohnston.com).

NewsBreak Keeps PocketPC
Users Connected 

Ilium Software recently released News-
Break, a new app designed to keep users
up-to-date on the latest news, weather,
entertainment, stocks, sports, and more.
Instead of trying to configure complicat-
ed RSS feeds (although that option is
available for more advanced users), sim-
ple keyword searches let you find the
information you want. 

Once you select the news sources you
want, you can update them wirelessly 
via Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, or PocketPC Phone
Edition devices or via a pass-through Ac-
tiveSync connection on your desktop PC.
To save on wireless data costs, NewsBreak
only updates new headlines and keeps
track of the articles you have read. Other
features include keyword alerts for break-
ing news and landscape and high-resolu-
tion support on Windows Mobile 2003
Second Edition. NewsBreak is similar to
Handmark’s Express, another wireless in-
formation utility, but it is much more

flexible because it is
entirely user-configured
and does not require 
a monthly access fee.
NewsBreak is $19.95; a
30-day trial is available
at the Ilium’s Web site
(www.iliumsoft.com).
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Napster To Go 
Debuts On AT&T Wireless

Napster recently unveiled Napster To Go,
the world’s first portable music subscription
service. Currently available only to those cus-
tomers on the AT&T Wireless network with
the new Audiovox SMT5600 mobile phone,
the music service provides users unlimited
access to Napster for $14.95 per month (al-
though with Windows Media Player 10
DRM in place).

Users can also load previously purchased
Napster songs to their cell phone or purchase
individual songs from the Napster Light
online store. The phone comes with 28.5MB
of memory, which holds about six songs. To
store more songs on the phone, users can buy
miniSD memory expansion cards in either
128MB or 256MB capacities. The memory
amounts are enough to hold two or four hours
of music, respectively.

by Jen Edwards

MDM Releases Madden NFL 2005
For Handhelds 

MDM (Mobile Digital Media), the distribu-
tors of such titles as SEGA Classics, Atari
Retro, Britannica Concise Encyclopedia, and
the Speaking Language Translator, has acquired
the mobile software division of Mobility
Electronics. The big reward in the purchase is
the Quickoffice suite of apps, which includes
Quickword, Quicksheet, Quickpoint, and
Quickchart, all of which are fully compatible
with their Microsoft Office counterparts. With
the acquisition MDM also becomes a Symbian Platinum Partner, as
Quickoffice is the only Office-style suite of applications available for
Series 60 and UIQ devices.

MDM has also signed a mobile publishing partnership agreement
with EA Sports, allowing MDM to distribute Madden NFL 2005
($39.99) for Palm OS and Pocket PC devices. This marks the first
time the wildly popular football game has appeared on a handheld
platform other than the Game Boy Advance. The Palm OS/Pocket
PC version includes the complete 2004-05 NFL team rosters, three
gameplay modes (Playoffs, Regular Season, and Exhibition), create-
a-team and create-a-player options, voice commentary from John
Madden, and wireless multiplayer gameplay via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth.

Sony’s Latest Portable 
Packs A Punch 

Sony is offering mobile pro-
fessionals something entirely
new with its VAIO VGN-
U750P: a palmtop device that
offers several notebook-like
features in a much smaller pack-
age. Resembling a Tablet PC, the VGN-U750P 
has a 5-inch touchscreen (800 x 600), weighs just 1.2
pounds, measures 6.6 x 4.3 inches, and is just more than
an inch thick. 

The new VAIO runs Windows XP Professional Service
Pack 2 and features a 1.10GHz Pentium M processor,
512MB of RAM, a 20GB hard drive, built-in Wi-Fi, and
a port replicator that provides Ethernet connectivity, four
USB 2.0 ports, and one FireWire port. That’s in addition
to a built-in USB 2.0 port, CF slot, and a Memory Stick
slot. Proprietary Sony software enables handwriting recog-
nition on the touchscreen, but a folding keyboard is in-
cluded. Official pricing and availability wasn’t available at
press time, but the unit is expected to debut this month
for about $2,000.
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Palm OS Smart Watch Coming Soon?
Fossil already has several smart watches based on

Microsoft’s MSN Direct platform, which offer news,
stocks data, sports scores, and weather forecasts, along with
optional Outlook appointment reminders and MSN
Messenger alerts. Palm OS enthusiasts, however, have been
anxiously awaiting an updated version of the original Palm
OS-based smart watch for quite some time. The update
was available for preorder from Fossil at one point last year,
but it was delayed indefinitely due to quality-control issues.
Although there hasn’t been official word from Fossil, sever-
al sites are reporting a new Palm OS watch is expected at
CES in January. Although detailed information about fea-
tures wasn’t available, the new watch is believed to have
2MB of memory and an improved mini stylus and rocker
switch for easier navigation.

Huddle up with
Madden NFL 
2005 on your 
Palm OS or Pocket
PC handheld.

The Sony VAIO VGN-U750P is expected to be virtually
identical to its Japanese cousin, the U70, shown here.

AT&T Wireless 
customers can now
get their groove 
on with Napster To
Go on the Audiovox
SMT5600.
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by Samit G. Choudhuri & Chris Trumble

Plug In, Sit Back 
& Fire Away

T he entertainment world, at least where it
pertains to technology, morphs, twists,

turns, and fires so fast it’s hard to keep up. But
that’s exactly why we love it. For the lowdown
on the latest in PC entertainment, DVDs, con-
soles, and just stuff we love, read on. 
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Holiday 
Gift Guide

Part 2

DVD Byte by Todd Doogan

B y now the holidays are
over. But the releases keep

coming. Here are the Decem-
ber DVD releases. On the 7th,
be sure to check out Ben Stiller
in DodgeBall: A True
Underdog Story, David Lynch’s
masterpiece Wild At Heart, the
Hong Kong action hit (soon to
be a Martin Scorsese remake)
Infernal Affairs, and look for
the beautifully done Walt
Disney Treasures: Mickey
Mouse in B&W 2, The
Complete Pluto 1, and The
Mickey Mouse Club. The 14th

brings us a bad Tom Cruise in
Collateral, Will Smith in I,
Robot, a new spe-
cial edition of
Raging Bull, and
a little flick you
might have heard
of: The Lord Of
The Rings: The
Return Of The
King (Special
Extended
Edition). Yeah,
like that isn’t already on your
list. On the 21st you’ll find Clive
Owen in King Arthur in both

rated and unrated
editions, the new

The Manchuri-
an Candidate
remake with
Denzel, the indie
fave Napoleon
Dynamite, the
funny and fun
Shaun Of The
Dead, and, of
course, the not-
to-be-missed and

sorely tardy The Simpsons:
The Complete Fifth Season.
Closing out the month is the

hilarious Anchorman: The
Legend Of Ron Burgundy, the
Sci-Fi Channel-produced
Battlestar Galactica: The
Miniseries, the creepy shark
tale Open Water, semi-zombie
Milla in Resident Evil:
Apocalypse (Special Edition),
and the must own classic
Twilight Zone: Season 1. Lots
of great stuff to keep you inside
when the weather is freezing in
the great outdoors. ▲

At Your
Leisure

H ere’s a hands-on look at some of the most interesting releases that we’ve personally checked out—and
right as we went to press. Please visit www.cpumag.com/cpujan05/AYL for a more in-depth look.

(You’re right, it’s a difficult job, but someone has to do it: We’re here for you. Movies by Samit and Music by Blaine.)

A/V Corner

The Chronicles Of Riddick 
(Unrated Director’s Cut)

The disappointing sequel to 2000’s “Pitch Black”
returns in an extended cut. It fills in the gaps for the
theatrical version and provides a good background to

Chronicles Of Riddick: Escape From Butcher Bay (Xbox, PC).
Video is near-reference quality and audio is very aggressive.
$29.98 • Universal •  www.thechroniclesofriddick.com

Seinfeld: Seasons 1 & 2
Sometimes you want to watch a show about noth-

ing so you can laugh about nothing. Well, “Seinfeld”
has finally made it onto DVD. We’ve seen this four-
disc package for less than $30 on the street and it’s

an excellent price to pay for the first 18 episodes of one of the
funniest shows that ever graced television. $49.95 • Columbia
Tristar • www.sonypictures.com/tv/shows/seinfeld

Neil Young "Greatest Hits" (CD/DVD)
Beyond these 16 songs being the original

master mixes (the DVD-A version sounds
incredible), there's nothing here a longtime
Young fan doesn't already own. If you're new to

the Young camp, the set emphasizes Young's early years and is a
fantastic place to cut your teeth. $14 • www.repriserecords.com

Crossroads Guitar Festival
We've been waiting for this two-DVD release

since June. Why? Because we were there* to watch it
in person. The wait was worth it. The performances
from Eric Clapton, B.B. King, Carlos Santana, and

plenty of other guitar gods sound as great here as they did live in
Dallas. $25 • www.repriserecords.com
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which makes your health seem more rele-
vant. You have the option to call on your
squad for covering fire and backup, but
you’ll soon learn that they can’t die,
which ruins the immersion somewhat.
There are plenty of “Wow!” moments
(the Pearl Harbor sequence is amazing)
that will help your suspension of disbelief.

The Director’s Edition adds a new
weapon and several features that histori-
ans and long-time fans of the series will
enjoy. Highly recommended.  ▲

$59.99 • ESRB: (T)eenElectronic Arts

Electronic Arts
www.eagames.com

M oH: Allied Assault was universally
acclaimed by critics and gamers

alike. The sequel falls a bit short of the

original with long load times and spotty
trigger points. However, the game is
embellished with superb production values,
which carries the detailed story forward
with you in USMC Tommy’s hero boots.

The enemy often comes at you in waves,
and death seems to be far more common
than in Allied Assault. When up-close,
enemies will break into a Banzai run, and
you’ll have to be quick to take them down.

Unlike Allied Assault you’ll need a
medic (called a corpsman) to be healed,
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Medal Of Honor: Pacific Assault Director’s Edition
A More Realistic Depiction Of The Horror

PC-CD

Evil Genius
“No, Mr. Bond, I expect you to die!”

S ometimes it’s fun to play the bad guy.
You know, the evil genius that resides

deep within and hungers for world domi-
nation. Those of you who’ve been around
the block will remember Bullfrog’s
Dungeon Keeper—where the player
stepped into the role of the dungeon mas-
ter with the sole intention of destroying
the hero. Evil Genius draws some basic
inspiration from that concept but throws
in a liberal mix of James Bondian villains
and Dr. Evil, resulting in a mischievous
ride with plenty of clever touches.

Your minions are the basic grunts, but
then can be leveled up based on five

attributes. They’ll be key to your success
along with the more loyal and powerful
henchmen you employ. 

Evil Genius plays out as a combination
of strategy/RTS, The Sims, and an RPG.
And intertwined throughout is humor,
which gives the game much of its charm.
The cartoon-style  graphics and anima-
tion work perfectly. (Think back to how
effectively Spy vs. Spy worked on the
C64.) Everything is nicely animated and
fits the game’s spoof spy motif to a tee.

The game starts out too slowly for some,
but give it time and you’ll find plenty to
enjoy. Replayability is seriously hampered
with the lack of multiplayer support.  ▲

$49.99 • ESRB: (T)een

VU Games
www.howevilareyou.com

Vampire: The
Masquerade—Bloodlines

This title may get lost in
Half-Life 2's wake but
deserves attention for
more than just using
HL2's engine. Vampire is
an in-depth RPG with stunning graphics
where character development actually
affects gameplay.  

$49.99 • ESRB: (M)ature

Activision
www.vampirebloodlines.com

EverQuest II
The grand poobah of

MMORPGs is back with an
all-new sequel that will
force a whole new gener-
ation of nerds back into
the basement. If you're a
fan, it's probably time to weigh your choices:
Real life or the game? There's a good reason
it's called EverCrack, you know.

$49.99 (CD, DVD) • ESRB: (T)een

Sony Online Entertainment
www.everquest2.com

Half-Life 2
Collector's Edition

Players of Half-Life
will find Half-Life 2 to
be more evolutionary
than revolutionary,
which doesn't hurt. The expensive edition
crams the game on one DVD and includes
new versions of Half-Life and Counter-Strike.
Watch for our full review next month.  

$79.99 • ESRB: (M)ature

Sierra 
www.half-life2.com

Shoot fast when the enemy goes Banzai on you.

Join me. Or die. But either way the world will be
mine. (Yes, that’s what I’ll say at the meeting.)
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letting you decide
everything from how

CJ wears his hair to whether he's skinny,
buff, or fat. Combine all that with what may
well be the best game soundtrack ever, and
you have the new PS2 gold standard. ▲

$49.99 • (M)ature

Rockstar Games
www.rockstargames.com/sanandreas

W ith so many incredible games hit-
ting store shelves this holiday sea-

son, it's really tough to pick a clear-cut
winner for game of the year, but GTA: San
Andreas is clearly among the top two or
three games available for any platform. Set
in the early '90s in the fictional state of San
Andreas, the game turns your character
loose in three big cities and the countryside
that lies between them.

You play as Carl Johnson (aka CJ), a guy
that left the west coast and the gang life sev-
eral years ago but returns to Los Santos (aka
Los Angeles) upon receiving word that his

mother has been killed.
CJ no sooner gets off
the plane when a cor-
rupt cop (voiced by the
incomparable Samuel
L. Jackson) frames him
for the murder of a cop. Unable to leave
town at first, CJ decides that if he can't get
out of Los Santos, he might as well run it,
and so the fun begins.

In addition to incorporating the interac-
tive people, places, and things that made the
last two GTAs such huge hits, San Andreas
delivers advanced character customization,
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A prequel of sorts set in the Cold War
world of the '60s, MGS3 opens with

our intrepid hero Snake executing a HALO
jump into Soviet Russia to retrieve a scien-
tist working on a nuclear missile delivery
system that could change the balance of
global military power. Throughout the
game, you'll sneak around lots (MGS
touched off the current stealth craze) and
enjoy a complex story steeped in philoso-
phy that explains some of the events that
will take place "later" in MGS and MGS2.

Of course, because this game takes place
decades prior to MGS and MGS2, there's

some question as to how Snake could be the
same guy we've been creeping up on ene-
mies with since the first MGS game on the
PlayStation. But if you've played either of
the last two games, you know identity
always plays an important role in MGS.

MGS3 is more than just a gussied-up
sequel, though. In addition to the striking
new jungle areas, the game sports a complex
camo system that helps Snake stay hidden
in a variety of terrain, more involved hand-
to-hand combat, and a new health system
that occasionally requires you to eat jungle
critters. (Thus the name.) ▲

$49.99 • (M)ature

Konami
www.konami.com/mgs3

Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake Eater
Real Men Skulk In The Bushes

PlayStation 2

Atari Anthology
Talk about a great gift

for old-school gamers:
The Atari Anthology for
PS2 (and Xbox, by the
way) includes 85 classic
games and costs about 20
bucks. Made up of 18 arcade hits and 77
Atari 2600 games, the anthology recalls a
simpler time in video game history.

$19.99 • (E)veryone

Atari
www.atari.com/us

Prince Of Persia:
Warrior Within

This follow-up to POP:
The Sands Of Time finds
the prince a bit older and
a little rougher around the
edges but still fighting for
his life. If you liked the first game's acrobat-
ics, stylish combat, and elaborate environ-
ments, make sure you give this one a try.

$49.99 • (M)ature

Ubisoft
www.princeofpersiagame.com

BloodRayne 2
The half-vampire, half-

human Rayne is back fol-
lowing her defeat of the
Nazi menace. This time,
she's up against a vam-
pire army that has found
a way to nullify the harmful effects of the
sun. Bad news for humanity, but it's a
decent plot for an action game.

$49.99 • (M)ature

Majesco
www.bloodrayne2.com

Policemen are your
friends. All except Officer
Tenpenny, that is.
Samuel L. Jackson brings
this character to life with
his usual flair.

Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas
Actually, Crime Pays Pretty Well

Snake’s a bit of an antisocial chap, but he’s
alright when you get to know him.
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gameplay. Finish the single player
Korean-based campaign and the multi-
player features will keep you coming back
for more.  ▲

$49.99 (Xbox) • ESRB: (T)een

Ubisoft
www.ghostrecon.com

T he original Ghost Recon was one of
the first squad-based games available

on Xbox Live and quickly won a loyal fan-
base. Unfortunately, that game was ugly
and not easy to play, which is why we
opted not review it. It was in need of an
overhaul upon its release. Ghost Recon 2 is
definitely a big step in the right direction.

In a big departure from the original, in-
game graphics are attractive, and the game
plays smoothly during Xbox Live sessions.
Another radical change is the lack of a
first-person view. Instead, you look direct-
ly over your player’s shoulder, which lets
you see more of your surroundings. 
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U ntil last year’s Need For Speed
Underground, the NFS series

focused primarily on exotic race cars.
NFSU ushered in the opportunity to race
“street exotics” as seen in movies such as
“Fast And The Furious” (2001). 

NFSU2 takes the game up a notch but
falls flat at emulating Rockstar’s Midnight
Club open-ended gameplay. Exploring
NFSU2’s mostly empty streets is disap-
pointing, but the game has plenty else to
offer racers. Take on competitors, win cash,
and tune your car to perfection—that’s the
joy of the game. Greater spoils will come as

your reputation continues to grow and
you’ll be able to choose from more than 30
cars and an incredibly varied number of
real-life parts for customizations.

Environments look good and the cars
look decent (but not great). The cutscene
accidents are pointless and seem lifted
from Burnout 3. Cars don’t show dam-
age, which eats into the reality factor but
is passable when you’re driving at speed
and power sliding into the turns.

If modding and tuning are your bag,
NFSU2 will take you to 7th heaven. The
racing and in-car handling are superb. ▲

$49.95 (Xbox, PS2, NGC) • ESRB: (E)veryone
Electronic Arts
www.needforspeed.com

Xbox

Need For Speed Underground 2
EA Returns With Mods Apenty

Star Wars: Knights Of
The Old Republic II—
The Sith Lords

The original was more
intriguing than the two
most recent "Star Wars"
films, and this sequel looks
to follow the pattern of excellence. KOTOR2
places the fate of the Jedi in your hands and
is set five years after the original game.

$49.99 • ESRB: (T)een

LucasArts
www.lucasarts.com

Yourself!Fitness
Not really a game per

se, but more a fitness train-
er for mind, body, and
soul. It's a pleasure to see
an Xbox exclusive that goes
outside the box. Now you
can skip on paying monthly fees to look silly
with an audience while quietly improving flex-
ibility and attaining a zen state of mind.   

$34.99 • ESRB: (E)veryone

Microsoft Game Studios
www.xbox.com/en-US/yourselffitness

Chessmaster
A budget price for a

timeless classic you can
use to improve your game
or play online via Xbox
Live. We've never played
Chess on a console, but
you know, it's surprisingly fun. Who says
you can't have great games at a low price?
And at $19.99, it's a veritable bargain. 

$19.99 • ESRB: (E)veryone

Ubisoft
www.chessmaster.com

Blue lights under your car make you look cool.
Yes, continue to believe that.

We’ve played quite a few
squad-based tactical shoot-
ers, and GR2 ranks as one
of the better ones. Go ahead
and try to run and gun your
way through the game and
you’ll not get far. Location-
based damage (especially head shots) will
incapacitate you quickly. Instead you’ll
need to advance slowly with your squad
using all the cover at your disposal. This
calls for a slower pace but increases the
tension ten-fold and using your Xbox
Live headset to command your squad-
mates makes for even more immersive

Tom Clancy’s Ghost Recon 2
Much Better Than The Last

The new over-the-shoulder vantage point is an improvement.
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the magnum (Bungie apparently tweaked
the pistol due to gameplay balance issues),
but these are minor complaints.

H2 also includes Xbox Live multiplayer
support, with a wealth of game types and
game customization features that far sur-
pass those of H2's competition. Ironically,
though, herein also lies our most bitter
disappointment: the lack of two-player
cooperative support over Xbox Live. We
were also left seeking a bit more closure
than the game's ending provides, but we
liked the story enough overall to care how
it ends, so that comes out in the wash.

At the end of the day, Halo 2 is not
only the best FPS on Xbox; it's clearly the
best Xbox game of any kind available to
date. The single-player campaign mode
goes by pretty quickly at the Normal diffi-
culty level, but on Legendary, even the
most seasoned players will have their hands
full. Add to that the game's almost endless
playability online, and Halo 2 may well be
the best $50 you've ever spent.  ▲

$49.99 ($54.99 for Limited Collector's Edition) 
• (M)ature

Microsoft Game Studios
www.halo2.com

A sk Xbox owners what
their favorite game for

the system is, and a great
many of them will quickly say,
"Halo." But does the sequel
live up to all the hype and the
glitzy preorder sales numbers
retailers talked about prior to
the game's launch? You bet it
does, and then some.

With two major excep-
tions, which we'll talk about
in a moment, we love this game. It looks
fantastic, it sports essentially the same
intuitive control scheme as the first game
(which has been copied to one extent or
another by almost every Xbox FPS since
the Xbox launch), and it gives us a chance
to revisit the Master Chief's world, where
humans wage a desperate struggle for sur-
vival against a ferocious alien menace
whose technology far exceeds their own.
Are there some clichés here and there?
Yeah, but show us one good sci-fi story
that doesn't borrow thematic bits from
"Aliens" and other great standbys.

H2's graphics are a visual feast; the
game's character models show off far more
detail than in the first Halo, as do its vehi-
cles and environments. Everything moves

along at a pretty good clip,
except for a few occasional stutters during
cutscenes, which use the in-game engine.
The sound is also superlative, with believ-
able weapon sounds, rumbling explosions,
and quality voice work. You'll find more
variety among aliens and allies alike, and
the selection of human and alien weapons
you can use to ply the Chief's trade is high-
ly satisfying. What's more, you can dual-
wield many of the game's armaments, with
the exception of what would reasonably be
two-handed items such as sniper rifles,
rocket launchers, and so on. We have to
admit we missed the first game's assault
rifle, and we also missed having a scope on
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The vanilla release of Halo 2 is
great, but for $5 more you can get
the Limited Collector's Edition.
We're not sure how limited it is,
but for your money you get an
excellent tin DVD case embossed
with the H2 logo and a supplemen-
tal DVD with behind-the-scenes
info and a making-of featurette.

Hail To The (Master) Chief
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T here’s nothing terribly exciting about a CD storage
rack—or is there? The DiscHub is a very special rack (we

say that in a good way), and it's the first time we've ever writ-
ten about one. Try the DiscHub for a week and you'll be
hard-pressed to live with anything less. You see, this rack is
hardly ubiquitous as racks go; each of the offset 11 CD slots is
fitted with a neoprene membrane so your CDs
don't get scratched. The offset nature of
the design lets you find the disc you
need when you need it. The DiscHub
is a surprisingly useful product that
functions well beyond the sum of its
design. (As we went to press,
every DiscHub was priced at
$9.99 with shipping.)
$9.99 to $15.99 (with S&H)
theDiscHub.com
www.thedischub.com
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DiscHub
Clever, Cost-Friendly &
Eventually Indispensable

T he MX-1000 Laser Mouse is the
BMW of mice. It's the best han-

dling mouse we've laid our hands on. And that's saying some-
thing considering the number of mice we've biffed around. The
ergonomics and superb features set a new input device bench-
mark for mice, and moving your pointer around is very, very,
very (very) precise. Really, you just have to try one for yourself.
It's just hard to imagine what more can be done to improve the
design of a mouse other than the standard battery life gains. OK
wait, there is one thing—Logitech scroll wheels sometimes need
a bit more work in games. And we're not overwhelmed with the
SetPoint software. You can read more about the MX-1000 in
our November (page 21) and December (page 55) issues. Yeah,
you can really tell how much we like it. 
$79.95 • Logitech
www.logitech.com/mouse

Logitech MX-1000
Laser Mouse
Repeat After Me:
“La-Ser”

W ow, since when did network routers start looking so
sexy? According to D-Link, the DGL-4300 features

Gigabit LAN support and is heavily optimized for gamers. We'll
save the details for our coming review—needless to say we're
very intrigued and look forward to some hands-on testing. The
DGL-4300 features D-Link's proprietary 108Mbps wireless sup-
port and the DGL-4100 strips out the wireless connectivitywhile
retaining its good looks. We'll let you 
know what we think the moment we get our 
grubby hands on one of these babies.
Price TBA
D-Link
www.dlink.com

D-Link DGL-4300 & DGL-4100
Two New Gigabit Routers
Take Aim At Gamers

C reative's new N200
is available in

256MB, 512MB, and
1GB flavors. This gadget is
small and very convenient to have
around. At 0.51 x 2.58 x 1.32 (HxWxD-
inches), there's no excuse to not carry your music
around. (And unlike an iPod, you can just swap out the single AAA
battery for up to another 15 hours of music.) The only drawback is
the need to have a USB 2.0 cable to transfer music. If the idea of
needing a cable annoys you, then fine, do what we did and shop
around for a 512MB Nomad MuVo TX FM instead. With the TX
FM, you can detach the player (USB key) portion from the battery
module to transfer music and data directly through your USB 2.0
port. As we went to press, it was challenging to find a vendor with
the 1GB N200 or 512MB MuVo TX FM in stock, but well worth
the effort once you have one in your possession. 
$199.99 (1GB N200); $129.99 (512MB MuVo TX FM)
Creative Technology
www.creativelabs.com

Creative MuVo Micro N200 &
Nomad MuVo TX FM
Flash-Based Digital Audio 
For Everywhere
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SOFTWARE TIPS & PROJECTS
Play With WMP 10 

M
ICROSOFT RECENTLY LAUNCHED A

MUCH-IMPROVED VERSION OF ITS

UBIQUITOUS WMP (WINDOWS

MEDIA PLAYER), AND IN WMP

10, MS has built-in more of the playback
and media library functionality of popular
third-party players. To get more from this
major upgrade, we’ve assembled some of
the early hints and tips that have emerged
from Microsoft, as well as beta users.

To get WMP 10, go to www.microsoft
.com/windows/windowsmedia/mp10/
default.aspx.

Customized Startup
WMP 10 can accept command line

parameters that open the player in specific
modes, such as the Library. This means
that you can create Desktop shortcuts for
different modes. For instance, to open
WMP 10 directly into the Library, use
the Run command in the Start menu and
type wmplayer /task medialibrary. 

To make a shortcut, right-click the
Desktop, highlight New, and click
Shortcut. In the Create Shortcut Wizard,
click Browse button and go to the PRO-
GRAM FILES\WINDOWS MEDIA
PLAYER folder on your hard drive; high-
light wmplayer.exe. Click OK to bring
that path into the location field. At the
end of this path, add a space and type
/task medialibrary; click Next. Give your
shortcut a name and click Finish. 

Here are some other command line
parameters you can use to make cus-
tomized shortcuts for WMP:
• /task cdwrite: Starts WMP in CD-

burning mode.
• /task skinviewer: Starts WMP in the

Skin Chooser. 

• /task cdaudio: Starts WMP in CD-rip-
ping mode.

• /task portabledevice: Starts WMP in
Synch mode for copying files to and
from a connected portable player.

Control Your DVDs
To use the tricks related to DVD play-

back, you must have a DVD decoder
installed. Just about any DVD-playback
software will install this codec when
DVD software installs itself. If you install
one of these software DVD players on
your system, then WMP 10 now will be
able to play DVDs.

WMP 10 lets you speed up and slow
down scenes from a DVD. With the
DVD playing, use the View menu to open
the Enhancements submenu and click
Play Speed Settings. This opens an En-
hancements window beneath the DVD
screen. The slider controls the speed of
playback. Beneath the slider is a frame
advance control for navigating to a specific
frame in a sequence.  

The audio capabilities for playing DVDs
in WMP 10 are dependent on the installed
software player codec. To access multichan-
nel audio options, go to the Tools menu,
select Options, and select the DVD tab.
Click Advanced to bring up a window that
lets you toggle among the audio modes that
are compatible with your codec.

Customize Your Rips
By default, WMP 10 rips your CDs to

files with brief names that will not always

TTiippss  &&  TTrriicckkss

Windows XP Tip Of The Month

No Reboot Necessary

I f you ever notice your Windows
Desktop getting corrupted, your

Taskbar behaving badly, or just overall
weirdness from your apps, then you may
be able to restore order without rebooting
by stopping and reloading Explorer. With
your vital documents and apps closed,
bring up the WinXP Task Manager with
CTRL-ALT-DELETE. In the Processes tab,
click Explorer.exe and then click End
Process. You will get a warning about pos-
sible system instability and loss of your
system state, but click Yes. This clears your
Desktop of all icons. With the Task Man-
ager still open, use the File menu and click
New Task (Run). In the Create New Task
field, type explorer and click OK. This
reloads your icons and the Taskbar. This
will also reload the Registry. ▲

help you identify a track from outside of
the player. To customize the default file
name conventions, open the Options
window from the Tools menu. 

Go to the Rip Music tab and click the
File Name button. In the File Name Op-
tions window, build your own file naming
conventions by checking the boxes of the
items you want included in the file name
(for example, track number, artist, etc).
Use the Move Up and Move Down but-
tons to change the order in which the
items appear in the file name. Check the
Preview section to see a sample. Click OK.

Activate Mini-Me
WMP has a minimode, which puts the

basic controls of the player on your Taskbar
so you can run and control your music in
the background without opening the full
player window. To activate this, right-click
the Taskbar and use the Toolbars menu to
check the Windows Media Player item.
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From now on, whenever you minimize the
player, it will place a small console of con-
trol buttons on the Taskbar. 

You can also use this console to play
video clips or music visualizations in a small
window. On the Taskbar console, click the
small button in the upper-right corner that
toggles the Show Video And Visualizations
Window, and you will get a small video
window above the console. 

Jump Out Of Your Skin (Mode) Faster
WMP skins can be lovely, stylish, or

cool, but their oddly placed and poorly
labeled buttons can make it difficult to
revert back to the full mode player. WMP
10 lets you place what it calls an anchor
window on your Desktop that quickly
clicks you back into the normal WMP
window. In the Tools menu, click Op-
tions and go to the Player tab. Check the
box for Display Anchor Window When
In Skin Mode and click OK.

Remove New Context Menus
For your "convenience," WMP 10 adds

a number of context-sensitive options
when you right-click a media file, such as
Add To Playlist. For those who like to add
specific files to a CD burn list, a sync list,

or a playlist directly from Windows
Explorer, this can be handy, but for the
rest of us, it simply adds even more clutter
to our context menu. If you want to re-
move some of these new additions, you
need to use Regedit (click Start, select
Run, and type regedit in the Open field). 

Fair warning: Because these commands
use lengthy Registry key names, they are
difficult to replace once you delete them, so
before launching into the following tweaks,
back up each key first. For Add To Playlist,
highlight the HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\
CLSID\{F1B9284F-E9DC-4e68-9D7E-
42362A59F0FD} key, go to the File menu,
and click Export. Name the REG file with
a label for the key's function, such as addto-
playlist. Click OK. Repeat the same steps
for the Add To Burn List key: HKEY
_CLASSES_ROOT\CLSID\{8DD448E6-
C188-4aed-AF92-44956194EB1F}. If you
want to add the removed context menu
items at a later date, use the File menu's
Import command within Regedit to restore
this backed up key to the Registry. 

To eliminate the Add To Playlist menu
item from the context menu, find the
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\CLSID\{F1B
9284F-E9DC-4e68-9D7E-42362A59
F0FD} key. Delete the key to remove this
context menu option.

Now, look for the HKEY_CLASS-
ES_ROOT\CLSID\{8DD448E6-C188-
4aed-AF92-44956194EB1F} key. This
controls the Add To Burn List command,
which you can remove from the context
menu by deleting the key. 

The effect of these changes will be
immediate and doesn’t require a reboot.

Hunt For Codecs
So many codecs have been produced

and used over the years that it is likely you
will run into a video file that simply does
not run properly. In many cases, WMP
will report an error message containing the
name of a codec you are missing. If WMP
actually tells you the name of the missing
codec, then go to the FourCCs Web site
at www.fourcc.org. This index of codecs
will tell you who makes the relevant codec
and often provides a link to download it. 

In order to identify a codec on any
video file, especially uncooperative AVI

TTiippss  &&  TTrriicckkss

Registry Tweak Of The Month

Suppress That 
System Tray

I f you are tired of long strings of icons
across your Taskbar from the System

Tray, you can hide them altogether. In
Regedit, go to HKEY_CURRENT_USER\
SOFTWARE\MICROSOFT\WINDOWS\
CURRENTVERSION\POLICIES\EXPLORER.
In the Edit menu, select New and DWORD
Value. Name the new Value NoTrayItems-
Display. Double-click the new item and
give it a Value of 1. Reboot to see it take
effect or simply use the WinXP tip to
relaunch Explorer and the Registry with
the new settings. Your System Tray will
now only contain the system clock. To
restore your tray icons, return to the
NoTrayItemsDisplay Value and change the
Value to 0 or eliminate the Value.  ▲

files, go to www.headbands.com/gspot and
download the GSpot program. This free-
ware tool peers into almost any video file
and reports its 4CC name. This is the label
that the FourCC.org site uses to index
codecs, so you can go to its site and per-
haps link to the missing codec. 

You can also use GSpot to identify all of
the codecs currently installed on your PC.
At the program's View menu, open the
submenu Installed Codecs and choose
Video or Audio to see the entire list. Right-
click any of the listed codecs and use the
Details command to bring up particulars
about each codec, as well as the location of
its driver on your hard drive.   

by Steve Smith 

Nosing Around

D o you dance to the Muzak at work?
That head-bobbing could serve anoth-

er purpose: controlling your mouse. De-
veloped by Dmitry Gorodnichy of the
Institute of Information Technology, the
"nouse" is a mouse that a user guides by
moving the tip of his nose. The user right-
or left-clicks by blinking his right or left eye. 

The nouse takes a picture of a first-time
user and isolates around 25 pixels at the
tip of the nose. It then records each pixel's
brightness and the pattern of the pixels.
Each time the nouse is used, it searches for
the 25-pixel target and after finding it uses
a Web cam and software to translate
the movements into cursor move-
ments on-screen. Motion detec-
tion software monitors the eyes
to catch the blinks that simu-
late mouse clicks. 

Now you have an excuse
the next time your co-worker
catches you chair dancing to
"Afternoon Delight."  ▲

Source: www.newscientist.com
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The first entry in the context is your
identity. When you see user_u, it means
you’re assigned to the group of valid, non-
administrative users. (Your user account is
valid if it exists on the system.) If user_u
hadn’t been defined in your SELinux poli-
cies by your distro, then only users who
had explicit SELinux identities would be
able to log in. The account in this example

has no explicit identity (because you don’t
see the login name in the identity location).
The explicit identity doesn’t have to be the
same as the login name, but these two
items usually are identical to help make
keeping track of things easier.

Processes on your system also are given
identities to help keep them confined to
only what they’re allowed to do. If you
have SELinux, at a command prompt, type
ps -axZ (as shown in Figure 1) to see the
contexts assigned to the processes you have
running. You’ll also see the identities as-
signed to the processes. For example:

LABEL PID TTY STAT TIME COM-
MAND

user_u:system_r:unconfined_t
1      ?         S  0:01   init [5]

root:system_r:unconfined_t  
413  pts/1  S  0:00  -bash

Note that the root identity now appears.
This is the root account’s identity. On some
distros if you type su - at a command
prompt to become root, your identity
changes to match your initial login account.
For example, if you logged in as bob and
changed to root, typing id -Z would show
something like bob:system_r:unconfined_t
unless you ran the newrole command to
change your identity from bob to root. In
the other distro, the su command has been
set up to include the newrole.

It’s not just users and processes that have
identities; files do, as well. At a command
prompt, type ls -aZ (shown in Figure 2) to
see for yourself. For example, you might see
something like:

WARM UP TO PENGUINS
Introducing SELinux

S
ELINUX (WWW.NSA.GOV/SELINUX) IS A NEW

LEVEL OF SECURITY FOR LINUX THAT

HAS BEEN CROPPING UP QUIETLY (AND

SOMETIMES NOT SO QUIETLY) IN MANY

distros. Developed by the National Security
Agency to address its own internal con-
cerns, SELinux brings access control to the
OS (kernel) level instead of leaving security
up to programs, which can be bypassed.

A good example is a recent test done on
electronic voting machines. Testers weren’t
able to breach the voting software, but they
could access the underlying Microsoft Ac-
cess database and make changes with the
voting software without indicating that
changes had been made.

If you’re using a recent Linux distro, it
probably has the “hooks” for SELinux in-
stalled. To tell if your distro is set up with
SELinux or has support for it, access a com-
mand prompt and type id -Z. If you receive
an error, your distro doesn’t have support
built-in for SELinux. If you’re still unsure,
check out the SELinux For Distributions
Web site (selinux.sourceforge.net) to see if
your distribution of choice is listed.

Trying the id -Z command might fail
because SELinux requires a set of modified
programs that know to look for SELinux’s
rules. id is a valid command even without
SELinux, but it’s missing the -Z flag in its
default form. Without these modifications,
you can’t use SELinux at all. Even if you
have the modifications, if SELinux is
turned on in the kernel but you have no
SELinux rules, you won’t be able to do
anything, even log in, because SELinux is
checking for its rulebase. Fortunately, dis-
tributions tend to come with a default
SELinux setup. They also often have handy
GUI tools that let you modify your

SELinux parameters. See your distribu-
tion’s documentation for more details.

With these basics in mind, let’s take a
look at how SELinux works.

SELinux Identities
In addition to the normal permissions

structure you are used to in Linux, SE-
Linux adds another layer called Man-
datory Access Control. These permissions

revolve around the issue of your system
identity, which is tracked at a lower level
than your actual login. For example, if
you use the su command at a command
prompt to temporarily log in as another
user, your identity assignment doesn’t
change; it is tracked through the su 
session. The id -Z command that we
used previously will show something like
the following as the SELinux identity
context, which is listed in the format of
identity:role:type. Let’s say we have 
this example:

context=user_u:system_r:unconfined_t

TTiippss  &&  TTrriicckkss

Figure 1. This image provides an example of
what a longer ps -axZ listing looks like.
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-rw-r—r—  root     root    user_u:object_
r:user_h ome_t         anaconda-ks.cfg

-rw-r—r— root  root user_u:object_
r:file_t         install.log

Another generic identity you might run
into is system_u, which is assigned to 
system processes and system resources (such
as files and more).

SELinux Roles & Types
The second entry in a SELinux context

is your role. In the previous examples, these
roles were system_r and object_r. A sys-
tem_r role is typically for system processes,
while there is also a user_r for regular users
and a sysadm_r role for administrators
(plus other roles). Any account that a sys-
tem administrator uses should have the
sysadm_r role assigned or at least available.
The object_r role is assigned to all files.
Essentially, SELinux considers everything
on a system that isn’t a process or a user to
be an object. 

The third entry in a SELinux context is
the type. This term actually is an umbrella
that includes types and domains. A domain
specifically refers to processes, and types
refer to everything else (such as objects). In
the case of our examples, the types shown
are unconfined_t, user_home_t, and file_t.
The unconfined_t entry is also used for a
domain for the processes. 

The unconfined type and domain are
items that SELinux isn’t worried
about applying restric-
tions to.

Each user’s home directory is
assigned the user_home_t type,
while by default most files are
assigned with file_t. Another
common type is the sysadm_t,
for various system administra-
tion-related processes and files.
To learn more about the types
and domains you’ll run into, 
read the NSA’s policy paper at
www.nsa.gov/selinux/papers
/policy/policy.html. 

Pull It All Together
Knowing the components of

a context listing, you now need to know
how SELinux takes this data and uses it 
to determine who can do what. SELinux
consists of a set of security policies (which
the NSA policy paper explains). These
policies map what identities within what
roles can access particular files and run or
interact with particular processes in terms
of their types and domains. Where these
policies are stored depends on your distri-
bution, so see your distro’s documentation
for details.

Some current distros offer GUI tools to
interact with your policies. Fedora Core 3,
for example, offers this tool, which you can
access by selecting Applications, System
Settings, and then Security Level. Doing a
Web search on “selinux gui tool” will offer
up distribution-independent options that
you can download and install.

A good source for tools and documenta-
tion is Tresys Technology (www.tresys
.com/selinux). Before you start messing
with policies, however, know that if you
make mistakes, you can lock out others
from being able to use the system, keep
processes from functioning properly, and
worse. We highly recommend that you
bring up a system with a new set of 
policies in a mode that will not
enforce the policies but will
log what you would do if 
you were

enforcing the policies. This may be called
various things (such as Warn mode) de-
pending on your distribution. The official
name is Permissive mode.

When you’re convinced the system
works OK, you can change to Enforcement
mode. Now test it again. Only when you
have really tested and made sure that every-
thing is working properly should you walk
away and let SELinux control your produc-
tion systems in Enforcement mode.

Not Simple Security
SELinux isn’t a simple security imple-

mentation. Just researching the topic can
make your eyes cross. Keep experimenting
on a system you can afford to make errors
on until you feel you have a grip on it. For
the average user, SELinux might even be
overkill. For server admins, however, it may
eventually be a mandatory addition to the
security-solutions tool belt.   

by Dee-Ann Leblanc 

TTiippss  &&  TTrriicckkss

Figure 2. Typing ls -aZ at a command prompt will show
you something like you see here. 

Buzz-Worthy Research: 

Ohio State University researchers
are getting honeybees "all

boozed up." According to researcher
Julie Mustard, on the molecular level,
the brains of honeybees and humans
work the same. Knowing how alcohol
use affects genes and proteins in a
honeybee's brain may help to under-
stand how alcohol affects memory
and behavior in humans and provide
data about chronic use and addic-
tion. Researchers administered vari-
ous levels (10 to 100%) of ethanol to
the honeybees. Not surprisingly,
increasing ethanol consumption
caused the intoxicated bees to spend
less time flying and grooming and
more time upside-down. Researchers

hope to use the honeybees to
learn more about the social

effects of alcohol. 
(Source:  www.sciencedaily.com)
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S o now we’ve seen the future and it is as
dual-core as you can get. Since the last col-
umn, a lot more information has seeped out

into the mill pond just outside the rumour mill. It’s
pretty clear that a lot of future Intel technology
depends on Microsoft Longhorn, and it’s also now
apparent that the three chip giant’s Smithfield
Prescotts due next year are really stop gap chips.
This is incredibly frustrating if you’re on the verge
of buying or putting together a
top machine; do you wait until
2006 before you put your
money down in the hope that
Microsoft will have launched
Longhorn by then? And if it
makes you cross, just imagine
how livid the two major chip
firms are.

There are already signs that
the home and enthusiast mar-
ket is damping down in terms of sales; what will
sustain Intel are sales of PCs to big businesses. All
the signs are that people are finally switching after a
long period of hunting through their pockets for a
spare quid or two.

The three Smithfield Prescotts are to be called
the X20, X30, and X40. We don’t know what hap-
pened to the X10, nor does there seem to be any
rhyme or reason for the names and numbers. But
we do know that each of the dual processors will
have its own stash of 1MB cache. In another leak
from Intel, it emerged over the last few weeks that
the company feels the cache will give it an edge over
AMD’s dual-core processors. We do expect AMD’s
chips to be out well before Intel’s, however. No one
is saying yet what the performance is going to be
like, but as both firms are now de-emphasizing the
megahertz myth, we suspect that raw power will be
the least important part of the puzzle. Nevertheless,
we have megahertz numbers for the X series: They
will run at 2.8GHz, 3GHz, and 3.2GHz, respec-
tively. It’s no wonder that Intel is playing down the
frequencies—just now Intel released the last of the
old Pentium 4 family (the 3.8GHz with 1MB of
cache; reviewed on page 22). And when it intro-
duces the 6XX Pentium 4s in early January, in
Japan at least, they will have 2MB of level 2 cache

each and won’t hold out much in the way of addi-
tional megahertz numbers.

While we all wait to see just how Intel’s dual-
core chips pan out, and much of the infrastruc-
ture such as chipset support is already there, the
strong rumour is that there are some exotic dual-
core chips promised for 2007 which will really
capitalize on Longhorn. We can’t wait. Or rather,
we’ll just have to wait. They’ve got exotic code

names, but we’d better not
mention them yet; otherwise
Intel might dispatch a mole
hunter to Leak Central and
shoot our source stone-dead.

Just before writing this, I
got some information from an
AMD mole in Taiwan who
tells me that next generation
Opterons will have a whole
different pin out, and by then

just about every AMD processor will be dual
core—we think that applies to Athlon 64s, as
well. The server chips will have 1,207 pins, so
that’s an end to the 939/940 pin out scene. But
we won’t see these processors until 2006 when
Longhorn is expected. The last we heard,
Microsoft is preparing for a launch of Windows
64 for AMD and Intel processors at the end of the
first quarter. That takes us to within maybe a year
and some months before Longhorn.

Bill Gates told me and some other people last
year that Longhorn is costing Microsoft more to
develop than the man on the moon project in the
1960s. It had better be good. What I’m personally
wondering is where this leaves the real current
oddity in the Intel pack: the Pentium 4 Extreme
Edition processors. Intel will release another of
these this year. By the time you read this, it will
already have been introduced, barring accidents
and emergencies. Is there any future for the EE
chips at all? Judging from the reviews I’ve read,
they’re not exceptional performers and they are
very pricy indeed, with the top-end chip costing a
staggering $1,000. You be the judge.  ■

Send rumours to “Mad Mike” Magee at
Mike@cpumag.com.

Holiday 
Wish List

1. Webroot
Window

Washer: Deletes stuff you
didn’t know you had.

2. Firefox: Stops stuff you
didn’t know you didn’t

want.
3. Panasonic CF-W2 note-

book: I still love mine desper-
ately. 

4. And the Pentium M desk-
top I built.

5. Flash drives: Easy to lose
but invaluable tools.

6. Nikon Coolpix 4800:
Dandy little digicam.

7. Google Desktop Search: A
minor miracle.

8. Belkin PC Toolkit: Gets
stones out of PC’s hooves.

9. Free LCD Monitor from
Dell.

10. Ipass Net Roaming
Service: Invaluable.

Shavings From The Rumour Mill
by Mike Magee

The three
Smithfield

Prescotts are to be
called the X20,
X30, and X40.

Future Chip News
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CPU: Is it true that you finished the first
version of myHTPC in only two months?

Pissanetzky: Yeah, but it was really cut
down. I worked on the basics and then I
started adding to it. The very first thing it
could do was just pictures. You could
browse your pictures and do slideshows
and that sort of thing.

CPU: Had you played with other PVR
applications for PCs, like SnapStream,
ATI, and all those?

Pissanetzky: I had, and at that time they
were all just horrendous. At the time, people
were just getting to grips with the whole
idea. I can honestly say that [as of]
December 2002, there were no full-screen
interface apps that were halfway decent.
MCE was really the only one. Everything
that I looked at didn’t really have the full-
screen interface. It wasn’t big and easy. I
think SnapStream didn’t have a full-screen
UI at the time. Sage was not even on the

scene yet or was just barely starting. I don’t
remember what the status was of some 
of the other open-source options, like
MythTV and Freevo. So really I was look-
ing for anything that could do the TiVo
and MCE things and would be easy, simple,
and not have huge system requirements. 

CPU: Did you have to compromise on
anything in your program design?

Pissanetzky: I made probably two com-
promises. First of all I tried to use Direct-
Show and found it to be too problematic.
So I decided against it. Then I tried to work
on the PVR side of things, and I found that
to be very problematic, too, so I left that
alone. I switched gears and decided that
myHTPC was just going to be kind of a
shell to let you launch other things.

So myHTPC was unable to play video or
play music by itself. It needed external
players to do that. And that was part of its
success because at the time what people

were doing is they were using Girder and
a bunch of applications to create the idea
of the remote-controlled PC. They would
use Winamp and Zoom Player, all these
different apps, and try to make them
work nicely together to have an HTPC. If
you gave them a shell that they could
launch all these things from, it just made
the experience that much better.

CPU: Is Meedio essentially an updated
myHTPC?

Pissanetzky: With Meedio we took a
very different approach. We spent almost
a year constructing tools we could then
use to build applications. Meedio kind of
preserves that myHTPC idea, that you
can launch anything from it and you can
make a whole bunch of different things
work in concert together. But at the same
time, there was a crowd that didn’t want
to do all that, that didn’t want to mess
with the external players and this and that
and have to install 20 prerequisites before

P ablo Pissanetzky, the chief technology officer of Meedio (www
.meedio.com), started programming on a Commodore 64 at age 13.

He was a whiz and frequently battled with his college computer science
professors, who sometimes landed jobs for him when he wasn’t too much
of a pest. One day Pissanetzky found himself with a TiVo, the first
release of Microsoft’s Media Center Edition, and a position at Enron that
was about to evaporate. That series of events spawned myHTPC (which
recently morphed into Meedio), one of the first and best media center
applications available. Pissanetzky’s story is a case study in how one guy
with a lot of motivation can outflank the biggest names in the burgeon-
ing media center space.  ▲

by William Van Winkle

Technically Speaking
An Interview With Pablo Pissanetzky, CTO Of Meedio

WWhhaatt’’ss  CCooookkiinngg . . .
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other. My home network can be connect-
ed to my parents’ and grandma’s and
uncle’s who are all in Pennsylvania. That
experience extends to groups of people. 

CPU: You can just broadcast, ‘Hey, I
downloaded the new episode of whatev-
er—do you want to look at it?’ Then you
just beam it over to them? 

Pissanetzky: Yep. And you’ll not only
just beam it to them but let them watch it
from where it is. So if, in my circle of
friends, someone records ‘Survivor,’ not
everybody has to record it. It’s available to
all of us. 

CPU: The content companies will have
a fit. 

Pissanetzky: Sure, sure. If you think
about it, though, it’s essentially the same
thing. If I record ‘Survivor’ on a VHS
tape and have a big party where 30 of my
friends come over to watch it, it’s essen-
tially the same thing. Once home net-
works establish themselves, then they
have to be linked up into small groups.
And then it won’t be a case of copying the
content but of viewing it remotely.

CPU: Is Meedio working on designing
that?

Pissanetzky: Yes. The whole goal of
Meedio is to allow for things like that, for
custom experiences that travel with you and
allow you to control not just your media,
but your home also. Home automation is
another one of our focuses. So the whole
media experience—watching TV, looking
at your pictures, playing your music, con-
trolling your home, etc.—can go with you,
and the experience is persistent no matter
where you are. The idea of linking up with
other groups of people is a pretty obvious
one that we can all benefit from. It just
needs some legal battles to be fought and
some improvement to the broadband infra-
structure to make it all happen. I think
we’re on the brink of that.  

they could use it. Those people wanted
everything to be built-in and integrated.
So with Meedio we took that extra step
and integrated a video player and music
player, the slideshows, weather informa-
tion. At the same time, we left it open so
that if you didn’t want to use those
things, you didn’t have to. 

CPU: After playing with Beyond TV
3.5, MCE 2005, and all the other latest
contenders, why pick Meedio? 

Pissanetzky: The Meedio approach is
different because we have a toolkit that we
can use to develop any kind of big-screen
interface application. Right now we’re
focusing on creating a media-center,
HTPC-type program, and the toolkit can
be used for that. We can also use that same
toolkit to develop other types of applica-
tions—kiosks, point-of-sale software, you
name it. Things for children, people with
learning disabilities, the elderly. There are a
lot of different possibilities for that toolkit. 

We see two separate markets. One is using
the toolkit to develop assistance for large-
screen or touchscreen interfaces. Another
one is the media center software market.
And in that segment of the market, we’re
different from the competition in that our
offering is completely customizable. With
Meedio, you can change it, tweak it, add
to it, make it behave the way you want it
to. It’s not just a static application. 

We have nearly 15,000 users right now,
and they’ve been developing all sorts of
plug-ins and themes for Meedio. I think
it is over 100 different plug-ins and
themes in a couple of months. We’re sell-
ing a platform that can grow and adapt
and be customizable.

CPU: You as a consumer, what do you
think is legally proper? How should you
be able to use your media? 

Pissanetzky: It’s tough. Me, personally,
I’m with just about anybody out there. I
should be able to copy my own stuff, and
if I want to have it on several computers or
on a server in the house, I should be able

to do that. But I’ve also come to the real-
ization that DRM is a necessary evil. It’s
unavoidable, and it’s the only way we’re
going to be able to get the really good con-
tent available at good prices in a wide-
spread market. It just has to be kept in
check so that it doesn’t get out of control. 

CPU: Well, that’s kind of the kicker,
isn’t it? Because obviously the trend in the
last five or six years has not been to
impose many checks on that. 

Pissanetzky: The FCC and other bodies
have to step up and allow the consumer
voice in how these things are going to
work. It’s an issue of convenience vs. rights.
If you’ve got a media center computer, it’s
easier to just do a couple of clicks and get a
movie from Movielink than it is to get in
your car and drive down to Blockbuster.
You have to sacrifice a little bit for that con-
venience. I think that the few sacrifices
we’ll have to make in order to get that con-
venience are worth it in most cases. 

CPU: If you look five or 10 years into
the future, what PVR technology do you
see being in your living room?

Pissanetzky: I definitely see something
similar to an extender, maybe a little bit
smarter. I see that home networking is
going to be a necessity, and I think that
there will be a home server that will hold all
the content. And everyone in the house will
have the ability to have their own experi-
ence with the content. That will translate
also to mobile devices, to phones and cars
and palm computers. You’ll be able to take
your content and have your own experience
with you no matter where you are. 

[Home] servers will be there with lots and
lots of content. A lot more content will
come from the Internet—movie rentals
and music—and I think that home net-
works will be connected to each other so
that the whole peer-to-peer networking
thing will take a whole new spin and will
be used to connect home networks to each

WWhhaatt’’ss  CCooookkiinngg . . .

To read our entire interview with Pablo Pissanetzky, go to 

www.cpumag.com/cpujan05/pablo.
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Y ou’ve probably grasped the funda-
mental idea in quantum computing

that a qubit (quantum bit), unlike a tradi-
tional bit, can simultaneously exist in the
states of 0 and 1. These values are typical-
ly noted in terms of the qubit having a
spin-up or spin-down state. Additionally,
qubits can become entangled such that
they share the same state, and changing
the state of one qubit instantly changes
the state of the other.

Getting qubits to exist in their am-
biguous state of “superposition” is hard
enough, but communicating qubit data
beyond the test chamber is essential for
quantum-based networks. In essence, this
requires transferring a quantum state from
atomic media (matter) to photons (light).
A matter-based system is fine for storage,
but because many quantum computers are
likely to be based on distributed models, a
photonic system is essential. With funding
from NASA and the Research Corpora-
tion, assistant professor Alex Kuzmich and 
graduate student Dzmitry Matsukevich 
of Georgia Tech’s School of Physics have
demonstrated a way to achieve this.

The duo used two clouds of extremely
cold rubidium atoms, each with about 1
billion atoms. Each cloud, or ensemble,
possessed a different quantum state, thus
forming a nebulous qubit. They split an
infrared laser beam, passed each beam
through its own ensemble, and after care-
fully calculated light scattering, polariza-
tion, and reflection, recombined the beam.
The resulting qubit proved to be entangled
with an individual photon.

“Nobody has been able to take a matter
qubit and convert it to a light qubit,” says
Kuzmich. “This basic building block for
future quantum networks is the first step
toward realizing a quantum repeater. Hav-
ing quantum repeaters would allow us to
realize quantum communications that
would not be limited by the absorption loss
of the optical fiber.”

Besides its suitability for long distance
transmission, photonic qubits never need
to be converted back into matter, as quan-
tum computers can process photons as well
as atomic qubits. However, Kuzmich esti-
mates that marketable applications of the
process are still nearly a decade away. ▲

Planting P2P 
In Your Hand

W e do text messaging via cell phone.
And Web browsing and digital

photography. So, why not P2P file shar-
ing? Nokia, working with the Budapest
University of Technology and Economics,
started the PerPhone project to find out.

There are many P2P apps, but to exam-
ine how different network topologies could
impact overall sharing performance and
efficiency, Nokia turned to Gnutella, a
favorite among MP3 swappers. Gnutella is
well-suited to the cell phone model because
it has no centralized server. Queries fan out
across a mesh of other users running on the
Gnutella platform until a transfer link is
initiated between two or more nodes. (You
can pull downloads from multiple, simulta-
neous sources to reduce transfer times.)
Lack of a central server is as important for
reducing communication overhead in a
mobile setting as Gnutella’s relatively small
packet size.

There are several ways to structure an
ad-hoc network topology, but the most
attractive one from Nokia’s studies was the
Connected Star, which presumes that some
network nodes will have higher bandwidth
capabilities and/or more persistence (closer
to an always-on state). These nodes form
the star’s center; the star’s points are nodes
with lower bandwidth and/or greater likeli-
hood of dropping offline. Connections
between these primary nodes form a sort of
backbone for the network. Connected Star
keeps the number of connections between
nodes to a bare minimum while reducing
overall network load.

Nokia has yet to work out all the vari-
ables, though. For example, does the net-
work intelligently decide which nodes are
star centers, or can users elect to be centers?
How far should a query spread through the
network? (Nokia says a likely scenario is to
restrict queries within the user’s geographi-
cal proximity. This would be great for those
in L.A., but users in Montana might be left
high and dry.) Do star center nodes pay the
same rate as regular users or receive an
incentive for helping power the network? If
you’re getting a break to be always-on,
what happens if your battery dies?

Nokia hasn’t announced a timeline for
bringing P2P to handsets, but such an
application may be the killer app 3G so
desperately needs.  ▲
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by William Van Winkle

TDK’s All-But-Impervious Armor

I n the 1980s, CDs were heralded as a
virtually indestructible advance over

LPs. CDs are more resistant to dust and
light scratches, but most of us still have 
a fair number of brutalized discs. One
scratch can render a track or entire disc
useless. The situation with DVDs and
the coming wave of blue laser discs ap-
peared no better—until now.

TDK has devised a coating process
that prevents scratching and repels ink
and oils. The scratch resistance comes
from an ultra-thin, spin-coated layer of
50-micrometer silica particles. Anoth-
er layer of fluorine-doped resin goes 
on top and is cured with UV light. The
fluorine resins don’t absorb moisture, so
ink or oils simply form droplets on the
disc surface that can be easily wiped
away. TDK debuted its recordable
Armor DVD media two years ago—
already heralded as 100 times more
scratch resistant than regular media—
but recent advances with the second
resin layer filed under a new patent have
made surface droplet sizes so small
they’re insignificantly small compared
to the size of a laser striking the disc

and thus pose no problem with deflect-
ing the beam.

The new Armor process even works to
repel dust. According to TDK, a stan-
dard DVD releases 50% of a static
charge over 15 hours. New Armor Plated
discs do the same thing in 50 minutes.

“There is an ongoing research and
development effort to enhance both the
performance and cost level of digital
recording media at TDK,” notes Bruce
Youmans, TDK vice president of mar-
keting. “Beyond the current protective
coating enabling scratch resistance, fin-
gerprint repellence, and antistatic prop-
erties to ward off dust particles, TDK is
working on anti-UV characteristics that
will protect the recording layer from UV
source damage. For instance, as 8cm-
disc-format video camcorders continue
to grow in popularity, this technology
will protect the disc under normal stress
field conditions.”

TDK recently launched 8cm DVDs
with the latest Armor technology and plans
to bring the coating to its CD line. The
coating can also be applied to screens such
as those on wall-mounted plasmas. ▲

Purdue Prof Sorts Quantum Streams 

A nother potentially major
leap in quantum com-

puting occurred recently when
Purdue University researchers
were able to segregate qubits ac-
cording to their spin orienta-
tion. If a collection of qubits are
all performing computation in
their state of superposition, they
collapse into a definite up or
down state once the computa-
tion is complete, and you’re still
left with sorting those qubits,
measuring how many of which
type you have. Until now, all
approaches at performing this
segregation have failed. 

Leonid P. Rokhinson, assis-
tant physics professor at Purdue,
and his team found that highly

purified gallium arsenide semi-
conductors sandwiched between
layers of aluminum gallium ar-
senide possessed just the right

ability to split a stream of quan-
tum objects according to their
spin. In this case, a beam of
“holes” in the gallium arsenide,
or the spaces electrons leave as

they pass through the semicon-
ductor, was bent with a mag-
netic field along two different
cyclotron trajectories. 

“Although it may seem coun-
terintuitive, the holes have a
spin state, as well,” says Rok-
hinson in a statement. “The
spaces don’t literally spin; the
idea of spin is just a loose met-
aphor anyway to help physicists
imagine what’s going on. In an
electric current flowing through
a copper wire, we imagine elec-
trons jumping from one copper
atom’s orbital hole to another.
We could also imagine those
holes having a positive charge
and flowing in the opposite di-
rection. A similar concept is at

work here with spin state; we’re
just working with the holes this
time, not the particles.”

Rokhinson says spin segrega-
tion will be vital to any spin-
based device functioning and
“could be one of the missing
links necessary for the develop-
ment of quantum computers and
nonvolatile memory devices.”
The Purdue approach doesn’t re-
quire the large magnetic fields
typical of other spin-measure-
ment efforts. It does require op-
erational temps just above 0
degrees Kelvin. If researchers can
raise the operational temps and
manipulate the electron holes,
they’ll be closer to a practical
spin-based transistor. ▲
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TDK’s newest Armor Plate coating promises to drasti-
cally improve the integrity of future discs and screens.
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AA
s a boy, Blake Ross used to
stay up with his father way
beyond bedtime to play PC
adventure games. Now, he’s
embarking on a different

kind of computer adventure, one that
could rattle the foundations of the entire
industry. The 19-year-old Netscape expa-
triate is the key force behind Firefox.
Even in beta, Firefox scored millions of
downloads, and the heat under the brows-
er just keeps increasing.

QQWhat did you get out of your time
at Netscape?

Ross: Netscape was really an eye-opening
experience. I can’t say it was the best
introduction to the software industry. But
it may also have motivated me to start
Firefox, something I might not have done
otherwise if I hadn’t left with such a bitter
taste in my mouth. Basically, Netscape
was frustrating because the people running
the show had dollar signs on the brain,
and it was completely hindering their abil-
ity to really leverage the opportunities we
had in terms of regaining browser share.

My favorite example of this was pop-up
blocking. The Netscape releases were
based on the Mozilla codebase, and the
Mozilla codebase had pop-up blocking.
Here we had this technology that cured a
problem people everywhere were speaking
out against. IE had no pop-up blocking
and no plans to implement it at the time.
So what did Netscape do? In their first
release, they removed it entirely. We had
all the technology we needed and a huge
opportunity, and they just completely
axed it, all because Netscape/AOL Web
properties used pop-ups!

I started off the bright-eyed, bushy-tailed
kid in a candy store, and by the time I left
Netscape, I was just like . . . wow.

QQWhere did the name Firefox 
come from?

QQIf you had to pick your favorite three
competitive feature advantages for

Firefox, what would they be?

Ross: Hmm. I’d probably say tabbed
browsing, the Find bar, and the extensions
capabilities. But that’s against IE for
Windows XP. For IE on earlier Windows
versions, I’d have to say that one of our best
competitive advantages is pop-up blocking.

QQExtensions?

Ross: Extensions are add-ons that can
either implement new features, modify the
behavior of existing features, or even hide
existing features. Firefox offers an exten-
sions architecture that’s simple in two ways.
It’s simple for developers to use, which is
why we have over 200 superb extensions
today, and it’s simple for users to use
because all they have to do is click Install
and Firefox does all the rest automatically.
So it’s really a point-and-click interface to
add all kinds of cool new stuff for our users. 

QQWhat do you stand to make out of
Firefox personally besides fame,

glory, and chicks?

Ross: Well, I’m still waiting for all of
those . . . but beyond that, this is really
all about living out a dream that kept 
getting stifled. We’re making a product
that really affects and improves the expe-
riences of millions of people, and it’s
something of a personal triumph to 
finally have reached that.

Subscribers can go to www.cpumag.com
/cpujan05/ross for bonus content.

William Van Winkle began writing for com-
puter magazines in 1996. He was first pub-
lished in 1990, the same year
he took his first job in comput-
ers. He and his family live out-
side of Portland, Ore.

Back Door
Q&A With Blake Ross

Ross: We named it Phoenix for its 
first public release since it was ‘reborn’ 
from the ashes of the Mozilla code-
base. Then it went through a series 
of name changes for comical copy-
right reasons.

QQWhat exactly is Firefox, and how
does it differ from Netscape/Mozilla?

Ross: Netscape/Mozilla is kind of this
monolithic suite of very tightly integrat-
ed applications. They contain a browser,
a mail client, a Web page composer,
and, in Netscape’s case, an AIM client.
Originally, Phoenix was characterized 
as ‘just the browser portion of Mozilla,’
but this has never really been the case.
From the first release, Phoenix has
always offered a different feature set 
and a different user interface than
Netscape/Mozilla.

Phoenix was created to be more of an
end-user browser. Mozilla was created to
be an everything-for-everyone browser
because at the time the Mozilla Orga-
nization was in the business of creating
technology to give to other vendors 
so that they could prepare it for end-
user consumption.
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